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FINANCIAL AND LEGAL STATUS 
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'; ~he Congress Mine , is owned .~y the Congress ,Mining Corporation, 
-" . ' :, . 

. , ' 9.~ganized under the laws . of Arizona "with . authorlzeo. capt tal 9f 500 , 
. .. , ...• -t : 

... j ~ ~ 
" " shares , of no par , val~e , stock of . which Nathaniel Holmes II owns 375 
~-: " " < , :" ~' " 'x.;:;. .. , ,~ .. <, .. 

. ~ shares. This company stl1l ' holds tit~e to the pongress Group of 19 , 
~,:_ , ',; :" ~ • ., I - I' r . . . 

. . . '., patented and 12 unpatented mining claims, . (about, 450 acres) with all 
. . i 

improve~ents ', but the control of . same is now in the hands of C. M. 

Rockwood, Rece1 ve~ appointed by the Feder~l District Court who is 
~ '-. . . 

,represented locally by Robert Rae of Phoenlx~ 

,. 

... , 

. If 

, . ~' 
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A mortgage on the real property and a chattel mortgage on equip

ment are both held by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to secure 

a loan and have been foreclosed 9Y an action in the Federal District 

Court. A sale of the property to satisfy the jUdgment may beordere'd 

at any time, but Rockwood and his Attorney are anxious to postpone 

such, a sale in the hope that a settlement can be arranged. Advances 

on account of this loan were , made from July 1937 to May 1938 when the 

' final prlncipai;,was: '149,000 bearin~ interest at the rate of 6% per 

annum. ,', S~n~e ':t~en$70 ,"000 of this ' principal has been repaid, but 

' since the accrued interest now amounts to $15,000' the total claim .' , 

of theR.F.C. is about , ~85,000 plus some legal expenses which should 

aggregate ,less than $1,000. The Receiver has . at present some $6,000 

in the bank but, he is meeting the carrying charges which must amount 

,to over $500.00 per month. 

, 
The Odngress Mining Corporation owes Holmes about ~30,000 secured 

, only by promissory notes and in so far as I can learn it has no other 

corporate debts. 

Should the property be sold thru the foreclosure proceeding, the 

'Corporation will have a period of six months in which to redeem and 

it is presumed that Holmes is financially able to effect this redemption, 

, but apparentlyunwllling to do so. He 1s reported to be a man of very 

:peculiar charaeter and has no knowledge or experience in mining or 
', ' ' . 

metallurgical matters and is personally very bitt,er against Rockwood 

and the R.F.C. 
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HISTORY AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Congress Mine was developed by ~ix main shafts the deepest 

of which (H3) was sunk 4000' on the incline and altogether there 

are s4.id to beso"me ,20 miles of underground workings, which are now 

under water from the 1200' level. 

There are two principal veins, the Congress and the Niagara, 

nearly parallel and some 300' apart both striking in an easterly -

westerly direction and dipping about 25 0 to the north or nobtheast. 

The width of the Congress vein which lies ,on the contact with the 

granite and a diorite dike varied from 3 to 5', and of the Niagara 

Vein, a fissure in granite, from 4 to 8 t the length of t he pay shoots 

along their strike never exceeded 650'. The walls of both veins 

were well mineralized and since the stopes were usually broken 5 to : "---=-~"11 
, - ' "..'" 

----~--
• j 

12 ft. wide, lower grade material which would have pulled down the 

average grade of the vein-ore was either backfilled in the stopes or 

hoisted to the dumps along with the waste that was broken in the barren 

sections of the vein and in openings in the country rock. 

The old Congress Mining Company operated from March 1891 to the 

end of 1911 during which period they mined and milled or shipped 

692,332 tons of ore from which 388,477 oz. of gold and 345,598 oz. 

of silver were recovered in bullion. The production' from the Congress 

Vein is given as 370,022 tons with average recovered value of 0.70 oz. 

per ton and the production from the Niagara Vein is given as 293,220 

tons with recovered average 0.415 oz. per ton. The balmce came from 
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the Queen of the Hil15, or other veins. The average values re

covered from the total output figures (a) 0.561 oz.gold and 0.5 oz. 

silver. Considering the values which were left in the tailings or 

otherwise lost in treatment it is safe to say that the average con

tent 9f this ore as mined was 0.64 oz. golq and 1.00 oz. silver eq~i

valent to a value of over $23.00 per tbn at present prices of metals. 

RECENT OPERATIONS 

In 1935 the property with the then existing improvements was 

sold for $26,000 to Gerald Sherman and Associates who organized 

the Congress Mining Corporation. 

At that time the equipment on the property had a very trivial 

value. The mill tailings had been carefully surveyed and samp~d 

on several occasions and were conservatively estimated to represent 

426,200 tons with an average assay of 0.07 oz. gold and 0.3 oz. of 
• 

silver (gross value $2.65) per ton. 

The mine dumps which were subsequently measured a nd fairly well 

sampled on two occasions, - once by the management and once ' under 

the direction of Henry G. Carlisle of San Francisco, - represented 

400,000 tons (after allowance for sorting some waste) with an 

average value of. $3.00 per ton in gold and silver. The condition 

of the Mine, including the fills, was practically the same as at 

present, except that many of the workings which werethen open for 

inspection are now caved. 

Subsequent operations of the mill in treating nearly two thirds 

of the old tailings and over one quarter of the dump rock (represent

ing from 15 to 60/0 of each of the five principal dumps) has· indicated 

that both of these estimates of value were ' conservative and that the 

" 
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assay value of the remaining ~ai11ngs can safely be pJa ced a,t ~2.70 

per ton with a reasonable assumption that the remaining dumps, after 

sorting out about 20%, will avera~e at least $3.00 per ton. 

'l'he new company proceeded to erect some new buildinrs, and a 

300 ton counter-current syanide mill with ~ower plant and accessory 

equipment. This Company operated its mill from June 1st, 1938 to 

June 14, 1942, during which per'iod it treated a total of 385,503 

tons of material of which 276,372 came from the tailings pi~, 

106,629 from the mine dumps, and;2,402 from shipments of ore by 

leasers working in the Congress Mine or from custom shippers. 

The total capital investment made by the Congress Mining 

Corporation, including the $170,000 borrowed from the R.F.C. and 

.Holmes, and operating profits which were reinvested in equipment,etc. 

is stated by Rae to have been in excess of $250,000. It is my 

opinion that a substantial portion of the money was wasted, but it 

would thus appear that the total profits of the operation must have 

exceeded $150,000 of which $70,000 was used to reduce the ~" principal 

of the R.F.C. Loan and over *80,000 reinvested as above. 

Apparently Rae does not have any complete record of the gold 

and s1h' er content or the value of the production, although he has 

promised to try to calculate this for me at a later date. No segre-
I 

gation of the mill nead assays from the tailings and dumps was made 

on the Congress books, but I have checked over a ,gre.at many partial 

records of results mainly during 1940 - 1941 and from a careful study 

and analyses of these I mention the following 
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The recovered value of 51576 tons of tai+fng~ and 37~913 tons 

of dump rock treated in 1940 averaged $2.03 in gold and ~ i+v er 0 

In 1941, 97,927 tons of tailings and dump~ were treated (~egregation 

not given) with a recovered value of $2.90 per ton. Taking the average 

gold recovery as 67% and silver recqyerf a~ 50% these r,turns indicate 

that the mill heads averaged respectively $3.00 and $3.60 or say better 

than $3.30 for these two years. These figures check fa~P%y-we%i with ' 

the monthly ml11records which were fairly complete for this period, 

and from which I have also concluded, ' - from data which is not so 

lftea~& complete, ~ that the average grade of the tailings and dumps, 

which varying widely during different months was on the whole fairly 

uniform with some advantage in favor of the dumps. 

This record is particularly interesting when compared with the 

previous estimates of value which I have quoted above. Since it does 

not seem possible that the operators could have effected any selection 

of the better grade material in reclaiming the tailings ~nd the same 

is true to a lesser extent in respect to the dumps, I believe that one 

is fully justified in assuming that the mill record is by far the most 

accurate measure of the average value of this material and in now es

timating the remaining one third of the original tailings at $2.70 

and ,the remaining dumps at $3.00. 

The incomplete records further indicate that an average recovery 

of 67% of value was made in the mill and which would represent about 

... .. $~.30 per ton from the 383,000 tons treated, and an operating profit 
...... ~.~ 

of $150,000 would average a little less than 401 per ton ~na indicating 

that the total costs were around ~1.90 per ton although I was told 

f:' 
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verbally by Rockwood that the cost~ including interest and all over

head expenses were "between $1.25 and $1.50 per tOIl", which appears to 

be a contradiction. The profit for the year 1941 was given .s $50,000 

,and from the definite figures for ~onnage and returns for that year it 

seems that the t ,otal cost of treating the 97,927 tons was just a 

shade over $2.00 per ton. For 1940 it was stated that "a smaller 

profit was made", bUt the costs must have been somewhat less, or 

there would have been no profit at all. 

As to the segregation of operating costs Rae has informed me that 

no proper system of cost accounting was ever practiced and if this is 

a fact I doubt if much information could now be secured even if we 

should obtain access to all of the books and records, - which might 

reqUire an order from the Court, - and get an expert accountant to 

work over th~m. 
t • 

On one occasion Liddell informed me that the cost of reclaiming 

the tailings and loading them into the bin at the mill was l2t per 

ton, and Rae says that he thinks this item c:£ cost was about the same 

for the dumps. Apparently all costs of milling were lumped together 
separate 

and it has been impossible for me to so far obtain any/figure on mill-

ing or on general expense which last included interest and New York 

Office, et Q. 

In any event I am very certain that the operating profit would 

have been much greater except for (1) inefficient management with much 

dissension among officials, (2) interference and delays caused by 

Goverrment supervision and red tape and (3) use of a lot of worn out 

equipment purchased second-hand and causing much lost time with heavy 

< ' 
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expense for repairs, and reducing the norm~~ ~pacity of the mill from 

9,000 to less than 8,000 tons per month. 1t t~ my der~nite opinion 

that the operating costs should not hav~ exce,eded $1~20 on the tailings, 

. and $1.30 on the dumps with efficient management and first class equip-

ment, and that the recovery of v~lues could also hav~ . been improved. 

PRESENT ASSETS 

The land included in the claims is worthless for anything but 

mining and most of the structures could not be moved away with ad

vantage, so that the salvage value of the Company assets is limited 

to the equipment in the power plant and a' l!taie-ef-the mill and the 

accessory equipment including the pumps at Martinez Well with pipe 

line to the mill, a certain amoun~ of material in the warehouse, and 

any cash that may remain in the treasury. 

An inventory of the equipment and supplies has not yet been 

given me, but I have noted that the condition of the principal units 

is good and I believe that its present resale value would be at least 

~40,000 while Rockwood states that he is quite certain of obtaining 

$50,000. It appears that much of the eq~ipment and warehouse stock 

should bepromptly sold in order to reduce carrying 'charges and prev~nt 

deterioration over an indefinite period o 

VWhEn operations are re sumed electric power can' best be obtained 

from the Arizona Power Company whose line at the Alvarado Mine is only 

four miles distant from the Congress Mill. Since Colorado River power 
will 
/then be available the rates are sure to be much lower than any which 

ha ve been c£ fered in the past. 

,.-
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The value of all oftheother assets mu~t be largely dependent 

upon future conditions particularly the relation of the price of 

gold to labor and commodities, but on the all important assumption 

that this relation should return to approximately the 1941 ratio, 

I will list the Reasonably Evaluated Assets as follows: 

(1) Remaining Mill tailings 150,000 tons with average gross 

value of $2.70 per ton from the ' treatment of which I estimate that 

. a working profit of $105,000 ($0.70 per ton) should be earned, assum

ing a 70% recovery of value and a cost of $1.20 per ton. 

(2) Remaining dumps with aggregate tonnage of 250,000 (allowing 

for sorting out 20% of waste) and ~verage grade $3.00 per ton from 

which a profit of $250,000 should be derived assuming arecovery of 

85% of value through addition of a flotation plant and working 

cost of $1.55 per ton. 

My estimates of tonnage were derived from very rough Brunton and 

tape surveys of the dumps whose shape is now. extremely irregular and 

the figure must be considered very approximate, but is believed to 

be conservative. The estimate of the tonnage in the tailings pile 

should be very accurate. 

PROBAELE ASSETS 

Fills or gob in the old workings of the mine, the tonnage of 

which were estimated by Mr. Staunton who managed the operation 

at 700,000. 

Carlisle partially sampled some of these gobs and obtained an 

average value on excess of $5.00 in the stopes on the Congress Vein, 
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and in stapes on the Niagara Vein, andin small stopes in the 

Queen of the Hills. 

Colburn made an investigation of the fills down to the 1400' 

level ,and estimated that these should be 500,000 tons which would 

average better than $7.00. 

My sample of gob from the Queen of the Hills gob ran 0021 oz. 

($7.35) which is probably higher than the average. 

I believe that the tonnage figure given by Staunton is approxi-

mately correct and I have checked this as far as possible by reference 

to the Mine Maps, which are not completeo 

I have assumed that the average value of all of the gobs will 

be in the order of $5.00 per ton, but this figure is based on very 

inadequate data and should be checked by further examination. 

Ore left in place during tbe old operations either as pillars 

or because it was too low grade to mine under the then existing con-

' ditionso 

In this connection the statement of Staunton (which will be 
complete 

included in my/report) indicates that there are still excellent 

possibilities of mining, especially from the Niagara Vein, a lot of 

developed ore which will average better than 0.25 ox. per ton, and 

could now be mined and treated with profit, since no ore with lower 

value than 0.35 oz. was intentionally broken during the old operation. 

I personally observed, both on the surface and in portions of the 

old workings, sections of the vein which I am confident will exceed 
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this value (my sample from the Congress Ve+.n on the 925' level 

ran 0.26 0 z.) and while no data is available to permit an estimate 

of the tonnage or value, I am confident that the tonnage of $8.00 

ore will exceed 150,000, but here again, much further investigation 

is r e qUi re d • . 

POSSIBLE ASSETS NOW INDICATED 

New ore to be developed by additional exploration. 

Both Staunton and brooks who will also be quoted at length in 

my report, ' express very firm opinions that · new ore will be found and 
.. 

indicate locations where it should be sought. Such was also the 

opinio~ of Colburn, and my own work has left a simi~ r impression. 

If the theory of vein structure advanced by Brooks should prove 

to be correct some 450,000 tons should remain in the unworked sections 

' of the Congress and Spur Veins. 

Staunton, Colburn and others were impressed with the probability 

of finding ore east of the main fault especially in the Queen of the 

Hills Section, and my opinion of ' this area is also very favorable. 

No careful study of the geology and ore structure outside of 

the main workings appears to have been made in the past and the result 

.. , 

of such a procedure after the old workings have been made more accessible, 

might be very important and lead to discovery of new ore some of which 

might be comparable to the old production in value while I feel that 

there is every chance that at least 200,000 tons of ~ho.oo ore would 

be found in the extensions of the shoots. 
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As to other mines in this vicinity the Sul+iyan contains some 

50,000 tons of gob and developed are which should a verage better 

than $8.00 per ton and a much larger quantitr of similar material 

is likely to be developed. 

The Herskowitz and ~indley (McDonell) are both small and pockety, 

the chances of finding pay are ~ft in the Alvarado and Yarnell are 

problematical ,and , all other showings can merely be classed as pros-

pects. 

METALLURGY 

Except through more efficient practice there 1s probably but 

little chance of economically improving the recovery from the remain-

ing tailings and the character of the rock in t he dumps is such that 

not much over 70;0 of the gold is likely to be recovered by cyanide. 

Tests by combined flotation and cyanice result ed i!1 a recovery of 

88.6% gold from the five principal dumps as compared to 58.8ta when 

the same samples were treated by cyanide. Similar resu~ s were ob-

tained on samp~ s of freshly mined ore, as well as from local custom 

are Shipments. 'rhe improved recovery was especially noted in treat

ing are from the Niagara Vein dumps where in some cases as much as 92% 

of the gold was extracted by the combined method. 

The addition of a flotation plant is a matte~ which merits care-

ful study, and in my judgment is likely to prove well worth while end 

to permit an average recovery of 85% of the gold in all of the remaining 

material except the old mill tailings with only a small addition to the 

cost of milling. 
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CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 

Aside from the purchase price of th~ property (which I believe 

. could be made on a ro.,.,lty basis) additions and replacements to the 

present plant costing not more than $40,000 would in my opinion 

serve to permit the resumption of the reclaiming and treatment of 

the remaining tailings and dumps at a rate of about 300 tons per day. 

A rearrangement of 'this plant to operate by the modified Chapman pro

cess would obviously involve a consi~erable outlaw, the extent of 

which I am not at present in a position to estimate. 

If a flotation plant is to be installed some $40,000 should be 

alloted for this purpose. 

'1'0 obtain an ad~quate water supply with pumping plant and pipe 

line from either the Mendotte, Santa Fe or old Congress (Billingsley) 

Wells will invo[ve an expense of some $25,000 and $15,000 should be 

provided for miscellaneous equipment, making an investment in the 

order of ijj)l2J"OOO. 

If we assume for purposes of calculation that the purchase price 

would be $100,000, the total investment would be $220,000, and the 

total estimated profits from treating the dumps and tailings is 

figured at $355,000 to which the salvage value of the present and 

new equipment might add $65,000, and treatment of custom material 

some $50,000 making a gross return of $470,000, or a net return of 

~250,000 after repayment of capital investment. 

Definite advice in respect to the reopening of the mine and 

recovering the fills and remaining ore can not be given at present, 
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but this is the only phase of the project which wou+d make it appear 

really attractive and information so far obtained seems to favor the 

continuance of an investigation which might justify such a procedure 

combined with an increase in the capacity of the treatment plant to 

a capacity of at least 500 tons per day. 

To reopen the principal workings of the old mine woule involve 

the cleaning out and some ret '~mbering of the "2, #3, . and #5 shafts 

(which are "in surprisingly good condition down to the water level) 

and the purchase "and installation of mining and hoisting equipment. 

A very rough guess of the capital required to accomplish all these 

objects would be $300,000, but it might serve to permit the earning 

. ' 1. 

of an additional profit of over $1,000,000 from the mine fills and 

lower grade ore left in place and it would be a necessary preliminary 

to the exploration, development and treatment of any addition~. pay o~ 

which m~ght exist on the property. 

SCHEDULE OF PROSPECTIVE OPERATING COSTS AND RETURNS 

On the vital assumption that the future price of gold 1.n relation 

to costs of production is believed likely to again approximate the pre-

war ratio, I have prepared the attached tentative estimates which, 

while obviously subject to substantial regision, attempt to cover the 

. more essential aspects of the project as they now appear and in my 

judgment warrant the continuance of the investigation and negotiation 

for the ~cquisition of the property. 
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With milling conducted on a basis of 500 tons per day these 

operations involving the assured and probable ore would require 

about eight years to complete and return the tnvested capital with 

interest plus a profit in the. order of $1,000,000 less taxes on 
-

income. 

All working and construction costs are figured much higher 

. tha n in 1936. : 

CONCLUSION 

To best sum up the future possibilities of the mine I feel 

that I can quote from a letter which I have recently received from 

Mr. · Staunton who knows far more abou·t the property than anyone else 

and whose opinion is respected by all who know him. 

"My feeling about the Congress mine is something like 

this, - that it is impossible to determine the existence of any 

considerable amount of ore of a definite value without the 

expenditureof money for ra-opening to permit ~xamination 

and sampling, and that the wisdom of such expenditure will 

depend upon weighing such general evidence as exists in the 

way of history, study of geological conditions and giving 

considerable wei~ht to the probability that other large ore 

lenses will be discovered by systematic further exploration 

in ground that has proved already so producti~e. In other 

words, that it is a very good mining gamble, - much better 

tn fact than many in which we see money being risked." 

Aside from this possibili ty there is assurance of t he existence 

of the bog and pillars in the mine and the probability that their 
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average value will be in line with my estimates. Vv e have a pretty 

positive basis for estimating the approximate tonnage anc value of 

the mill tailings and mine dumps on the surface. The main element 

of uncertainty in respect to all of these assets lies in the course 

of future economic development, a matter on which one can only form 

a purely speculative opinion. 

Yours very truly, 

sl Q M. Colvocoresses 
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ESTIMATE OF COOTS AND RETURNS 

FROM 

TAILINGS, DUMPS AND ORES AT CONGRESS MINE •• 

Gross Recovered - Total 
Value Working Operating 

Class of Material Tons ,fer on ¥alu~ er on Cost~ Per on Profits 

A. 

B. -

c. -

-
Reasonablr Assured 

'Remaining Mill Tailings 150,000 ~2.70 * 1.90 $ 1.20 $ 105,000 

Remaining Mine Dumps 250,000 3 0 00 2.55 1.55 250,000 

Treatment Custom are 50,000 50,000 

Salvage value present 
and New Equipment 65,000 

Probable 

Mine Fills . 700,000 5.00 4.25 3.25 700,000 

. Pillars & low grade ore 150,000 8.00 6.80 4.80 300,000 

Additional custom ore 50,000 5q~QQO 

I ' . 

Salvage value additional 
.q.quipment 50,000 -

J.' otal of above 1,350,000 1,570,000 

Indicated as Possible 

New Ore in Congress Mine 200,000 )'it'10.00 
) 

or better 

to 500,000 ) 

Additional Custom Ore 100)000 ) 
) To be milled with 

to 300,000 ) profit of $1,00 per ton 

NOTE All estimates of cost and profit dependent upon relative value of 
gold. 

r ota1 capital expenditure required to treat material classed under 
A and b or under A,B, and C at rate of 500 tons per day is figured 
at $520,000 assuming the cost of the property to be about +100,000. 

(.j .M.C. 
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CONGRESS MINE REPOR T 

PROPER TY LOCATION AND GENERAL CONDITIONS 

The holdings of the Congress Mining Corporation in Yavapai County, 

Arizona consist of the Patented and Unpatented Lode Mining Claims listed 

below with all dumps, tailings and improvements thereon. A map of these 

claims is attached .s Exhibit A. 
Area Recorded in 

Name in Acres Book. of Deeds Page ,--
Congress V 2.0.02. 30 476 

Queen of the Hills v 17.47 30 480 
'.f · • 

Niagara 01 2.0.66 30 484 

Nosouri v 5.36 30 488 

Why Not V 2.0.66 30 493 

Fractionv 7.40 30 497 

Niagara Mill Site 4.95 33 ,;. 617 

Excelsior 2.0.66 33 62.0 

Incline I 2.0 •. 64 41 94 

Rich Quartz 2.0.65 41 97 

Colden Eagle / 19.93 41 ' 100 

Snowstorm 2.0.66 41 104 

Ohio 2.0.66 41 107 

Old State I 20.24 41 110 

. J~1 ' ~U ~l 
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\ - Name 

f l ( . 
-,Area in Acre s 

Gelden Thread ZO.66 

Z60.6Z 

Unpatented Mining Claims: 

Name - .-
BUickl 

Remnant 

Boundary"/ 

Sunnyside 

Highland" 

Keystone .; : . , 

East Extension of Golden Thread 

Mat tine z V 

Ophir 

Recorded in 
Book of Deeds 

54 

Recorded in 
Books Of Mine 

Z4 

Z5 

35 

45 

45 

50 

. : 51 

';6 

86 

Also included in li8t furnished by Rae and probably recently 

acquired by the Coqress Company: 
Recorded in 

Name Books of ¥ine . · '. 

Eleanor . ; 
Amarillo 

Colorado 

I 

144 

144 

144 

, . 

Page 

104 

Page 

Z9l 

314 

161 

499 

496 

364 

156 

591 

341 

Page 

Z56 

Z77 ', 

Z78 

All claims are in the Martines Minin; District, Yavapai CO\! ty, 

Arizona. 
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The asse •• ed value of the patented claims when idle as at present 

ia $9, 454. 00. 

The assessed value of the improvements was placed at $95,000 

in 194Z, but it is expected that this figure will be greatly reduced for 1943. 

The State and County tax rate varies from year to year but is likely 

to be in the order of 1. 30%. 

In 194Z the Congresa Mine aa an operating property waa 'aaaesaed 

at $150,505 by the State Tax Commiesion, but the mine was removed from 

the list in 1943 when the Yavapai County Assessor will make an assessment 

of the patented Mining Claims and the personal property aa an inactive unit. 

The main workings of the mine are located in a low range of 

hUla known as the Date Creek Mountains 3 mile s from the Santa Fe Railway 

Station at Congress Junction, Yavapai County, Arizona. The elevation 

at the tailings mill is 3460' above sea level and the cellars of the various ' 

ahafts are leaa than 1'00' higher. 

The surface of the claims ia rocky and rugged with ridges 

rising to heights of aome 400 feet above the level of Martinez Creek 

which drains this area. There is no timber and only scant semi-desert 

vegetation. The climate, while hot in summer is well suited to operations 

at all .easons of the year with frequent frosts, but only light ,nows during the 

winters. 

The local water supply i. deficient for any large scale operations / 

and will be discus.ed separately' in this report. " . . . . '. / 
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Electric power for the pre sent plant was generated by 

Diesel Engines located at the tailing mill. but power could also be 

t obtained from the 44000 volt line of the Arizona Power Company which 

has been connected up to the Alvarado Mine and Mill (now idle) 

approximately 4 miles distant from Congress Mill to which an extension line 

could be built for about $8000. A price of about 1. 5~ per kilowatt hour 

was formerly charged by the Arizona Power Company, but now that the 

Colorado River Power haa been made available in thia section of 

Arizona it can ,be confidently expected that for operations of any magni

tude a rate in the order of 1~ per kw. hour can be obtained after the 

close of the war and that ample power will then be available. 

--In normal times, plenty of common labor can be secured from 

Phoenix (73 miles distant from the mine) and from otner cities in the 

Salt River Valley while miners, millmen and other classes )f skilled work

men can be recruited from the various copper camp. of the State. The 

existing living accommodation. at and near the mine would aerve with 

80me repair s to house a crew of 50 or 60 men anc:J addition. would have 

to be built as needed. 

The pre.ent buildings will meet requirement for office, 

laboratory and warehouse facilities. 

SuppUe. for millina and mUliq come by railroad to Conar': s. 

·4· 



Junction, 3 mile. distant from the mine and the Salt River Valley, 

of which Phoenix i. the center, provides n~arly all types of food at moderate 

price. while all other ordinary commodities can be purchased in Phoenix 

which now has a metropolitan area population of more than 100,000. 

GEOLOGY AND ORE OCCURENCE 

The country rock forming the Date Creek Range, which lies 

to the west of the Weaver and Bradshaw Mountains, is mainly granite, 

probably of pre-Cambrian age and in some areas with pegmatitic 

structure. Thru this formation in the vicinity of the Congress Mine occur 

a number of greenstone (diorite) dikes which generally strike in an 

ea.terly-westerly direction and dip to the north from 20 to 30 degrees. 

Another "series of more recent dikes are composed of quartz-porphyry and 

strike north-easterly with nearly vertical dip; these last are believed 

to be post mineral. The diorite dikes generally carry some iron sulphides 

with low values in gold and the Congress Vein lies along a contact 

between the granite and one of these dikes which has a width of from 5 
." 

to 15 feet. The Niagara Vein and other amaller veina are formed in 

fis.ure. in tbe granite, .ome diance "away from the contacta. Moat of 

the vei1&O: stri~e in an easterly.-westerly direction and usually dip ZO • 40 

degree. to the north. 

There i. much evidence of minor faultina and one major fault 
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cuts off both .Congress and Niagara veins at their east end 

and beyond thi8 fault neither Dne of them bas yet been positively located • . 

The pay ore in the veins is associated with Quartz, iron sulphide 

and arsenical iron sulphide, also small quantitiea of copper and zinc 

.ulphides. In the Niagara and smaller veins there 1& aome galena and a 

higher content in sUver. 

Even though most of the Congre ss system of'veins occur in the 

aranite, there is good reason to believe that all of the ore deposition 

wa. due to the existence of a deep aeated intrusive magma from which 

ascending aolutiona worked their way upward through fissures which 

are remarkably persistent and can be traced for long distances. The 

aold values are not entire.ly confined to the main vf'ins but impregnate 

the wall rock, particularly in the case of the Niagara vein, and fellow 

tiny .tringers of quartz or disseminations of iron aulphide so that much 

low grade ore bas. been left in place in the .vicinity of the ~ld workings and 

a large tonnage of auch material waa used for backfilling in the stopea or 

hoi.ted to the dumpa along with the waate. 

Mr. Staunton ba made the· follOwing commenta from which 

I quote: 

"Some have considered that the dike waa in reality the 

Congresa Vein since the ore occurred in all posaible 

relations to the dike between the foot and banging walls of 

-6-



granite, but u8ually it was found near to the footwall and accompanied 

by a clay selvage. 

An analysis of the greenstone dike rock which is usually 

termed diorite gave the principal constituents as follows: 

510Z - 5Z. ZO% -
AIZ 03 i ' a 13.40 

Fe 0 a 9.75 

MnO - 1.90 -
Ca O . - 9.60 -
Mg O . - 1. 16 -

88.01 

Minor faulting is in evidence throughout the mine workings 

and there has been considerable relative movement of the walls of the 

Congress vein, resulting in local crumpling of the greenstone. The mine 

working8 terminate to the east aiainst a heavy fault, beyond which 

the vein has not been definitely located. This fault cuts off both 

the CQngre8s and Niagara Veins. 

Although the Congress vein i. continuous and well defined 

for amile or more to the west of the mine workings and shows both the 

characteristic quartz and sulphides, the pay ore was practically confined 

to a shoot in the vein pitching to the no~thwest and coinciding closely 

with the intersection of ODe of the fissure veins in the granite. The granite 
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vein b faulted by the Congress vein so that the intersection is obscure 

in the mine workings. The portion of the granite vein in the hanging 

wall of the Congress carried bodies of pay ore. 

The Congre 88 pay shoot varied greatly in length on different 

level8. being longe8t on the 650' level. where it was 8toped continuously 

for 1.800'. The average thickne88 of pay ore was less than 3'. Several 

pinches were ~et in following the vein down. the most serious being 

at the 1. 700 ft. level. where there was no stoping ground. On the theory 

that if pay ore exi8ted below that point it would probably be found on 

the general line of trend of the ore shoot above, a deep prospecting winze 

was 8unk from the 1. 700 ft. level. in the vein but with a northwesterly 

pitch corresponding to the e8tabli8hed trend of the pay ore in the upper 

workings. This winze was sunk 1.000 ft. and bore ou'; fully the theory upon 

which it was projected, the pay ore coming in again a8 good as ever after 

& few hundred feet of lean' ground. 

The 3.900 ft. level was the deepest point at which any considerable 

amount of development was done. For several levels above this there had 
-

been a gradual pinching of the pay shoot. which became small and 

irregular, although retaining its mineralogical characteristics and 

the 8ma.l amount of 8ulphides which remained 8till 8howing the characteristi

cally high gold cont8 above 7 oz. per ton. The conditions were 8imilar 

to th08e exi8ting at other horizons 'in the mine where per8istent 

deeper work bad been rewarded by expansion of the ore 8hoot to normal 

8ize. 

-8-
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The history of the Congreas Mine, its remarkable persistence 

due pro~ably to its as.ociation with an intrusive dike of profoundly 

deep origin, and the existence of similar parallel vein. in both 

hanging and footwall over a wide be It, sugge st a careful study of the 

whole .ituation to determine the feasibility of a broadly planned acheme 

of exploration by mean. of a vertical shaft 110 arranged as to cut the 

Congre •• Vein at greater depth than hall been attained and incidentally 

to cut and explore the other similar veina, many of which if not ,cut 

by the .Wt could be reached by crosacuta. U 

HISTORY , 

According to W. F. Staunton the original Congress locationa 

were made by Dennia May who lIold the claim8 in 1887 to "Diamond Joe" 

Reynold. and Frank Murphy. The new owner. operated the property 

with a ZO .tamp mill and Frue Vanner. for concentration until 1891 

up to which date they had received a net return of 'about $59Z, 000 from .hip-

i menta of ore and concentratell. They alwaya made a poor recovery of 

f valuell .ince the oxidized orca found near the surface would flot 

amalia.mate and the gold in the sulphides wall principally a.sociated 

with marca..ite which slimed eaally 110 that tailing 10a8ea were high. 

After an almo.t complete .hut-down of 80me Uaee year. 

t work wa. re.umed in 1894 by the Congre •• Gold Company. Prior to 

1 that date a otanclard laule railroad (now a branch li ... of the Santa Fe) 
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had been built. tOCODDect Congress Junction with Prescott and 

Phoenix and this was connected with the mine bya spur 3 miles tn 

length, which has now been removed. The mill had been equipped 

with 40 stamps and additional vanners... At the mine the *1. ahaft then had 

a depth of 1000' but no stoping had been done below the 650' level, 

Subsequently .the cyanide process was introduced to greatly improve the 

milling practice •. In 1901 another 40 stamps were added and during 

the next ten years a large part of the original mill tailings were re-

treated along with newly mined ore. The net return. from the production 

from 1894 to 1910 was $7,057,41.1.. 75. 

The total tonnage of ore sbipped or mUled from March 

1889 to the end of 1910 is recorded as 691.,331. of which 370,01.1. was 

mined from the Congress vein with average recover,ooof about 0.70 oz. 

gold per ton, -- 1.93,1.15 tons from the Niagara vein with average 

recovery of about 0.415 oz. gold per ton. 1.0, 11.5 from the Queen of the 

Hills, -- average recovery not stated, but apparently a little less than 

0.4 oz. A total of 388.477 oz. of gold and 345.598 oz. of silver was 

recovered and sold. 

It would thus appear that the total mine production up to 

the enci of 1911 was 691.,331. tons of ore including all material shipped 

or treated in the mill. from which over $7.650.000 was realized in 

net paymerls for ore, concentrates and bullion making the average 

recovered value $11.81 ·per ton with gold at $1.0.67 per oz. and silver 

at 60~. The average assay of the ore may be conservatively estimated 

to have been 0.64 oz. gold and 1. 00 oz. silver which at present prices 

would have had a value of over $1.3.00 per ton. 

-10-
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This last figure includes the value of the gold and silver 

left in the six hundred and odd thousand tons of tailings which were 

run out from the mill, but in addition there were substantial values 

left in the mine fi1ls and ore dumps which will be described in another 

part of this report. 

c..... 

Between 1910 and 1937 the operations at Congress were 

principally confined to the retreatment of small portions of the mill 

tailings and ore dumps and no attempt was made to reopen the 

mine except by var.ious lessees who have at intervals tried to recover 

some sma1l pillara of ore that were left in the upper workings. Large 

quantities of the tailings were washed or blown away and a few thousand 

tona had been milled at various intervals while efforts to sort or 

.creen over the dumps had been made on a more extensive scale, and 

occasionally with a temporary profit. During these 27 yea. s it is 

probable that upwards of 50,000 tons of dump rock and tailings had been 

treated by various parties, but no type of operations at the Congress Mine 

appeared to hold promise of yielding an a.dequate profit until the price 

of gold had- been advanced from $20,00 to $3'5.00 per oz. 

In 1935 the property with the then existing imp .. ovements, -

the value of which did not exceed $5,000. 00 .- was sold for $Z6,000 by 

the Congress Trust (which had succeeded the Congress Gold Company) 

to Gerald Sherman and As.ociates who organized the Congress 

Mining Corporation. 
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Prior to that date the mill tailings had been carefully 

.arveyed and .ampled on several occasiona and were then con.ervatively 

e.timated to represent 4Z6. ZOO toni with an average alsay ofO. 07 

oz. gold and 0.4 oz. of ailver. 

The mine dumps were considered of doubtful value until 

they were subsequently measured and fairly well aampled on two 

occa.iona, -- once by the management and once under the direction 

of Henry G. Carlisle of San Francisco, 'both of which procedures 

indic:nted that they represented 400,000 tons (after allowance for 

.orting .ome wa.te) with an avera8e value of $3.00 per ton in gold 

anci .ilver. The condition of the Mine, including the fills, was 

practically the same as at .present, except that many of the workings 

whh:h were then open for inspection are now caved. 

Subsequent operationa of the mill in tr.eating nearly two 

tblrd. of the old tailings and over one quarter of the dump rock (re

pre.enting from 40 to 500/0 of three of the five principal dumps) have 

proved that both of the.e e.timate. of value were con.ervative and 

that the a •• ay value of the remaining tailings can .afely be placed at 

$Z.70 per ton with a reasonable as.umption that the remaining dump., 

&fLcr sorting out about 200/0, will average at least $3. 00 per ton. 

The Congre.s Mining Corporation proceeded to erect 



, 

.ome new building. and a 300 ton counter-current cyanide mill with 

power plant and ·accessory equipment. This Company operated its 

mill from June lit., 1938 to June 14. 194Z. dur,ing which period it 

treated a total of 385.505 tons of material of which 276.372 came 

from the tailings pile. 106.629 from the mine dumps, and 2.,402. repre

tented .hipment,' of ore by lea.ers working in the Congre •• Mine or 

from custom shipper •• 

The total capital investment made by the Congress Mining 

Corporation, including the $170.000 borrowed from the R.,lo .... C. and 

Holmes, and a portion of the operating profits which were reinvested 

in equipment. etc. is stated by Rae to have been in excess of $250.000. 

It i. my opinion that a substantial. portion of the money was wasted. but it 

would thus appear that the total profits of the oper.ation must have 

exceeded $150,000 of which $70. 000 wa. used to reduce thl;l principal of 

the R. F. C. Loan and over $80,000 reinvested as above. 

The recovered Y'alue of 51,576 tons of tailings and 37,915 

ton. of dump rock treated in 1940 averaged.$2..05 in gold and silver. 

In 1941, 97.927 ton. of tailings and dump3 were treated (segregation 

not given) with a recovered value of $2.50 per ton. Taking the avoerage 

gold recovery as 670/0 and silver recovery as 500/0 these returns i~dicate 

that the mUI beads averaged reapectively $3.00 and $3.60 or say 

better than $3.30 for the •• two year.. These figures chllck with the 
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monthly mill records which were fairly complete for this period, 

and from which I have also concluded, -- from data which is not so 

complete, _. that the average grade of the tailings and dumps which 

varying widely during different months was on,' the whole fairly uniform 

with .ome advantage in favor of the dump •• 

EXTENT AND CHARACTER OF MINING OPERATIONS 

Pay ore was mined from the Congress Vein to a depth of 

4000' on an average incline of Z5 degrees and from the Niagara vein 

to an incline depth of ZOOO'. The maximum length of the ore shoot 

in the Congress vein ~as 1800' on the 650' level but h~re the width 

of the pay ore did not exceed 3'. while in other porti'.lns of the mine the 

width of the ore was sometimes greater and some of the st';'pes have · 

widths of from 5 to 15 feet. 

On the 1700 foot level the ore pinched out but came in 

again at a ireat~r depth having pitched to the north-west. 

The lowe"t levels of the mine from Z500 to 4000 had shown a 

gradually progressive pinching or contraction of the ore shoots in the 

Congre aa vein, but the situation was dUierent in the Niagara vein where 

it can reasonably be expected that more ore .hould be found if the ex

ploration work should be carried to a greater depth than the ZOOO I level 



, 

which represented the greatest depth to which the vein was developed. 

The shafts are as follows: 

On Congress Vein *1 depth 1100' 

111. depth 1100' 

113 depth 4000' 

On Niagara Vein *4 depth 1000' 

115 depth 1.050' 

,6 depth 1800' 

,,; On the Oueen of the Hll1s vein a shaft was sunk ZOO' below the 

twmellevei~ ' 

The production of ore hoisted from the shaft. la recorded a. 

follows: 

Congress Vein Tons 

Shaft II-l 

H1. 

#/3 

117,899 

11.1..779 

63,51.4 

304,1.01. 304,1.01. with average recovered 
value of 0.1 oz. gold. 

Niagara Vein Tons 

Shaft #/4 

#15 

'6 

Queen of 
The Hills 

Total of above 

1.0,470 

191,734 

81.016 
293.220 

Tons 

20. 125 

617,547 

-15-

1. 93, 1.20 with average recovered 
value of 0.415 oz. gold. 

Value not stated, but apparently 
slightly less than 0.4 oz. gold. 
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VEIN SYSTEM 

(Refer to Map Exhibits A, B, at C) 

The footwall vein is the Niagara which for some distance strikes 

nearly eaat-weat and then aoing weat swinga to about north Z5 degrees 

The outcrop of the Congress vein in the hanging wa1l I. nearly 
, 

parallel and in the eastern portion it is about 400 feet north of the 

Niagara but it doe s not bend northward so soon and its we stern section 

18 only Z50 f~et to the north-east of the Niagara. 

The so ca1led "Dike V~in" underlies the Niagara but its outcrop 

18 not shown on the map unless this is what is known as the "Risto Vein" 

which outcrops on the. Golden Thread··and Blackhawk Claims. The "Dike 

Vein" was cut by the 1975' level from 1/5 shaft and according to Staunton 

it had a good width and average value of $Z5. 00 so that it is probable 

that the ore from this shoot was mined out and I can find no other mention 

of this vein except that it was apparently developed from the surface by 

the Katherine Shaft. 

In the hanging wa11 (north) of the Congress Vein there are out

crop. including the "Surprise Vein" and the "Incline Vel.ntl and probably 

the former waa termed the tlSpur Vein" by Brooks who claima that thia 
\ 

was cut by the 1#3 Shaft at a depth of Z700' ~hen it cam~ into the ahaft 

from the hanging wall. 

-16-
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The "Cross Ledge" which branches off to the north-east from 

the Congress v~in near * 1 shaft apparently runs thru the Queen of the 

Hills and Billick Claims, and the workings are shown on the Congress 

Mine map. but the Nnnel and .haft are not .Ilfflclently open to permit 

examination. 

On Exhibit A the outcrop of the veins is shown and also the 10-

cation of the shafts and dumps while the underground workings on the 

Congress and . Niagara veins are shown on the two maps Exhibits. B 

and C which are believed to be substantially accurate since they have 

apparently been revised to show most of the workings up to the date 

of the shut-down, excepting some of the lower levels in the Niagara, 

MINING PRACTICE --
For information in this regard I am principally indebted to 

Mr. Staunton who wrote aa follows in 1932. 

"The method of operation was like this; Starting, say at 

the 1000 ft. level in the No. 2 shaft, the ore was stoped out 

on both sides of the ahaft clear to the shaft, leaving no 

pillars as they were found to give trouble from uneven sub-

sidence of the hanging wall which unavoidably took place 

when such large areas were taken out. When this stope, on 

a sloping line away from the shaft, reached 75 feet up on the 

vein another level (the 925 in thi. case) was started, the 

stope making the level except for a little cutting into the 

hanging. This new level would advance only as fast as the 
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stope from below made it. When the stope above the new 9Z5 

level reached the 850 point, another level was started there; and 80 

on, each stope practically making the next level above it, so that 

ultimately each level would be, 8ay, 75 feet shorter than the next 

one below it. A8 the vein varied greatly in thicknes8 it was 

usua~ly necessary to shoot some of the banging wall and this con

stituted most of the stope filling together with hanging wall rock 

broken in the stopes them8elves. The high grade ore was usually 

next the footwall but nearly always there were high grade stringers 

in all the ground broken. The mineral was very brittle and high 

grade, clean mineral going about 8 oz. gold, and while attempts 

were made to keep split lagging brattices between the working 

face and the filling, a great deal of fine mineral was undoubtedly 

bla8ted into the filling and lost. The footwall was frequently rough 

and while brooms were provided, their use was frequently neglected. 

From this you will see that it is highly probable that much 

fine mineral and some lumps were necessarily shot into the 

filling besides what probably resulted from careless cleaning of the 

footwall and that thla may easily have been sufficient to give such 

average value a8 to make reworking profitable under modern 

conditions, . a8 for instance, the use of drag scrapers and local 

separation of the fine and coar8e and perhap8 80me hand sorting, the 

reject going directly back into the stope and saving hoisting on all but 

the rough concentrates. 
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Aa to the quantity of filling there should be at least as much 

al the ore taken out and possibly more, say 700, 000 tons. 

The lubsidence of the hanging wall baa undoubtedly compre ssed 

the filling ao that some powder will be necessary to loosen it, but 

thil should be far lea. than in original mining. A certain amount of 

timber in the way of stulls to support weak hanging will be necessary, 

bow much only trial can tell. " 

PRESENT CONDITION OF MINE WORKINGS 

(See Exhibit. A, B, and C) 

The sbaft' I is blocked at the portal and according to all accounts 

practically all of these workings, the oldest in the mine, are now caved 

and inaccessible. At intervals during the palat few years leasers have 

tried to open up small sections in which it was reported that good 

ore had been left and they have been successful in finding and mining 

small blocks of ground assaying from $10 to $2.0 per ton, but only a 

systematic and expensive reopening of this portion of the mine could give 

much data as to the present conditions and prospective ore reserves. 

The old records show that this shaft had a depth on the incline of 1100 

reet and that 117. 899 tons of ore were mined. 

eC( ~t 
Aloni the outcrop of the Congress vein, going west from III 

Shaft toward the Oueen of the Hill. and east toward · fZ shaft some good 
West . 
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ore has been left near the surface between "gopher-holes" and 

trenches put down by laaaers in recent years, but it is presumed that 

only a shallow .ill of such material was left above the old stopes. 

No. 1. Shaft was partially reconditioned some time during the ZO's 

and again by the Congress Mining Corporation who used it to pump 

out the stored water in the mine which they used for millins in con

junction with the Martinez Mill before they obtained water from Date 

Creek. 

The shaft which is an incline of about ZSo is now open down 

to the 1150' level at which pOint the water stands' although at one 

time in 1939 or 1940 it had been pumped out down to the 192.5' level. 

The shaf·t can be entered either from the collar or from the 

McKinley Tunnel which intersects it at the 2.00' level. 

Moat of the timbers in this shaft are still in fair shape and 

the entire ahaft aa far down as 1 could go &J;ld, according to Ramsden 

down to the 19Z5' level, could be reconditioned at comparatively 

small expense. There are some raila and a lot of good pipe also a 

worthless pump. 

On the 1075' level caves blocked the west ch'ift at the shaft 

aDd the east drift a short eliatance away from it .. 
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On the 1000' level I was able to walk for several hundred 

feet both east and west and noted that the old stopes were filled solid 

to the roof with gob and much of thia appeared to contain low grade ore. 

On the 9ZS' level I went in sOIne 700' weat and at a point SOIne 

300' from the ahaft, where quite a lengthy section of the vein had not 

been stoped, I cut a aample over a width of 3' which as.ayed 0.26 oz. 

iold ($9. 10 per ton). 

Thia, level connecta with '3 Shaft. but it ia caved a ahort distance 

before one reaches that point. 

From the 925' level up, the drifts are nearly all caved except 
, 

for the 800 which can be entered for a ahort distance to the east and 

here the stopes are large and well filled with gob which i. closely packed, 

but will run freely. , ,This looks like fairly good ore. 

FroIn the 300' west drift there is a raise which ha's been 

sampled with numbers marked on the wall starting at 1f31, 30, Z9. Z 8, 

etc •• and I have been tryin& to find a recoxd of these assya. but as yet 

have not been successful. // 

The upper drifts are in l!Jomecases caved l()0' or 80 from the 

ahaft and the stopea are wide and very neatly packed with gob which 

i. held back by dry walls that would do credit to any mason. 

No. 2 Shaft was sunk to a depth of 1700 feet and connected 

with '3 OIl the 1150 aDd 1700 level. and aaain from a win ze on the 2525 4 level. 
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The tonnage of ore mined from here was 11.1., 779. 

The vein appears to have been stoped 6 to 8' wide, but probably "'\ 

not more than haU the width represented pay ore and the balance of ', 

!he broken rock waa used a. gob of which I took a .ample along the ~OO' / 
level about 150' east of the 111. shaft and eent it to Tucson for testing • . / 

Shaft il3 was the last working shaft on the Congress vein and is 

sunk 8' high and 11.' wide inside timbers and broken out much wider. 

It follows down along a well defined hanging wan on which there is a 

aouge which 8eem8 to merge into the Congress vein at depth. 

Thi8 shaft is blocked bya cave at 1100', but above that it i8 

in good 8hape and could be fixed up without great expense and there i8 

a lot 01 excellent timber, much of which is 8till in fair condition.~ 

The 1000' level was not driven to the west but going east it 

was passable for over 500'. Here the vein follows along the dike 

which is sorneuuzs included in the vein and sometimes lies on the foot or 

hanging wall. The vein itaeU 8how8 quartz and sulphide and only a 

little stoping was done/which indicates that much of these workings were 

probably off the pay shoot. 

The 650' level extend8 only a little way to the weot, but east for 

more than 500'whe.re it is caved. Here the vein is narrow and mixed 

up with wallroclitand my .ample ii3 {rom this driit cut 4' wide assayed 
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only O. 03 oz. Such material was obviously recognized as waste when 

the mine was operated, and was sampled merely for information. 

According to the map and mine records ill and /11. shafts were 

connected as mentioned abCMle ~d '3 sUDk to the 4000' "-evel, the 

deepest in the mine. 

Should the mine be reopeued for recovery of the low grade 

ore and fiUs it would be logical to use Ii 3 as the main haulage shaft 

for the Congress vein and liZ as an air and manway. Although I believe 

that no one has been below the 1.000' level in this mine for nearly 3Q 

years, it is probable that most of the workings with their walls of hard 

granite would still be' found in fairly good condition, and fortunately no 

great amount of timbering was originally needed and would now have 

to be replaced exc,pt in the shafts and pO.t'tions of the drifts where 

the dike or gouge seam caved along the hanging wall. From i 3 Shaft 

63, 52.4 tons of ore were mined. 

The Shafts along the Niagara vein aTe all in granite and the 

inclines are usually somewhat steeper than in the Congress vein 

shafts. 

Shaft #14 i. caved solid at the collar, but the workings were 

connected with thoae from 13 Shaft on the 1900' level. 
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On the Niagara vein between Shafts 114 and 116 there ia a 

Uttle ahaft which was recently worked on a lease by Herskowitz. 

Here the vein is a mixture of quartz and rock and shows aome sulphide. 

Width of vein here is about 6', but the remaining ore is "apparently 

low grade since the shoots of better material had been mined out 

through fi 4 Shaft concerning which all information is rather vague, 

e~cept that it was sunk to a depth of 1000' and produced ZO,470 

tone of ore. 

There are three 1J5 Shafta, captioned "New 115", "Old 115", 

and "Oldest #5". The New *5 Shaft ia opened out around the collar 

by what appears to ~ve been a am all glory hole, the reason for 

which ia not cl~ar. One can get down about ZOO' on the rather steep 

incline and there it ia blocked by a cave. None of the drifts on 

either side of this shaut can be entered although the long weat drift 

on the 150 ft. level which was used for haulage to the mill might be 

opened up withollt much work as 1 noticed that a strong current of air 

"pa.ses through it. 

The vein i. well defined in this shaft and mostly quartz with 

a little .ulphide. To the eye it looka to contain good ore with a 

wiclth of 3 to 5' and aometin.es pretty well frozen in the granite. 



It ia reported that there is sUll a lot of stoping ground left near the 

.haft a.ide from the pillara. which will probably run 0.3 to 0.4 oz. 

No great expenae would be involved in reconditionina thi. ahaft. 
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j or cleaninB out the caved ground mentioned although there are likely 
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to be other barrier. at &reater deptha. 

Old '5 Shaft waa entered from an adit siDce aome work waa 

recently done here by lessees who mined a little $15.00 ore. 

In thia Shaft I Bot down to the bottom which is close to the 700' 

level. but there was noway of aettina throuah to the maiD. '5 as all 

of the drifts were badly caved. ,The water level's probably only a 

Uttle below this point. 

Only small .ections of the Niagara Vein could be examined but the 

true width seemed to be from 3 to 6', often finaering out in stringeJ38 

into the granite wall rock so that the stopes were sometimes aa much as . 
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8' wide and practically all filled right up to the back with 80b of which I 

took a large .ample for teatina. 

The oldest '5 Shaft i. caved solid at the collar. 

The New '5 Shaft has a depth of 2050 I Oil the bu:line and 

II only ODe of theM three shafts that would need to be reconditioned 

(except aa all escapeway) in caae the mine were reopened. The 
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tonnage of ore hoisted here waa 191,734 and the remaining tonnage 

of fills should be proportionately large. 

No.6 ' Shaft ia caved at the co1lar but on one of ~ lower 

levels (the 400', I think) there ia a drift into the Macdonald (Golden 

Key) MiDe working. which was open a few years ago when that mine 

wa. pumped out. The ore or fill. that remain in this weat end of the 

Niagara Vein could pr()bably be be.trecovered thr&1 a cros8Cut haulage 

way which could be driven into the footwall of the Congre •• Vein from 

some point in the workings from '3 Shaft. 

No. 6 Shaft had a depth of 1800 ft. and the tonnage of ore 

hoi.ted was 81,016, 'according to Staunton the ore was cut off by 

a fault at the we.t end of the etopes. 

The main tunnel in Queen of the Hill. working. is caved 

close to the .outhwe.t entrance on the side near the mine. It 

i. open for .ome di.tance from the other portal, but not to the point 

where miDiipg was done in t.he Bellick Claim. 

The two upper lunnels are open for some sbort distance. 

and in the upper one of them 1 took sample '4 from the gob in a little 

stope. Thi.carried O. Zl oa. ($7.35) per ton • . From a portion 

of the veln away from the ore shoot 1 took aDOtber eample that 

a.Ayed only 0.08 0.. ($Z.80), over a width of 4'. 
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The vein 1a quartz following along a dike ancS i. very probably 

a faulted eastward extension of the Congress Vein. The .haft and stope. 

Irom the lower tunnel are DOW inaccessible and the small stopes in the 

upper twmel which I enterecS were worked recently by a -lesHe ancS are 

reported to bave produced some $20.00 ore. 

In this Hction of the mine according to general be lief there 

ia probably a lot of vein matter which coulCS still be .worked to advantage 

.aide from reclaimina the gob. The main shaft was only sunk ZOO' 

below the tunnel level and produced ZO, 125 tons of ore. 

The McKinley tunnel was run for the purpoae of tramming ore 

from the '5 Shaft on the northwest side of the spur of the hill to the 

old mill which was then located on the southeast slope. However, it 

alao followed a fi •• ure in the aranite and the filling of thi. fi.sure 

waa aampled by George Snow in 1940 who found that for a length of 500' 

it contained values which averaged over $1.00 per ton over a width of 

"". 1 was able to walk through this tunnel from encS · to end although 

L!le back bad caved in a number of place. and timber s were in baG 

shape, but in any event it would probably have no use in future 

operations and none of the material found there is worth miniq. 

There area n..unber of other sbaft. and aelits on the 

property, aU of which are caved to a areater or les. extent and which 

1 did DOt attempt to examine with any care. Some of the .. are 

.1 



connected with tbe old underground workings. I will mention one 

of the long drifts which at one time waf) started to connect the 

workings for the '1 Shaft with those in the Queen of the Hills 

Claim. "l'be old timers claim. that this drift followed some excellent 

ore (0.5 oz. and better) for a long distaDce and alao crosscut some 

promiaing veins that were, never mined. It ia probable that their 

recollection of aU theae valuea ia exaggerated for Staunton was too 

expert a miae,r to have paased up any pay ore which waa comparatively 

accessible, but aome of theae loat veina may very well contain ore 

that would pay to mine UDder present conditions and the reopenina 

of this drift should be an attractive piece of exploration. 

PRESENT AND PROSEC TIVE ASSETS 

The mining claims are practically worthless except as a 

aource of ore. The Martinez well and water rights might be 

sold for a small sum to some of the local ranchers or possible to 

the Santa Fe Railway who have considered its purchase in times 

paat. 

Most of the structures and buildillia could not be moved 

away with any profit, but if the plant were wrecked there ahouldbe 
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aome return from the aale of the iron. ateel aDd lumber. 

An inventory of the machinery, equipment and warehouae 

.upplle. haa been in courae of preparation £01' several month., 

but thia work baa been done in a moat dilatory manner and ia not 

yet completed. I attach to W. report a. an Exhibit a U.t of the 

larger item. of equipment. (Exhibit J) 

The net aale value of the plant, equipment and .uppUea i. 

eatimated by RO,ckwood and Holme. at $50,000, and while I am 

inclined to think thia figure too hiah. it i. quite poaaible that it 

might be cloaely approached in view of the high price. now being paid 

for .econd-hand 'machinery, a •• uming that the plant were promptly 

offereel for aa1e. 

All of the other ueet. con.iet of gold bearing materiale 

which are de.cribed in detail a. follow.: 

OLD MILL TAILINGS 

(See Exhibit D) 

According to the record. of the CODSre ee Mining Company 

there were MDt to the dllZDp dlll'ing it. period ofctive operation 
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(Crom 1895 to 1911) a total of 617, 54~ tons of mill tailings. Of these 

66,448 ton. were run out directly from the table. and VanDer. which 

followed the .tamp. and had an average content of, 0.~5 oz. aold per 

ton. The balance, 551, 094 tons, were from ore that had been 

cyanided, the greater proportion after roasting. and their averaae 

content accordiq to the mill assay. was o. 063. 0" aold per ton. 

It woWA therefore ~ that m,1<311 the tai1htg damp 

co::priaed 607, J.Q tons ccmwm.Dg '", 7S6. lU o&. eolAi. 'The silver 

content of the tailings was not ShOWD on the se record. but from 

.ub.equent samplings it appear. to have been about 0.4 oz. per ton 

on which basis the dump should have contained a total of ~4 7016. 8 

ounce. of silver. 

The average content in gold and silver works out as • on~ 

gold and 0.4 o&. ag. , per ton. e,uivalent to a gross value at pr.sent 

price. of $2. 80 per ton. 

In late 1915 the Merrill Metallurgical Company of San 

f Franci.co made two examinations of the dump, the second being very 

complete and thorough a. per their report of December 31.t. 
" 

1915 and they then estimated that a total of 505,000 tons could be 

economically reclaimed with an average content of • 0677 gold and about 

0." o&. .i~ver per tOIl. Duriq the next twenty year. some 40,000 

ton. were ceclaimed and milled by other. and there was a continuiq 
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10" of tonnage by wind anel rain erosion. 

The records of the Strange and Maguire operations in 

1?11-11 .howed that the tailings treated by them contained an 

averaie of .066 oz. gold per ton. In 1931 Max W. Bowen sampled 

aA4 obtained aD average of • 06 oz. and the following year E. A. 

Colburn obtained an average of O. 063 oz. 

In Augu.t. , 1933, Hamilton, Bauchamp and Woodworth made 

~r thorough .ampling of the dumps with complete ~tallurgical 

C4 .... The average content according to their sampling was 0.0643. 

0 .. lold per ton. 

In February, 1935 a very careful survey of the dumps was 

_ad. under my direction by Georg.e J. Harbauer and the result 

01 b.1. work .howed that there then remained 4Z6, ZOO dry tons of 

recoverable tailings, after excluding the friDges of the dump and 

O{.ber portions which might Dot be susceptible to l'elaimiD8 except 

at relatively high coat. 

1A 1935-36 further mveatigatioD of theae tailing. was made ' 

~ Cerald Sherman and hi. asaociatea and checked by engineer. 

"p"eMnting the R. F.e. ' I do not have a complete record of their 

reRlea, but Sherman aDd others have iDformed me that they 
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e.tlmated tbe ,tozmage 'at 430, 000 aDd the Ir&de at 0.01 os. and these 

figure. formed the ba.i. for the lOaD of $140, 000 which was made 

by the R. F. C. for plant and eqUipment. 

Accordbig to my iuve stlgatlon ane! Harbauer' •• urvey, 

the average volume of one ton of dry talUDgs in place was 23 

cubic feet and the average moisture conbent was 16.4%. The Det 

weight of the tailings was 103. S' per cUe ft. and the dry weight 

was 86. 8': the total volume of the tailings pile being 9, S02, 850 cn. ft. 

In February 1935 it was estimated by Beauchamp and other. that 

the net recovery of gold and silver In bulUon to be derived from 

the retreatmentof these tailings would be $1.595 per ton ( a trifle 

over 700/0) which wcdd represent $679,189 for the entire dump and 

that the cost of treatment would be $0.80 per ton and the net capital 

investment including the purchase price of the property (then $26. OO~ 

and providing ample water supply would be $120,000. It therefore 

appeared that the net profit to be derived from the treatment of these 

taiUngs after the repayment of the capital investment and salvage 

of the equipment would be over $200,000. 

In March of 1935 I personally made a careful investigation 

of the tailings and checked all of these last estimates, which 

appeared to be conservative except in respect to the percenta.ge of 

recovery which seemed likely not to exceed 68~ and the operating 

cost which. assumed continuous operation of the plant at the r .'\\te of 
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300 ,tOIl. pe~ day and in my opimOll .hould have been mereaeed to 

about 90~ pel' ton. 

At that time we did not make a complete aampling but we 

took a number of pipe and large abovel 'sample. which checked with the 

results given above and also indicated that those values were probably 

80mewhat too low because the richest portion of the pUe containing 

the uncyanided tailings was near to the bottom aDd impos.ible to properly 

sample except in a few place s. 

The engiDeers of the Congre •• Corporati~n which .oon after 

aCC!uired the property, and of the R. F. C. made many changes in the 

design of the plant while it was in course of cOllstruction and rebuilt 

several sections two or three times over thus greatly increasing the 

cost. 

When their mill was finaUy completed the settling capacity 

was much too small for proper treatment of the tailings in which 

there was a high perc entage of 8Ume. 

They had also purchased and installed some very much worn-

out second-hand equipment whl~h required frequent repairs and 

caused many complete and partial shut-downs of varying duration. 
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The taillngil were reclaimed with a power Boy.1 and 

sent to the mill in trucks, taiUngs alone ~re treated from June 

1938 until September 39 during which period there was almost conatant 

difficulty in settling the .l~e. and the tonnage fel1 considerably 

below expectationa. It was mainly to improve this aituation that 

the management, afterbaving aampled and resampled the dumps 

arranged to mix the dump drock, with the tatUnl. for feed to the mill 

and this practice was followed until the plant was ahut down in JUDe 

of 194Z up to which date a total of Z 76, 47Z tolUl of dry tailings had 

been treated in the mill. 

According to the previous calculations the pile of tailings 

now remaining should contain juat about 150,000 tone dry weight and, 

thia figure checks with our original calculations and with 'my 

preeent rough eatimate of the volume of the pile whose contour a 

are now extremely irregular aa noted on Exhibit D. 

Since aeparate samples of the tailings and dumps were not taken 

.a theae were sent to the mill no accurate average of the milled tailinga 

can be given but from aU of the recorda which I bave been able to 

find and from verbal statements of Liddell and Ramsden I have calculated 

that this was very cloee to 0.075 01'.. gold and 0."' oz. silver. repre

senting a gross value of $Z. 9 0 and 1 believe thatt is very conservative 

to place the value of the remaining talls at $Z. 70 aince in reclaiming 
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, These dumps DO selection Was feasible aDd the operato~s merely 

took the material which could be moved with least expense. 

-

In this connection it should be noted that while there 

was som.e variation in the grade of taiUngs taken from varlous, 

lections of the dump the average value of each Rctlon invariably 

increased in the lower stratum of the pile and the lowest lZ' 

was termed the nsubsoil" and showed as no~d below a value much, 

higher than the average; in s,ome cases as much as $10 or even $15.00 

per ton. By far the greater proportion of this sub-soil is st111left since 

in only a few sections was the cSigging carried down to bed rock aDd 

therefore there is good reason to expect that the average value of the 

remaining dump may exceed that of the portion which has beell 

removed. 

The follOwing assays taken from the Congress Company 

Records tend to confirm this opinion: 

(1) Decomposed granite pUed up by bulldozer 

(l) Soft granite in place 

(3) Hard rib of granite 

(4) 3' cut in bank 

(5) lst ft. in cut in bank. red taiUllgs 

(6) lnd Ft. in cut in bank. decomposed granite 

Gold Value 

Om. O. 13 

0.01 

Trace 

0.090 

0.06 

0.15 

$ •. 55 

0.70 

3.15 

Z.10 

5.Z5 
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(7) 3rd ft. m cut 1ft bank. decompoeed grlUdte. 

(8) Average of bulldozed pile · 

(9) Subsoil sample 

(10) Subsoil sample (check) 

. ' . 

'. , 

0.02 0.10 

O.lOS 7.18 

0.51 11.85 

0.52 18.20 

Also I have found and give below aD interesting record of the 

screen analysis of a cC)mposite sample of the tailings which was 

apparently better than the aver age grade. 

Weight As .. yoz. fo of Weight 

{Crams) Ore 

HEADS , 19Z6 ' O.IZ 100 

+ 65 mesh 907 0.12 46.2 

- 65 + 100 lOZ 0.08 10.3 

-100 + 150 117 0.08 6.4 

- 150 + ZOO 146 0.08 5.7 

-zoo 580 (j.IO 28.4 

The above figures do not altogether check but they serve to 

give some idea as to the probable distribution of the values which on 

the whole wC')uld seem to be fairly evenly divided and are not concentrated 

in the slimes as might be "upposed. 

As to the cost of re.claiming the tailings. I was told in 1938 

that this was lZ~ per ton. The tailings were dug from the dump with a power 
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ahovel which loaded them blto truck. aDd the haul to the min bill 

was in no caae over 100 yard. but the taiUDg. hung up ill the bill. eapecl.y 

in wet weather, aDd the cost of gettiDg them onto the best c~veyor to 

the ball mill was out of line and called for an improved mechanical 

installation which waD never provided. 

If a similar method of reclaiming i. followed ill future the 

cost must be expected to increase aa it will be barde~ to dig out the 

lower sections of d~ps where the bank of tailings is low and the shcwel 

must be moved more often and sometime. dug along the bed rock 

but I am impressed with the possibility of arrangh,.g to sluice down 

these tailings with water. as has been successfully done elsewhere, 

and then feeding them to the ball mill as a slurry by a acraper conveyor 

. or sand pump. This method might effect a substantial economy of 

operation and should be carefully studied. 

THE MINE DUMPS 

(Note location of dumps on Exhibit A). 

Dumps of low grade ore and waste rock were made by the old 

Company near the collars of each of the seven principal working 

shafts. 

Some of the be st of this material had been sorted or screened 

. , .'('-;, -'; . '1 ... : , . 

and treated by variou~ parties. principally the Wyman Brothers and Jay 
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tW'11' between 1915 and 1935. but there Is DO available record of the 

'~~t1.\~e 10 treated or the value of the product • . 

In 1938 the management of the Congress Corporation became 

co:mneed that dump loockshould be mixed with mill tailings in order 

to Improve the rec:overy and Increase the tonnage treated in their 

~lU and lince this plan involved a considerable expense for cl'ushing 

uod other equ.ipment a comprehensive sampImg of these damps was 

~ tor the first time under the WectiOil of Wm. l.J.ddell. the manager. 

ue.s:ed by Percy Ramsden. the mill superintendent. In carrying out 

Qia procedure numerous large pita were dug in the side. of the dumps 

Crom which one ton samples were taken a.nd these were carefully 

crushed and quartered down for assay. In some few cases representative 

lots 0.£ from twenty' to flIty tons were sent directly to the mill as check 

samples • 

The detailed results of this work will be noted in connection 

with the individual dumps. but the general result was to perm.it an 

estimate of over 400,000 tons of dump rock available for reclaiming 

with an average value of. $3.84 per ton. 

To further checlt this estimate the Company employed Henry 

Ci. CarUsle. Consulting Engineer of San Fl'ancieco. who rep<!ated 

the prC!vioas prt)cedUl'p. diggin3 smatter pits in other portions of the 

." , ', . _ ' .. · • • · . .. Il 

... MIiIII·)W .. -..... _M _ _ ... ~. _ . . 



lump. and taking much smaller : samples which a.,eraged only 

about 10o" in weight. 

Carllsle's report bas not been obtained but I have found 

ft..e re-e~!"ds ~r hls s.z..:p~s .... ~ .- ~1y i:!~t:
led ~~ U 

confi.-med Uddel's estimate of toJ::::%:age. bat redt:ce~ the average 

grade to sUgb.t!y less than $3.00 per ton. whlc:h 1s about the value . 

that was indicated when I recently took a number of small grab 

samples from which I was careful to exc::lude all pieces which had the 

appearance of being ore although such material actually condtutes 

a substantial percentage of the dumps. 

The physical character of the d!lmps and great variation 

in the size of the fragments composing them renders it very difficult 

to hand or pit sampl~ them with any degree of accuracy. Therefore 

I consider tha.t by far the best and most reliable estimate of their 

value is obtained boom the records of the Congrees Mill which treated 

106.6Z9 tons of dump roclt from 19~9 to 194Z. While the assays of 

this rock were not properly segregated from those of the tailings 

7et a c:u-eful study of R great numbe!" of records which do show such a 

segregation have convinced me that the average value of this material 

was well in excess of $3.00 after sorting out from 10 to 15'0 of waste 

rock. As in the C8.se of the tailings the material which was taken 

from the dumps was selected merely on the basia of its being most 
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economically reclaimable and thesamplea which were taken 

from portions of the dumps now remaining seem to have averaged 

quite as high as those from the sections which were milled. Therefore 
. 

I am convinced that the average value of the remaining dumps, after 

sorting out large pieces of waste, can be conservatively estimated 

at $3. 00 per ton. 

by reason of the irregu.lar contour of the surface, I have slightly 

reduced the previous figures and allowed for a "somewhat larger 

amount of sorting (up to ZO'1o) on which basis I figure that ZSO, 000 

tons remain to be reclaimed at a very moderate cost. 

Details of the dumps are as follows: 

DUMP ,6'1 . (Congress Vein). 

,...---' 
Originally this was a very large dump extending east and 

northeast from 111 Shaft and divided into at least four sections, three of 

which have been largely reclaimed so that only irregular fragments 

now remain from which some 1,,000 tons of rocks might be taken. 

These sections were largely worked by the Wymans and by Jay Burns, 

and they are reputed to have assayed $6.00 or better per tloln. 

The main section located in a gulch was worked by the 

Congress Corporation and the upper portion was scrapped off with 
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~ a bulldozer into a trap whiebis still in fair .hape. Myealcu-

lations indicate that about 12, 000 tons should still be reclaimed and 

this figure is confirmed by Ramsden. Carlisle's sampling was 

confined to this main section where he took Zl samples averaging $3.00 

per ton. Liddell took '1.0 samples which averaged $3.7'1. gold and O. '1.0 

Oz. silver. 

The Congre ss Corporatio~ appear to have mU1ed approximately 

~O. 000 tons of rock from this dump which is reported to have averaged 

over $3. 00 per ton. 

From all the above and considering that the remnants or the 

smaller sections of the dump are doubtless higher grade than the 

main section, it would seem safe to estimate that in f#l Dump there 

are still 18.000 tons that will average after sorting close to $3.50 

per ton, plus 10~ silver. 

DUMP HZ (Congress Vein). 

This was a very large hillside dump with a maXimum height 

• of over 80 feet, portions of which were screened out and ~~ted by 

the Wymans and by Jay Burns. The total tonnage taken from the 

original dump has probably been 40,000, but the Congress Corporation 

milled no rock from here .except for a test lot of 50 ~ons which is 

reported to have run slightly higher than the average of their 
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samples. Calculation. of the reiDabung tomaag. place thi. at 

90.000 tons of sorted ore. The roacl to the dump is good aDd reclaimllli 

should be easy. 

The average grade ae first determined from Z8 sample. taken 

by Liddell was $3. 76, but when Carllsle checked this with 22 samples 

hi. average was only $Z. 84, which checkecl close ly with my Own grab 

lamples. Adding the value of the eilver the groee value of thie dump 

should be very close to $3.00. The haul to the min is about 600 yarcls. , 
".- h .... ... , < . . .... ' . 

DUMP '3 (Congress Vein) 

Dump '3 was reclaimecl to .ome atent by Burns, ancl the 

Congress Corporation merely treatecl some of hie screeDiDgs which hacl 

been left near by and which are said to have carried $7.00 per ton. The 

contour of the dump is excessively irr'egular and in calculating the 

tonnage I have been conservative in placing it at 80,000. 

Liddell's average of 30 samples was $3.45 and Carlisle 

apparently dicl not sample this clump so that we do not have so much 

data as in the other cases. My own grab sampling of this dump was 

done twice and the average results were only $2.28 and $2.00. but I 

carefully noted the pits which had been made by Liddell and hi" results 

should have been much more accurate than mine. Moreover it is 

hardly likely that Jay Burns would have treated so much rock from 

this dump when all of the dumps were still intact unless he had found 
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it to be at least equally as rick as the others. 

Many of the fragments in my sample. were barren granite 

and diorite, some of which would normally be sorted out on a picking 

belt. and I think that I am.con.ervative 'in e.timating the average value 

at $Z. SO per ton. ,Reclaiming this dump will be comparatively inex

pensive, but the rock will have to be trucked around the point of a 

hUI to the 'mill site, a total distance of about 800 yards. 

DUMP #14 (Niagara Vein) 

" 

The '4 Dump i •• mall and locally i •• upposed to be rich, 

but LiddeU'. 19 samples averaged only $3.50 and any .ample. assayed 

somewhat lower. None of this rock was mUled by the Congre.s 

Corporation. 

The length' of the dump is 183' with axis N. ISO E. but at the 

top it is in places only 6' wide and elsewhere the surface rocks 

project up thru it so that the tonnage is very difficult to figure. but 

an estimate of 5000 is cC?Dservative. Some portions of this dump 

would be hard to reclaim. unless they could be sluiced down the very 

steep hill. The haul to the mill is about 800 yards. 

DUMP '5 (Niagara Vein) 

This dump is originally contaiDed over 100.000 ton. and 

since I am reliably informed that the surface beneath it is a gulch, 
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I accept the estimate of the remaiDlng tozmage made by Rockwood 

&:lid ~actell as SO, 000 tona of sorted ore. Like Damp fZ. the preeeDt 

contour b most irregular. 

The average of 19 samples taken by Liddell wa. $3.91 while 

the 19 samples taken by Carlisle averaged $Z.80, and my grab samples 

averaged $2.60. The mill apparently treated slightly over 40,000 

tons and rock was being drawn from here as from ill dump at the time 

that they closed down. 

I have found records which showed that much of the material 

. mUled from here assayed $4. ZO per ton and Rockwood and Ramsdell 

are both very positive in estimating that the average grade was over 

$4.00 and that the remaining rock should be equany good. However. 

these statements do not seem to check with the general milt' records 

and although in all probabiUty it is of somewhat higher grade than IZ 

and '3, I think it safer to figure the average at $3.50. 

The upper part of the dump was mined with a ~r shovel 

which loaded the rock directly into trucks while the lower pOrtion Oil 

the south side was scraped by a bulldozer to a trap which is now in 

poor condition. The haul to the min is about 500 yards. 
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DUMP ,6 (Niagara Vein) 

The larger portioD of this material was pilec! 011 the ROM 

Quartz and Los Senate Claims which do not belong to the Congress 

Company. The greater part of the rock that was on the Why Not Claim 

of the Congress Company was reclaimed with a drag line and treated 

by the Congress Corporation to the extent of about 4.000 ton.. It does 

not appear that more than Z, 000 tons remain to be taken from the 

Congress ground, although probably 8,000 - 10,000 tons are still left 

on the adjoining property. The average grade of re.~ent shipment 

made by FiDdley to the Hayden Smelter was $1.81 per ton. I was 

. . , .. .. : '. .: ... ~ 
told that the material taken out by the Congress Company was not so 

good, but averaged over $5.00 per ton which is the value that I place 

upon the remainder which I did not sample on this occasion although I 

had done so some year 21 ago. The haul to the mill is about 1000 yards. 

QUEEN OF THE HILLS DUMP 

Five samples taken by Liddell averagec! $Z. 10, b",t Carlisle's 

lot of 11 samples averaged $5~ 07. which does not check unless they 

represented two different dumps as they were originally 3 or 4 of them. 

My samples taken from the largest of the remaining dumps ran $4. ZO, and 

I have estimated the grade at $4.00. The small remnants of the bt!ter 
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dumps wilt not exceed a total of 300 tou, but they look to be of higher 

grade • 

My estimated tonnage ,in the Queen Dumpa i. 5,000 which will 

be ra.ther expensive to reclaim. The Congress Mill appears to have 

treated about 12, 000 tODS concerning the grade of which I could obtain 

no details except that. according to Ramsden, it was richer than the 

average. The haul to the mill is over lZOO yards. 

Concerning aU of the dumps it may be said that appearance 8 

indicate that the material 'is largely a mixture of quartz and pegmatite, 

both of which doubtless carry good values, and of granite and diorite 

which look to be practically barren except as they are enriched by 

little veinlets or seams of quartz and sulphides that are scattered thru. 

many of the fragments_ but elsewhere are entirely lacking. 

The value of the dumps is therefore largely dependent on the 

relative percentage of waste rock to low grade ore and thia vule s In 

each of the dUln:Ps and in different portions of the same d~mp so that 

sampling is very difficult and it seems to me quite remarkable 

that the pit samples taken by Carlisle and Liddell should have been 

so closely checked and generally improved upon by the mill runs which 

constituted by far the most accurate sampling. 
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The leveral waste dumps left by the Wyman., 3 • ., Barn. 

and others, after screening out the fines, might total altogether some 

ZO.OOO ton. but they appear to be mostly diorite and do not look aa 

if they would pay to reclaim 'so that I have not lD.cluded them in my 

present estimates. 

The normal angle of the outer slope of the ' dump rock is from 

35 to 400 bu.t in places where rock hal been taken out It often standa 

much steeper and sometime s nearly vertical. All dumps are located 

on the hillsides and the slope of the surface under .. the dumps varies, 

but usually is from ZO - 30°, occasionally as low as ISO or aa high as 400. 

A summary of m.y estimate of the most essential data concern-

ing the dumps is shown in the following tabulation, alao a record of 

screen tests which ia interesting particularly as indlcating that ' 

apparently the highest values are not found in the fines, but in material 

sizes between 1" and Zit. 

The photographs which accompany the report as Exhibit E 

will give a better idea of the present shape and contour, of the dumps 

than any drawings which could be prepared without first making a 

careful topographical survey which would involve an expense that 

does not 8ee~ warranted at "resent. I spent some time in trying 

to make such drawings showing the location of the still remaining 

sample pits but found that the work was too sketchy to have any 

real value. 
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.. SUMMARY OF DATA REGARDING CONGRESS DUMPS , 

~' E.tlmated Record ' of Rock . •• 
5 Grol. Average Grade Milled by My Estimate Approxi. 

Tonnage of Pit Samples Congress Corp. 1943 Grade of 
in 1937 Approx. Va.lue Remaining sorted 

;'#.? (about) Lidell Carlisle Tonnage per tOD TOI'..nage Rock 

II 75,000 $3.7Z $ 3.11 ' 50,000 $3. 00+ 18,000 $ 3.50 

11 105,000 3.76 l.S4 NoDe 90,000 3.00 

, 
U 100,000 3.45 - ' 

.. None .. So, 000 l.SO 

14 5,000 3.50 - None ,' 5,000 3.0.,0 , 
"' " ~ 15 100,000 3.97 ' Z.SO 40,500 3.50+ 50,000 ' 3.50 :t 

l' 
'; 

16 7,000 • .. 4,000 5. 00+ Z,OOO 5.00 
~ 

Quten 
o! the 

< • HUl. ZO,OOO 2.. 10 5.07 12.,000 4.00 t- 5,000 4.00 
~ 
" 
1- Teet ,. runs 

etc. 14:9 4.00 of-

41Z,000 3.84 106,6Z9 $ 3.00+ 2.50,000 $ 3.00 

i 
< 

··Allowa."lce of 2.0% for material to be .orted out. 
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, SCREEN TESTS ON DUMPS FROM CONGRESS MINE ASSAY BOOK 
~ , 

.' 

" '~.~- . 

General 

·z .. -l".l/Z" -l/Z" 
Average 

-2"-1" Assay 

0/0 0/0 % % 

Dump '1 10. zz zz 46 

12 6. 10 8 16 

'3 12. 20 ZZ 46 

'4 6. 16 Z4 54 

'5 10 • . · 20 Z4 46 
I' ; 

Average 8.8 17.6 20.0 53.6 '-

Aver. Assay 
O%. Gold 0.061 
Per Ton 

0.125 0.730 0.900 o. ,01 • 

$3.17 

Attached is a complete list of the dump samples taken by 

UddeU and Carlisle with assays. Rough Sketches showing the approximate 

location of these samples were found but have little value at present since 

in many case s the material sampled has since been removed and the very 

lrregular contours of the remaining portions of the dumps could only 

be accurately plotted aver extensive surveys. 
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PIT SAMPLES 
~ 
~ , 
"; ~ ... Z Dump (Liddell) Ciold $ , 
;. 
, -

;""~i' 11. Hole f 1 Sample '1 .080 Z.80 
:I(...~ 11. Hole 11. Sample II .150 5.1.5 
: . ~-:::;» fZ Hole 13 Sample /II .090 3.15 
:'I.-~ p f2. Hole 114 Sample #1 .080 1..80 

, : !~p IZ Hole tiS Sample Ill ' .080 1..80 
: 'I,..':: ? fZ Hole #6 Sample #1 .075 Z.63 
; .... -:.;» iZ. Hole #7 Sample HI .160 5.60 
;,_-:.? 17. Hole fl8 Sample HI .080 1..80 
: '-.:r.;> ;Z Hole 119 Sample ffl .lZ0 

. ' . ; . ..... . . ' .. : ; 4.1.0 
; ';...-:::p fZ Hole il10 Sample ill .080 . 1..80 
;';.r.1p iZ Hole 1# 11 Sample ill .130 4.55 . 
::.;;.-;:p fl Hole 1111. Sample HI .090 3.15 , 

; '.;np n. Hole' 13 Sample III • 130 4.55 
- "2 Hole !l14 Sampl~ #1 .11.0 4.2.0 . ';:np I 

:';;.mp r l. Hule 41 15 Sample ill .110 3.85 
: .... -np il. Hole il16 Sample #1 .060 Z.lO 
: '.:np .Z Hole jf 17 Sample iiI .110 . 3.85 
: ·;;Jl1p n Hole Ii 18 Sample til .OSO Z.80 
:' • ..:np ~Z Hol~ iJ 19 Sample 11 .080 Z.80 . 
:.mp fZ Hole flO Sample HI .065 2..Z7 

'" ~ .. .., Hole liZ 1 Sample HI .105 3.67 .. ·;mp II .. 
, :: .... ~p fZ Hole #21. Sample #1 .070 1..45 
.;; , : ..... -np ~Z hole #23 Sample Ifl • 130 4.55 . 

:~-r.p ~z. Hole ii24 Sample #1 • llO 3.S5 
: '.anp n. Hole 025 Sample fil • 120 4.1.0 
::.ur.p ,Z Hole /;·26 Sample #1 • !20 7.70 
~"np ,J(. Hole !i27 Sc:.mple ill • 190 6.65 
t'ump il. Hole 1/ZS Sample HI .095 . 3.32. 

Average .1093 $ 3.76 

~o. 2 Dump (Carllsle) 

f# 617 .110 3.85 
618 .040 1.40 
619 .065 2..2.7 
61.0 .055 1.91. 
621 .065 1..1.7 
62Z .050 5.1.4 
61.3 .060 2..10 
61.4 .OZO 4.1S 
625 .080 Z.80 
61.6 • 100 3.50 
61.7 .095 3.31. 
628 .065 1..1.7 
61.9 .050 1.75 
630 .045 1.58 
631 .070 2..45 
631. • 143 5.08 
633 .035 1.1.5 
634 .030 1.05 
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Nt'. Z Oump (Carli.Ie) 
,635 
1636 
f1631 
#638 

:-to. 3 Dump (LiddeD) 

Dump No. 3 Sample 

" " 
" It 

tt It 

I! " 
" " 
" U ' 

" " 
" 11 

" " 
" " 
" " 
It " 
" tl 

It " 
" " 
" " 
" " 
" " 
" n 

" " 
" " 
It " 
" " 
II " 
" " 
" " 
" " 
II " 
" If 

PIT SAMPLES 

(Continued) 

. Average 

/11 
HZ 
1f3 
{l4 
115 
{!-6 
117 
f{:8 
{l9 
t!IO 
IHl 

, !lZ 
ff 13 (out) 
1/14 
illS 
~16 
#11 
f18 
#19 
#20 
UZl 
#2.2 (out) 
1r23 
i/24 
n25 
#2.6 
#1.7 
#/1.8 
/129 
fi30 

Average 
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0 .. $ 

.030 1.05 

.080 2..80 
.090 · 3.15 
.100 ' ., '\ ~ ," 3.50 

. • 081 $Z.84 
" , : 

.. 
" 

.100 .' 3.50 
.060 - . '.' 2.10 
.090 : ' . : .:', 3.15 
• 150 ' .. ·;: . ~; 5.25 
.050 ' , 1.75 
.080 . Z. 80 

. • 180 6.30 
.060 . 2.10 
.180 · 6.30 

. • 125 4.37 
.090 .' . 3. 15 
.090 ~ 3.15 

• lO(} 3.50 
.070 2.45 
.080 2.80 
• ceo '. " 2.80 .. 
.oeo 2.S0 
.080 2.80 
• 105 . 3.68 
.120 4.20 

.090 3. 15 

• 100 3.50 
.090 3. 15 
.080 Z.80 
.075 z.63 

• 150 5.25 
.130 4.55 
oj 075 2.63 

.0985 $3.45 
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PIT SAMPLES 

t .... 4 Damp (Liddell) Hole --
Cump 14 Hole II (out) 

" 
.. .2 

It " il3 
It 

fl ' ii4 
" 

It ;;5 
II " 16 
01 " 

tI '7 
01 " 1i8 
" " '9 .. It filO 
01 II Ull . 
0' fI IH1. 

;; Average 

~. $ !:lump (Ltddell~ Hole 

C:.1mp {~5 Hole II 
" .. #2 
" .. tl3 
" tI #4 
" " it5 
" It #6 
" " ~;7 

" . ,. 18 
" " , #9 (Out) 
" If ;i!0 I, " ill 
" " #12 
" n liB 
" " ff14 

" " " #15 

" " IJl6 . 

" tt H17 
" " #118 
" " 1/19 

Average 
No.5 Dump (Carlisle) 

6/16/39 Dump #15 '564 . 
fI #565 
" 11566 
tI #567 

" 11568 

" 1f57~ 

" #57~ 

" #576 
" i/ 57 7 
" #579 

-,;S3-

3 2- . 5 x u u 

- ', 
~,' ,:, 

• ; r" ~.. '.:" ~ 

· : .. 
"::,,'OL 

',': '".', 

.. .• lOS 
,.:: .080 

' .. :.' . • 070 
','., .. ' 070 
. '.: . ' ,. 
:.,:'· .050 

.·· :··:::·· .. 050 
:<. ".050 
. .260 

. • 100 
• 100 . 

. • 170 
:,: " . 100 

" ..•. ;, . 
.. 

' , ;' . 
.: . .:~ ~ 100 

.. ; , :_ ZOO 
·:· ·' . • 1)50 

J
u 

•• , • • 110 
.040 
• 100 

' . 150 
_ 180 

• 120 
• 100 

": '." .060 
", . . 070 

• 070 
• 140 
• 140 
.095 
• 100 
• 120 

• 114 

. .030 
.100 
• 170 
• 120 
;090 
.045 
• 155 
.055 
• 155 
.055 

, 

$ 

3.68 
1..80 
1..45 
1..45 · 
1.75 
1.75 
1.75 
9.10 
3.50 
3.50 
5.95 

$3.50 

3.50 
7.00 
5.1.5 
3.85 
1.40 
3.50 
5.1.5 
6.30 

4.Z0 · 
3.50 
2.10 
2.45 
2.45 
4.90 
4.90 
3.32 
3.50 
4.20 

$ 3.97 

1.05 
3.50 
5.94 
4.20 
3.14 
1.57 
5.42 
1.92 
1.9Z 
1.92 
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PIT SAMPLES 

" .. S Pump (CarUsle) (Continued) 

'/11/39 Dump :15 '578 
ilSSC 
1581 
f}58Z 
;¥S83 
tIS84 
j585 
f;SS6 
1587 

Average 

PIT SAMPLES 

~eD of the Hills Dump (Liddell) 

Hole Q *1 
Q 12 
Q #3 
Q g4 
Q #5 

Average 

OQteD of t..lte..!lill~~p (CarUsle) 

'I flZ 
'3 #4 
#5 ,6 
17 
E8 
!#9 
#10 
~ll 

Averftg~ 
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.080 %.80 

.095 3.3Z 

.045 1.57 

.040 1.40 

.090 3.15 

.090 3.15 

.095 3.3Z 

.050 1.75 

.063 2.27 

.080 $ 2.80 

.030 _ 1.05 
.050 1.7S 
.060 2.10 
.060 2.10 
· no 3.50 

• 060 $ 2.10 

.095 3.32 
• 195 6.82 
• 175 6.12 
• 195 6.82 
• 185 6.47 
• 110 3.85 
• 170 5.94 
.130 4.54 
.2It) 7.33 
.040 1.40 
• 190 6.64-

• 145 $ 5.07 



MINE FILLS (Gob) 

From Staunton'. description of the method o~ .mtntDI glYen on 

~&e' 19 and ZO of this report, the reasons for the existence of so large 

• tonnage of gob and for a logical assumption that it has a illgh value 

r will be evident. 

• <. 
I . 

'V 

----
The pay streak in both the Congress and Niagara veina 

ulually had a width of 3' or less but in order to permit economical 

mining the stopes were intentionally broken out to approximately 

double that width while the brittle character of the hanging wall often 

caused the opening to be considerably wider. 

In 150 far as 1 can learn from the records and from personal 

examination of the accessible workings of the mine, all of the stopes 

were back filled and this filling is stlllin place. It may be that below 
.~ 

the water level much· of this gob will have been more or less compressed 

and recemented as Staunton suggests, but such i.s not the case in any 

of the stopes which 1 was able to visit where it rUns freely through 

any opening, -- although the slope of the vein does not cause it to run . 

by gravity, -- and- such material could be very easily reclaimed without 

the Ule of any powder and in most cases with very little timber. 

The maps of the underground workings (Exhibits B and C) 

give a general idea of the extent of the filled stopes in which my very 

rough calculations confirm Staunton's estimate of about 700, 000 
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tons aDd although it Is not at preaent possible to determine 

whether all of this material could be economically reclaimed auch 

appears to be the probability. 

Aa to the average grade of the gob. we have bat Uttle data .ince 

it could never have been assumed to be worth reclaiming UDtil after 

the price of gold had been advanced, and to the be st of my knowledge 

it was never sampled during the old operations. · 

Since 1934 various engineers, including Colbtun and Ramaden 

have taken a number of samples, more or less at random and these 

they have told me averaged well over $5.00 per to~ 

In 1939, Carlisle took 7 samples from the gob on an UDiden

tified level of the IZ shaft (Congress vein) the poorest of which ran 

$1.40 while the highest ran $8. 56: the average being $4.05. ' From 

the 1000' level gob in the fZ sbaft he took 6 samples which varied 

from $Z. 10 to $10.03 and averaged $6.49. 

From gobs in the stopes on the Niagara Vein (location not stated) 

he took 17 samples which assayed from $1.51 to $9.45. -- average $4.96. 

My sample from the Queen of the Hills gob assayed $7.35 and 

my other gob samples which were sent to Tu.c 80n for testing have not 

yet been assayed. 

I think it fair to say that present, indications point to an 

average value In the order of $5.00 particularly when it is 
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considered that the highest grade materialls represented by 

flnes which were left lying on the footwall or subsequently 

filtered down through the coarser material and only a very small 

percentage of which Ie likely to have been included in the samplea 

taken by Carliale or others. 

All of this material can now be claaaed only aa probable ore 

and any thorough investigation of its tonnage and value obviously 

cannot be made until the mine Is unwatered and many of the obstruc

tions cleaned out from the workings, but I believe that much value able 

data could be secured by ~ther examination of the mine that may 

be undertaken. 
"':. ' - ...... ... ... 

," " .'~'': ' ' . ''' ' - . rt.:;, 

The great bulk of the gobs could be cheaply drawn down 

to the levels by the use of slushers and scrapers and some under-

ground sorting would eeem to be advantageous while the final 

cleaning up of the rough floors of the stopes on which the high 

grade fines may be expected to lodge might perhaps be accomplished 

by slucing as i~ done in hydraulic pits. 

With the mine reopened and equipped for operation it seems 

that $1.90 per ton would be a very Uberal estimate of the average 

cost of reclaiming this material, hoisting it to the surface 'and trane-

porting it to the mill. Its' character being so similar to that 
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of the rock on the dumps it would appeU' that treatment by 

notation and cyanide ehould aerve to recover 85% of the "B:1ues 

resulting in a substantial operating profit aa estimated In the 

tabulation at the end of this report. 

PILLARS, ' SILLS AND LOW GRAPE ORE 

Except in the immediate vicinity of the shafts aDd maia 

level.. it 18 unlikely that any substantial pillars or sUI. of high 

grade ($ZO.OO) ore remain in any part of the old workings and 

while small portiona of these may be recovered when drawing out 
.' 

the gob. it doe a not appear to me that any account of them should 

be taken in estimating the probable to~age of ore left in the mine. 

The situation in respect to low grade ore is radically 

different for in previous operations every effort was made to keep 

up the average grade of production and. with. gold priced at 

$20.00 per oz. no vein rr..atter containing less than 0.35 oz. gold 

per ton wall intentionally mined. 

-...... 
According to the statements of the operators, particularly . 

Staunton, there was a very large but undetermined quantity of 

low grade ore partially opened up in many parts of the mine, 
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elpecially at the ende of the higher grade shoots but it was never 

developed and no mea.surements or comprehensive sampling 

was made for to quote staunton in substance U Just •• soon •• the 

grade of the vein fell to $7. 00· we dropped that stope .and went 

elsewhere or, if we had to go through it, we left it in place". 

That several remaining sections of the vein did contain 

such low grade ore in undoubtedly a fact, which Staunton has 

repeatedly ernphasized although he hae always refused to make 

any estimate of average tonnage or grade. 

During my recent examination of the accessible workings 

of the mine, I noted many sections of the vein adjoining the 

filled stopes where the ore had a similar appearance to that which 

was left in the pillar s although the percentage of sulphide was 

visibly less and therefore the grade was undoubtedly lower. 

Elsewhere the character of the vein was dlHerent, being 

delicient in quartz and in stringers of sulphide and judging by 

such samples as I took and information from others, it is 

undoubtedly too low grade to be classed as ore even at present 

gold price s. 

In the upper levels laasers working during the past few 

years have mined and are still mining in small areas from 
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which they ehip a prod~ct "ssaYing from $10 to $ZO per ton and 

in many of these workings it appeared to me that a con.iderable 

tonnage could still be taken if it were pos.ible to obtain a profit on 

$1.00 ore. 

Colburn and Jo1m Price have told me that they have taken 

many samples of vein matter which a.sayed better than $10.00 

aDd Percy Ramsden claim. to have cut some 300 eamples of ore 

remaining in the Congress vein between 'Z and '3 ,Shaft. from the 

1000' to the 19Z5' levels which averaged better than $8.00 per ton. 

The material to which I have referred i. s'ufficiently . 

developed so that it can be classed as positive or at least aa highly 

probable ore but unfortunately it haa never been aystematically 

sampled or measured and Buch a procedure could not be tb,oroughly 

carried out until the mine was unwatered and reconditioned. 

However, a. in the case of the gobs, a more thorough 

examination and sampling of the accessible ore down to the water 

level could be ~onducted for a moderate expense and in my opinion 

thi. should be well worth while. 

!!!1 the meantime, any estimate of tonnage and value can 

at beet be merely a guess but from what I was able to see and 

to learn from others, who were famUiar with the old working • 
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and from a study or the mapa. l' think that it i. very conaervatiy. 

to figure as a strong probability that there remain ZOO, 000 toZUI of $8. 00 

ore to be mined from within the limits of the old workings. 

Fortunately any work ~t might be done to determine the 

character and value of the gobs and low grade ore left in place 

would also throw a great deal of light on the possiblitie. of finding 

entirely new ore bodies. 

NEW ORE POSSIBILITIES 

Obviously the management of the CODgre •• Ml~. did Dot 

intentionally overlook any likely prospecta during the 20 years ' 

that they actively operated nor close down until they were convinced 

tha.t continuance would no longer be profitable. Almost from the 

very.start the work was well financed and conducted by able men 

who adopted the most approved methods of mining and milling. 

However, it does not appear that at any time they gave 

a great deal of attention to the economic geology or carried 

out any comprehensive plan of exploration or that they ever 

employed any geologist of recognized standing to survey the 

area and suggest outlinea' of such a procedure. 
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Mr. Staunton and his successor, Meade Goodloe were 

unquestionably among the most skillful and eUicient mine 

managers and operators of their time but their work was guided 

by experience and intuition rather than scientific: theory. In 

following down the ore shoots in the two main veins .their problem 

was relatively simple but they left unsolved the faults at both ends 

o! those veina and between them they may, as Staunton readily admlt.~'·"·"""·~t 
of 

have overlooked a number of block.!V'ore dislocated by many minor 

faults. 

As to the numerous ol£shoot or cross veins ·(the stopes in 

which are crosshatched on the maps) and which in the aggregate 

produced a large tonnage including some or the highest grade ore, 

it seems that these were usually developed by following only: the • 

most promising of the many stringers of ctuartz which branched off 

into the hanging walt. Some of these cross veins proved to be barren 

but Staunton bas told me that he now thought that they bad made a 

mistake in not follOwing a larger number and in faUing to prove 

up the downward extension of some that were noted on the surface 

or had been found in upper leve ls. 

Brooks and Colburn were also much impressed with the 

possibilities of further exploration in the banging wall and 

such is my own opinion although it is Qbviously very difficult 
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gr~ur.d wcrk car-net be e~ami:led and the o~t:rops of the vebs are 

ofter.. covered with buildings or du.mps. 

Stamlton has pz..rticdarly !"ecommended tCClt exploration 

should L-e ccr.cucted at fireater de p th belcw the f l Ehait wOi"lougs 

and near to the 1700' ami 2500' levels from ;';2 shaft \ 'There he well 

recon~cts the body of low grac~e ore that was left in place and which 

has since been sar .. "lpled by Rumgden as mentioned above. 

Sta~nton doe s not believe that any l:?.rge new ore body 

is lil~ely to be found in or n::;oar tbe Congress vein below the 3000' 

level as this area h::ld been pretty thoroug~!y eX?lored with ch:a

ppci:c.tinf, l"eS,llts but he thini,s that along t~e upp~r section of 

the grecr~stcr..e dike ether .s:lOC~S of Oi;:e n1.aY well I:.e fcu~d ~ince it is 

his t~~ory thz.t the Cong:;,-ess .... ci~ ..-.. as CJ.iL.~rz..liz.::d iro~ a quartz 

COl'ss-vein from which the sclutie~s fc.Howed along the fisst!re 

that was formed by tn.c i..~trusivc dike where a chemical condition 

existed favorable to the deposition. of t!le metals. 

In rcg;ud to the pOGsibilitie::. of furthel" discv"'1eries iu 

depth on the Niagara Vein, Staunton is more optimistic a.."ld 

regarding the general problem of future exploration he has written 

aa follows: 
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"Undcrli'i~3 the Niag::::.ra vein. \lhich has an easterly-

arotlr.d 25 c': e gre\!s. Thic dike is almost idcnti.::ul in character 

·;·7ith tl:e Co::.gres9 dU-;:c wl:ich carried the o=c b that mine. 

Tb~ !~ic:.sar c_ .....-cin intersected thie dike at abcut 1975 feet depth 

in the e::::trer.:-.e eas terly p.:.rt 0: the mine close to the big 

fc:.'J.!t. The dike was heavily mineralized at the inter

section ar~d th.e ore i r: t:c.-:! c::ke vias of the sa::..~c character 

and grade as in the Coug!"e~s as distinciuished from that 

ill He J\"iC:!.g~r~ veiu~ w!lieu lelongG to the closs of veins 

eLtirely in. the grc:.nite. Thls Uigtl gracle extended easterly 

to t i.le big .bult, wlLere it VldoS cut cff. To the west, 

the \7vl'k v.-~s at fi.l·st cOlJ:il .. eu to th~ dike, bjtao the distance 

from the intersection increased the high grade 

grE-cually idled and crosscuts w~re run i::to the :-.angihg 

wall to the Ni.agara, and thereaft~r the work was done on 

that vein. The line of intersection would run aC'· .. ·/Uward 

to the no.rthwest. 

The Niagara s!1:::t is an inc1ib.~ en t~ vein and 

its CO:.J.Tse happens to coincide close1)' with the CCU!"SP, of the 

intersection of the planes of the two veins. It seems 

highly probably that a new line of high gra.de 

stopes can. be opened by sinking the Niagara Shaft (ff5) a 

few hundred feet below ita present depth of Z050 feet. 

- ~- ,nnn , ____ , : _______ '"'-..1 .'" .1-.. 1\:" 
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we st, so that there i!' go:)d ventilation. SirJdne of 

this character is compal"ativel:t cheap. ':'he little 

water met '\"IitIr is readily ba.iled. It am'J,-mt:; tc little 

nore than running a dl'ift on an incline. 

The relat.io:ls of conditions east of th~ big 

fault to those on t:1C west -,;Thien carried tlla pay ore 

WCl"C never satisia ctorily worked out. 

At the surfac::::, about ZOO feet w~st of No. 1 

shaft, cue vf the veins en.tirely in the granite and 

locally known as tll~. IICrcss-Veiu'; intersects tr..e Congre S5 

dil~e vein and the pusiticn of the Congress ore shoot 

corresponds roughly to the line of intersection of the planes 

of these two veins. The part of this cross vein in the 

hanging wall of the Congress h ... u considerabie stoping ground, 

and the footwall part to a less e:dent. The ore pinched out 

as it approached the fa1llt but in m3.tly cases heavy bodies 

of good erade .ere appe~recl to ~ clea.. .. ly CU~ off by the fault. 

It W£5 thought at o~ time tr.at we !lad found 

a measU!'e cf the throw of the £alllt o~ the 650 level. The 

ea5t drift on the cro~s vein encountered the fault and after 

going ttJrough a~out 40 feet o! fau.lt b!"ecch~. picked up what we 

took for the Congress dike vein east of the fult, but no ore 

was found there. 
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In the light of wnzt is now knovro the Niagara 

aCO\1t tee '::l. '..l!t a:ld b~ 62.L: a s1:.[1it, C:e ~~i~i::!.l·:;~ 0:.1. tile ~p as 

'OlC::e~t No. 5 Sl:.aIt'. Tb·~. t shaft l'an into and diEcovered 

the fault which. of c')arse, cut off the ore. V{e then determined to 

swing arour.d and :;;!.art B. n~w shdt ('Cld :n.:.-. :; ') paralld to 

the strike of the Lallit as it <::.pp~~.reu to be. Unfortunately. 

the fault plane proved to have a. clip to the VI'.! 5t and we 

lu:.:.nci we v.ere going to j.:un into ~t again. As a third "try" 

we located the 11~o. 5 Shait I ~s si:.·':;'~vn on tIle map. As the 

re~t;.lt of tl-.i(. expendv~ education we sec now t!.at it would have 

been better to have sunk a shaft h nn a point at a.bout the inter

section of the coordinates S-SOO and W -500 with a no::::,th dip 

as it would have handleci tile whole sitllatiou at much less expense. 

App",-rently tb; ConfFe ~s is lat~::: ~hw:l tllc cross vein, 

as it cuts and faults tb.e latter. There is evidence suggesting 

that the COllg::::,ess may have derived its ;nir.eraliu.tion from 

the crOSS vein. Having raached the conclusion that fuis was 

probable, I thought I saw a charu:e to apply tile tb.eory to the 

Niagara vein by follo'\ing it clown to where it would apparently 

have to intersect a similar dike to the CCllgl:ess that outcropped 

1. 5~') fe:.;t due south of the No. 5 ,s,hz.ft and h&d a dip that could 
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be meast:.red with reasonable accuracy. The conditions 

wouB be eir:lilar, tr-C'.t is, the intersection at around 

2,000 feet depth. Aetually it was found at 1975 (probably 

a. coincidence) and the intersection showed a fine body 

of high grade ore exactly like the Congress, which had been 

the hope. As it turned out, ho,,~,ever, the little stope 

produced only about $30,000.00 as the strength of the ore 

made to the east and was cut off by the big fault. This threw 

us back again onto the lower grade Niagara for our ore 

supply. 

I am inclined to think now that we missed a very 

good bet by not going deeper in No.5, as the line of inter

section must have c1ipr~d to the northwest and was there

fore very close below our lowest workings. Finding the 

Niagara in the hanging wall of the dike on the 2050 and above, 

to the west, proves this. The conditions below the 2050 are 

apparently going to dU!,licate those in the Congress almost 

exactly -- that is, -- the intersection of the planes of 

two veins (or rather a vein and a dike) the valley of the inter

section dipping to the northwest. That the intersection is 

very favorable for deposition is well established by the ore 

found at the shaft. 

The existence of the big fault and the fact that 

in several cases ore was cut off by it naturally suggest.. 

, 



the possibiE:y :': fincli!:g ore 0:.". t:.~ ot!:er si":'~ ":-.")rnparable 

in sbe to fr..c.: =:: t1:.e west !ice. with that in 

view wa!! no~ !:~:cssful, but en t::e tlther~ .. we were 

never able ~ c~::idtely c1etermi=.e 6e relat::. 7"': ':::isplacement 

of the two sic;: s and therefore jus: where t~ ,-':e should be 

if it e~sts. 

My recC'~lection is that 0:: the 3125 3..=:'-,:- 3200 levels 

(and perhaps C!: the 2750) in No.3 Shaft we ~ :- -~d something 

east of the fa~t that looked like t.::e Congre3--.! '::'ike, and 

the appearance of the workings C:l the blue ~-=- --=.t seems to 

bear this out, but the exact position of the u~:.: is not marked 

on the map. II this is so, it indicated a vas~~ less throw 

down there t1:an at the surface." 

In 1917 the Cct:gress Mi~e was ex:unined by l:" Chard Vi. Brooks, 

a Geologist of Los Ar.geles, who conclu:ed that the ~in5 were of 

what he termed the "pegmatite type" a.~ that the g -.: -~ .:: was almost 

entirely aSisociated with the arsenical p:!'ites. He:: ,--:::.sidered 

that the mine had probably been worked out of pay ":_-t:. (at old 

price of gold) down to the limits of the workings. ,.....,~ one very 

important exception. Brooks stated that the leng~ .. "':.~ both the Congress 

and Niagara veins was 3500 feet within tl:e proper-=:-- :'i;tcs which 

rpobably represented their extreme licit of the pa~ o.re but he refers 

to an "upper or spur vein" which h.aa a length of fr",..~ 1000 to 

1500 feet within the limits of the claims. He state s that aU of the 

ore shoots pitch to the north in all the vein •• 

r 
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Brooks then went on to recommend that future clevelpp-

ment ebould be undertaken from the #3 Shaft and concentrated on the 

exploration of the Coneress vein below the 1250 feet level and the 

Spur vein from the surface down to the 2700 ft. level of #3 incline 

sh2.ft which he claims left the Congress Vein at 1250 feet level and 

later picked up the Spur vein at a depth of Z 700 feet from which point 

to the surface he reasoned that the Spur vein was still virgin ground 

and that a similar condition should maintain below the 2700 feet level 

in the Congre os vein. His recommendations were based on the 

belief that the vein encountered by the Shaft at 2700' must have been the 

Sour and not tile CongresQ becaure it came into the shaft from above 

- -- -- ---=--
and not from below. Brooks calculated that the unworked £egments 
------~-

of these two veins should contain some 300, 000- tons of ore (allowing an 

average width of 3 feet) and that this ore ~hould have an average value 

of about 0.6 oz. gold per ton, based upon the core of a drill hole which 

cut the vein. He figured the cost of definitely proving or disproving his 

theory would at that time have been only about $10,000, although this 

figure should probably be mor-: than doubled at present, when under-

ground conditions have deteriorated for the past 25 years. 

1 have ciscussed this theory with Statl..."lton and other 

engineers who were familiar with the old mine and they admit 

that it is a possibility but for various reasons consider that it 

is not a probability. 
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In the event that the mine should be reopened and pumped 

out to the 2700 foot level in # 3 Shclt tl:is matter should be 

carefully reconsidered and meantime some further study should be 

made of the surface conditions of the Spur vein and a further search 

for the record of the drill hole to which Brooks refers in his report, 

but of\vhich Staunton and others have no knowledge whatever. 

In one of Staunton's most re:cnt lctte::-s to me he made the 

following comment which he later conformed during a long vi!rbal 

discussiorl of the entire problem. 

liMy feeling about the Congress Mine is something 

like this, -- that it is impossible to determine the 

existence of any considerable amount of ore of a definite 

value without the 'e:penditure of money for reopening to permit 

examination and sampliz:g, a.r.d that the wisdoe of suc!l. expen

dHure will depend upon weighing such general evidence as 

exists in the way of history, study of geological conditions 

and giving considerablc weight to the probability tllat other 

lai"ge ore lenses will be discovered by systematic further 

exploration in ground that has proved aL:eady so productive. 

In other words, that it is a very good miuing gamble, --

much better in fact than many in which we see money 

being risked. It 
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On page s 6 to 9 of this report I have already q,ucted 

Staunton's clescriptio!l of the geology and ore occurrence and his 

advice that a careful study cf the entire structure should be m".ce 

in order to determine a broad plan of exploration although I think that he 

meant to say tkt the new shaft should cut the ~:iagara and not the 

Congress vein at greater depth. 

The fact that all of Staunton's opinions are very con-

servative may be gathered from his estimates regarding the mine 

dumps which he repeatedly represer:ted as being probably too low 

gl"ade to have au)" co:mrne=cial value even unde17 present conditions. 

His estimate wa.s b~sed oz: the belief that tb.~ percentage of waste 

roc~ in these dumps greatly exceeded that of low grade or and while 

he would never go on record as giving them an average ,,-alue he 

told me verbally that he did not think tht.t any large quantity of $1.50 

rock could be sorted out from them whereas the recent operators 

have actually treated over 100,000 tons that averaged better than ' 

$3.00 per ton. 

While I do not pretend to have attempted to make any 

thorough geological study of this property, I have noted that there 

is certainly some attractive and largely unexplored ground between 

the workings from #1 Shaft and the Queen of the Hills in which 

several engineers once familiar with the mine believe that 

new ore might be developed. Since it was not possible 

to get below the present water level I could form no personal 
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• .::-per.:sonal' opinion loegarding the possil::!ities for ore at cer:th in the 

Niag~ra Vein, nor concernini; the theory Ox Bl"Ocks, although bsth 

seem til be worthy of im-entigation. 

However from making a careful study of the maps and 

noting the condit~ons in such pOlotious of tIle worl~ings as could 

be visited I am convinced that only a part of the mineralized zone 

has been prospected and since there is no mec1:..ar..ical or geological 

reason why- tr-.:.e pay ore should have been confined within the limits 

of tP..e Fast development, I definitely feel that further exploratory 

'.vor l.(: lS aml'!Y jl1s~ified ?~"ld b.as an excellent ct.ancf; of proving 

succe ssful. 

In co~~ctio:l with I:hc ex~lc~~!:ivn of the property I have 

gbeu ca1"efd co!'-si~erz.ti·:m tc th~ Fossi~ility c: z.p.plying gzcphysical 

methods, but up to the present I cannot s~ that any t-n)(! of geo

physical procedure would be likely to yizld results commenSlU"ate 

with the expense. It is very doubtful that geophysical surveys 

could indicate the course o£ t.~ veins or locate them beyond the 

faults and obviously they could not possibly be expected to distinguish 

between the shoots of pay ore and the barren or low grade sections 

of tile ,,-cius, since tile percentage oi sulphide is at best minute. 

On the other hand, I feel that most important information 

might be obtained from a carefully planned program of 
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diamond drilling where vertical holes or holes put down at right 

:lng-Ie to the dip of tb.-~ formation and veins wO'J.ld p!'obabl;' yield 

excellent cores cmd Cllt thru the line of. both the Congress and N~agara 

veins. 

Considering that the averC\ge dip of tr..e CO':1gress vein is 

o~l;r about 25° the deepest workings iu the mine, at an inclined 

deptI-. c·r 40 00', are only 1700 vertically below the surface and 

there are man}' points above that l~vel in which ore shoots may w~ll 

occur in both the Coneress and Niagara Veins while large sections of 

the brC\nch or s!,m." vebs are so far whell~r unexploree even close to the 

surface. 

Across the Penick o.~d Queen of tr..:! !3Hls Claim and 

exf;enf. inz QV~r onto flje ~.~::I_cDonald Claims tc the 'west there is a wide 

mineralized dike which is reported to carry gold value of O. 1 O~. or 

better along the surface. If. these values can be s'~bs~ntiated a 

very large to!1..'lage of ore susceptible to cheap mining methods 

lnight be proved by driHs at ccmparatively small expense and an 

option en t!le MacDonald g=-oUTld could prcbably be obtained for a 

small consideration. 

Insofar as I can learn no systematic drilling has ever 

been done on the propert-I a:ld therefore, followin~ and based upon 

a detailed study of the geology and mapping of the veins on the 

surface and in the accessible underground workings, such drillin& 

would in my opinion be most valuable and is very definitely 

recommended in case the property should be acquired. 

, 



METALLURGY OF ORE AND RESULTS OF 1-.lILLING 

The rr.ethoc1S by which the cld comparly treated the ore 

and retz-eatee the mill tailil!gs have been partially described on page 

10 of tbis report. However, it should be emphasized that the gold in 

the Congress are is often so finely divided as to be unvisible to the 

naked eye and it is usualLy intimately associated with iron sulphide · 

and arsenlcal iron sulphide so that frequently not more than 50% could 

be re~overecl i:.y amalgaaLation. 

The original mill at Congress crushed the ore with stamps 

thru ten mesh screens and USCQ tables and Fl'ue Vanners to make a 

conceni:rate, but the tc:.ilings ra.."'l 0.2.5 oz. per ton. 

!ll oreer to reduce this heavy loss a new procedure was 

adopted in 189~ involving ... oastiug the table and vanner tailings which 

were th~t& cyanided and ttl~ records of these op:!ratious indic~te that 

with the run-of-mine ore averagir..g about 0.65 oz. gold, the tailings 

after concentration, roasting and cyaniding ran 0.063 oz. per ton which 

last figure checks well with the result of subsequent samplings of the 

tailings dump_ 

However it appears that the roasting of tile tailings was 

only partial and the iron was mostly left as a magnetic oxide. 

The old mill operated from 1894 to 1901 with 40 stamps 

treating about 100 tons per day and from 1901 to 1911 with 80 stamps 
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which normally treated about double that tonnage, although this rate 

was not continuously maintaiced. 

'rile cyanide mill v[ the Congress h 'l ining Corporation 

desi.gn~d and .;rected to ret~ec.t the taiU.1gS pile star~E'd operating 

about June 1, 1938. Cperation5 during the first year gave 'very poor 

results a..'1d showed a heavy operating less largely due to the difficulty 

of s:!ttling the slimes for which an insufficient settling area had 

b~en provided. To irr:prove thi! situation, and increase the tonnage, 

Lidde 11 decideri to mix the dump ore with the old tailings anc1 started 

to do 50 toward the close of 1939. 

This procl;':dure imprCJved both tb.e tonnage and recovery 

of values, while the gl"ade of tne europs p~oved tobe evp.rL better than 

indicated by the samples and on the average theGe dumps had a 

considerably highe:- ,.·alue thar .. the tailin~s. 

I was unable to obtain any statement of production for 1938 

and 19J5', or detailed records of mill operations prior to February, 

1940, but those for the next ~S months were iOlAnd in the assay office 

(also for one month which could not be identified). These I carefully 
, 

examiued a,ad approxirnated the results in ca.aes where no total or 

avera.ge figcres were given. 

From these records it appeared that the grade of the 

monthly feed varieri from $2. IS to over $4.00 gold, but aver:aged 
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over $3.00. The daily "",datione were rr~uch greater rurming 

frCtID $1.50 to over $6.00 and a?parently little or no effort was 

mz.de to even up the grade. The recovery of gold varied from 57 to 83% 

but averaged close to 67% or a little less. Tl:erefore, on the average 

about $2.00 was -recovered ill gold per ten of :eed at~ci s~="!e 1O~ in silver, 

t~i5 last being 50 ';'0 of -;;he silver cont~nt. It seems Sali! to say that the 

4ct-1 .... c. ...... ·v ... ··"'..J .,...n" wr-·l··'" v'as .... v".,. ~? on p""r ton 
t.. r.l .J,.~_ ... \,;;..r.. ... l.:. .J~ ... "" ... ""'" Iwt._. ___ .,.'-' •• , . _ _. 

Du.ring the 26 rnonths covered by the said records 

203, Z 75 tOIlS of tailings and dumps were treated, or nearly 8.000 

about an equ~l ton..Tlage or clump ore anc tailinss, but conditions often 

51,576 tons of tailin&s were tdlled with a t·:)tE..l recovery in gold and 

silver of $181,629.50. equal to $2.03 per ton. 

During 1941 the roi:! tre2.ted -? 7. ~58 tor.s of uump rock 

and 50,066 tons of tailings lna.~ing a. tob.! of 97,924 tons and the 

r~ccvered value iI)cludjn~ vah~s :"e ·:cvere~ from 1854 tons of ore 

from the leasors vias $253,562.93, equal to almost $2.60 per ton. 

In 1942, during 5.3 months of operations 20. Z29 tons of tailings 

and ZG, 858 tons of <lump rock plus 500 tens of ore from leasers 

were milled with recovery of $1~3. ooe equal to $2.575 per ton. 
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Many test runs made in the Congress Mill and laboratory 

as well as tests made by other parties have pretty conclusively shown 

th~t since nearly zl1 of th~ old ~-..iH tailinGs ha~ already bee!1 cya..'"lided 

before 1911 the m;;;.xirnum economic recove1"y of their remabing values 

cannct be expected to exceed 70%. This figure VIas usually attained 

whenever the mecha.."lical condition of the present mill was good and operations 

were continuous. but because of inferior equipment and inefiicient labor 

stlch conditit:;as l·d..!.·ely latted over a long period. 

'?:l :er g: i:n:li~6 or lo.:;;;er COl1t~Ct -wi ::b the cyanide solution were found to 

of cya~1.i(le seer.-.s t :) h3.\pe b<:e~ around 1. 6 :~ ?:!:;:" to!) a..--:~ c: lime 1.9#. 

will be best to .£aHow the regnlar coltnt.e:--curr·ent cyanide p::actice t or the 

n-.ooHieo ChaptX"aJ1 process if that prove;s t 'J be sur-rio:!:', but I feel that 

it would Ix:: imnT'udent to estiITiot~ a r~cnVerv Ilf t'!t~.~r th~n i()% of the - , 

gold and silver values. 

The treatment of the dt!mp rock presents c. different problem 

and in this connection it should be menti::>n<!d thtlt t~e dum:;s from 

the Coneress vein contab much r;0U:;~ 01" selyag~ r.:-.aterial &.s well 
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as diorite dike-rock whereas those from the Niagara Vein are composed 

almost entirely of granite, traversed by veins and stringers of quartz. 

Repeated tasts by the Congress Mining Corporation and 

by independent metallurgists have shown that while straight cyaniding 

will only economically recover about 70~~ of values from the Congress 

Vein dumps a..""1d somewhat mOre from the Niagara Vein dumps, the 

t!·catmi!!lt of t2is material by a combination of notation and cyaniding 

the unro~sted tailings increases the total recovery by very nearly lOrD. 

Oue set of ir..dividual tests made on the same samples from each of the 

five p!"incipaJ. dttr.1ps gave an ~ver2ge gold recovery by cyanide alone I 

of 68. 8'; '~ \vhile S8. 5% was recovered by flotation and cyanide. 

Percy Ramsden who was inill superintendent from October 

1938 and general superintendent of operations from September 1941 and 

who was responsible for most of the testing, is of the opinion that the best 

method of treating the dumps (also the mine fills) will be to grind and 

float all of tHs material and then to cyanide the flotation tailings. He 

also advocates roasting and then cyaniding the flotation concentrates 

and by this procedure he is confident that an overall recovery of better 

than 90% of the gold value in the dumps and fills can be obtained and that 

the extra saving will far more than balance the increase in operating costs 

over those involved in straight cyaniding. 
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Ramsden also claims that by reconditioning some of the 

equipment in the present mill it should be possible to steadily treat 300 

tons per day of evenly mixed dumps and trailings and that by increasing 

only the crushing and grinding capacity of the mill it can be made to 

treat up to 500 tons of mine dumps and gob after the tailings are exhausted. 

since the dumps and gob require a lesser tank capacity and settling area 

than the tai lings. This last tonnage estimate I consider exaggerated. 

As to the recovery of the small amount of silver contained 

in the tailings, dumps and fills (averaging not over 0.4 oz. per ton) 

it has never seemed worth while · to make any extensive tests and while it is 

p4'0bable that ,"o~_e impl':)Veme~t could be Ir~c..1e by tile combination method 

I am leaving !.his at 50~~, bt;t sicce there are excellent grou."Jds for believing 

that an estimated recovery of at least 350/0 of both gold and silver values 

can be made from the dumps and gobs, I set this down as a conservative 

. e s ti:tr..ate • 

As to the treatment of such ore as may be taken from the 

mine the records of later operaticr..s of the old company are coLfased 

by the fact that they were retreating tJ:o..e tailings from the former 

operations as well as newly mined are and while these seem to show 

a recovery of over 90% after roasting. it is probable that the returns 

IroL."l the ere alone would not have exceeded 85% or perhaps somewhat 

leaa. 
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All this milling was done at a time when the cyanide process 

was not neariy so wen developed as at present and before modern flotation 

methods had come into general use any-v/here. 

While it would be necessary to conduct extensive tests on 

milling the crude ore before anf authoritative ectimate can be made, 

the character of the ore, -- except for its higher value and lesser oxidation, 

is entirely similar to that of the dumps and gobs and I think it will be safe 

to assume that a recovery of at leaet 85 t7o of the values could be effected 

by r03.sting and cyaniding the roasted material with very good chances 

that it will p!ove more economical to first float the crushed ore and then 

cyanide the tailings without roasting. The flotation concentrates can 

either be roasted and cyanided or sr..ipped direct to a smelter. By such 

procedure there is a good reason to expect tr...at when treating newly mined 

ore an over-all recovery of at least 90% can be obtained. 

MINES IN THE VICINITY OF CONGRESS 

Since all other gold mines in the vicinity could very probably 

be acquired thru purchase or operated under lease by any company 

working at Congress and since. in any event, their ore should logically 
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be treated in the Congress hiill I have tried to gather as much infor

mation concerning them as was readily obtainable without attempting to 

make any p-~r Gonai exail-.inations which clid not seem to be justified at 

present. The gist of my findings is set forth below: 

Sullivan Mine (See Exhibit A a..""1d Exhibit F). 

This p:r.-opert"l adjoins the Congress Claims ou the West, 

and is by far the most important property in the district aside from the 

Congress itself. 

The F~tenkC: c!ain~~ Y.-hich are ou~Encd i~ :·ec1 0::1 the T.1ap 

are ~3 follows: 

Alaska - on which the shCl!-t is located 

Jersey 

Sunset 

Rose Gold 

Annex 

Philadelphia 

Boston 

Chicago 

Merit 

The Sullivan is a dike-vein in granite similar to the Congress 

Vein to which it is roughly parallel and the width varies from 4' to 8' 

and should average 5'. 
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The property was mainly developed and op'~rated by the 

United Gold Mines Com.pany and a production was mace from 1910 to 

1912 amounting to 10,206 tons which averaged $15.27 (at old price of 

gold) of which 80.3'70 was recovered by amalgamatio:-l in a stamp mill. 

Apparently this company was subsequently dissolved a..'ld the mine revert~d 

to the original owner, Sullivan, and is now owned by the estate of his widow 

who recently died in Phoenix. 

E. N. Bea.ch who resides at the Mine has held a bond and 

lease on the property for many years and has made a number of 

attempts to interest cepital in taking it over. He has in his possession 

a lengthy report by M. S. W.LacCarthy, Mining Engineer of Denver who 

estimates that there are 25,000 tons of mine fills with an average gold 

content of 0.25 oz. golo, all above the 850' level. 

Only a small section of tre vein has so far been developed, 

but partial exploration by drills has shown ore beyond these limits 

and extending downward to a depth of 1500' along the dip of the vein 

and MacCarthy estimates that this work has indicated 665,000 tons of 

additional possible ore to which he assigns an average content of O. 75ZS 

oz. per ton. 

I am inclined to believe that all of MacCarthy's estimates of 

value are exaggerated except in respect to the gob some of which was 

subsequently sampled by others and reported to average 0.30 oz. per 

ton. 
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As to the ore in place the United Verde Copper Comp2.ny in 

1927 appropriated $20, 000 to clea!l out, reconciition and sample this 

mine, and although I have so far not been able to secure a copy of this 

report I have been informed that they did not believe that the average 

value would exceed 0.5 oz. A similar average had been figured by an 

en.gi~er nalned 13artholemew who sampled portions of the mine before 

it closed down in 1911, and an average value of 0.4 oz. was given me by 
\ 

Wm. Goeglein who has taken a great many samples above the 600' level 

at intervals during the past few years. 

The assay :nap attached as Exhibit F was prepared by 

the Engineers o{ the Marsden Co. (P~illipine Gold operators) who 

sampled down to the 6UO' lev~l in about 1937 and this would also seem 

to indicate an average value of about 0.5 oz. say $17.50 per ton at 

p'!'esent price of gold. 

To sum up the available evidence it seems probable that there 

are 25, (l00 tens of gob which will average $7.00 or more, probably 

$8.00 per ton and that 25,000 tone of de\·eloped ore will average at 

least $15.00 while the large tonnage of possible ore may be tentatively 

aeeumed to have a similar valt4e. 

This property would unquestionably be a valuable adjunct 

to the Congress property ~.nd although Beach has always bad an 

exalted idea of its value I believe that a favorable deal could be made 
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with the executors of the Sullivan Estate especially now that gold minee 

are far from l:eing in clem.and and therefore. if the Congress Mine shoul.": 

be acquired or seem 1i~~ely to be acqt!ired. I !'ecommend that a deal for 

this rr.ine should be give:l pl"ompt attention. 

The mine is kept uuwatered down to the 600' level ana could 

be partially exalr .. ineo ~nd s.ampled. Both th e mine and mill equipment 

are mostly obsolete a..ld of little valu~, but the main ohait is in fairly 

good condition. The silver content in the Sullivan ore is reported to 

be higher than in the Congcess. but I couid obtain very little data on tha' 

point and include th e Eih"'~r i:a :nr estimates of valuE: gi~ren above. 

The Herskowitz Mine (See Exhibit A) comprising only 

the Los Senate patente:ci ci.aim adjoining the Congress Claims Why Not, 

Incline and Colden 'lre;td is in a very badly faulted section of the 

tormation ana the o;l.'e snoots willIe quite :dch are Gm;;.ll and pockety. 

The owner (Vim. Hersk owitz) has "Worked tb..is ruiOlC en a very small 

scaLe and at intervals for tnany yeurs and could p::'ob:bly be expected 

to rr.ake occasional shipmeilts to the Con~ress 1:~ill. but it seems to 

hold no promise of ever becoming a subst.u.ntial producer. 

The Golden Key or MacDonald Mine (See Exhibit A), com---------_._ -----
pri&es the {ollowi:lg patented and u:lpatented claims of which the Emma 

seems to be in ccnflict with the Highland Claim of the Congress Company ' 
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Los Senate ;;2. 

Surprise 

Emma 

Key 

Ar..na 

Valley 

Ros;:;. Lee 

Amelie 

Rose Quartz &. Rose Quartz #2. and Il3 

This prop~rtr has possibilities since it cont2.ins the western 

extension of the Niagara Vein in which a shaft hao been sunk on the Los 

Senate j; 3 Claim close to the end line of the Why Not Claim of the Co.:-.gress 

G:-cup and this shaft is cOn::lectcc uuce!"ground wit~ the #6 Shaft of the 

Cougre 5S Mine. 

Here a small ton..'1ag~ of f:;ood grade ore has been mined at 

intcrvaill. The ore seems to pinch out in depth an~ an ~ngineer who 

recently examined the mine could not figure the reserves at more than 

5,000 tons which would average $12 to $15.00, but additivD:li development 

work seemed to be justifieo. 

The present lessee or t.his n-J.ne. -- Claude Findley of 

Wickenburg, has put in a small mining plant and a Z5 ton flotation mill 

whlch made a good recCY.;ery of values. He hopes to resume operationa 
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after the War, if capital can be ~ecured, but tne!:e claims shol..ud logically 

be absorbed by any company operating the Congress if tIns can be done 

at a reasonable cost. 

Ti::e Alvar:=.cio 1Hne '1 miles from Congress or 6 tnile£ by 

roa.d •. has been very prcfitably operated dlll"ing the past few years, but 

the better grade ore seems to ha,re been mined out since 1 am told that 

the mill heads had gene down to an average of $5. 25 p-~r ton before the 

work was stopped and the equiprr.ent and mill <re now largely dismantled. 

Some ore may !Still be left which cculd be taken out bY' 

leasers anci shipped to Congress for tteatment Gn a custom ba sis, but 

otherwise the pro~rt)' do~s not appear to 1--..ave an}' value. 

been :;:copeu£:c and wo=t-.ecl t1urillg the pat::t fOlU' years v!ith a s~ll profit to 

the operators wuo have a fair n-,inina and milling plant, and talk of 

rc:~uriling work after _the war. My per 50nul e,:ztmination ~£ pC)!'tio!ls 

of Ulis t:1ine and information obtained from ether s lead me to think that 

it may still contain a substantial tonnage of low grade ore carrying perhaps 

0.2 to 0.3 oz. gold especially in wilat is known as the IISouth Shoot", 

but t.he presex:.t condition of the property dc~s net permit any definite 

statements and in any e\'ent it aE:ems likely that it will continue 
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to be worked by the present o,r.,"ll~rs or other\;·ise prove to be too low 

grade to be of interest to the Congress prcject. 

sr::all shoot cf ore in a fault gouge si.litable only for w')rk by lea~ers 

and thE:: Comet wl:ich is merely a prospect. Also the r-.incon where there 

is a small dump of fairly good are from old operations, but little in-

formation ca'l~ be secured concerning the undergro,,"-!ld conditions. 

In CO~:lect:iol'l .... lith the above tr.entioned r.::ines I had a very 

interesting ~lk with. Ur. Sta:.mton who is of the cpb.ion t~at the Congress 

geoiogic'"-l formati<.Jo aud or.: bcu-in;1 zone p:t'cbably extend ec.st to Yarnell 

Hill and that the Al-ta=a1~ Mine (in ris day known as the Planet Saturn) 

really represents this extension since he found that both properties 

had many similar characteristics and that their outcrops were pretty 

we 11 in line making due allowance for elevation. 

The Yarnd.l Veiu is far ill the hanging waH ar:d would seem 

to have no relation to the CCtngresE forI":.ati~I:. 

According to this theory the area between tbe Alvarado 

~d the Congress outcrops, repre6enting a length of some 4 miles, 

might seem to be favorable territory for exploration, but it must 

have been extensively prospected and no other mille8 or even promising 

prospects have ever been iouud while the surface according to my 
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casual inspect~on f;hnV/s ncthing i.ut ;,-ery b:;.rren ~cold.l:g gr&.citc. 

WATER SUPPLY 

(See Exbibitc G, H, and I). 

In plaoniug lor any £llture operat~ons at th~ Conr:ress 1.:ir-:.e 

it i~ obvious that an ad~ql.!~te water suppl'~r Ynust b~ assured ana this 

should not be lees tnC'.n 200,000 gals. per day, p!'eierCl.bly 8. much 

larger q'..1antit'l. Since the mine wct~r is fouled with ar Eenic and other 

injwious ch.cmicals and the inflow does not exceed S,OOO gals. per day, 

t~e mine sh~t~ld b~ enti:reIy e!i~-· inatec1 from con~iclerati{ln. Th~ flew 

of water in Martinez Creek. as recorded from IB94 t:) 191~, averaged 

(j"Jcr 30,000 gals. p ::: r day, but in dry years it sometimes fell off to 

a minimum of 20, 000 :e:.n~~ in ali !.\~ turE" proErar.:1r. it should not be counted 

o:l for ~ore than this quantity and thus ca!l only b~ considred as an 

auxiliary supply. The mcin source of water must be Bought in Da~ 

Greek and its br aI).c he 5 which drain the on:y Fltb~t!\:l.tic. l catchment area 

in this e,ection. 

The old company ootz..int:!d it:; o:-igh;.al sl"-?ply by digging a 

well on the Niagara Fatt::ntLd lvliHsite aicng ;",fartinez Creek and 

eo:m~cting this with the mill by afour-llich pipe line 6644' in length 2.Ild 

nas6ino over 2. divide which invdved a lift of 453 to The elevation on the 
• <:> 

divide is 3606' while the water stands 30' below the collar of the well 
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-.;:hlch hz.s ar.. ~bv2.~io:: 0~ 3183'. Att?-che-d I'ZS E::l-lhit G is a : 'ht of t~..e 

rt!illsit~ a;}~ as E>:n.ibit H, a profile survey of the p:pe lines both of which 

I h~d made in 1935. 

The oie:: Campau] rcco:-dz :;21.0'.'.1 that the C()~t. of vfate!" !rom 

13S4 to 19:)1 /;,us;;J.[; OiUY t1:-.c } ,~;rtine2- "Nell ::md t!'.e 5!nc..~1 supply fr-om 

the n~ine) averagcd 19~ per ton of ore treated i!l the m:'ll. This E"cems 

very high &ince it ~?p<;ared from the recorcls that at that time they only 

used about 200 gals. of water per ton of ore, but later on a figu~e of 

300 gals. per ton is given. 

Tee :v1':0:tinez v.reU \t,-as at;air.. in scrv:ce du.\·~!"'-B' tnc past few 

years and a.u electtic dri\·cn P'-t-:::1p v,6.th 15 h. p. mot j1' -is in pkce, the 

p:lwer line being connect,~d with the Diesel Plant that was installed at the 

r .. '1iil by th~ Con:;ress Mining Corporation. The 4" pipe line appears to be in 

good !;hape an~ this eqllipmeut is now '.lsed at intervals to supply domestic: 

water for the mine camp and to keep filled the tanks in tbc mill. 

supply :rom this Martin::=~ wen proved insufficient and the Congress 

Company then purchased the CJ 'Neil Ranch on Date Creek (See Exhibit I) 

&.I!d there £a.:llt a sh.allow well from which water was pumped through 

a 4" spiral rivetted pip(~ line 8 mites in length to the Martinez well. 

The Compu.y did not retain it. title to the O'Neil Ranch and thts pipe line 

wa& remo\ped prior to 1930. 
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5:IJ.ce the CINcH RCUlCh had passed into other hands the 

Congress }\.f..i.llin.; CorF-oration obtained in 1938 t~ use of the so-caHed 

1,lendctte well (formerly known as the r-ioward "'lell) which is lcx:ated 

on the north fork of Date C1"ed: ~Ld they inst<'!lled Po. 4" pipe line some 

7 miles it;. len~ t11. whkh first had lee. to the Sc=.nta Fe Railway abuut 12:)0' 

Gongret.s Co:'poration p:=.id !':oel l'vfe!ldCJtte $30.000 per month re41tal for 

each month during any part of which they used his water· and $10.00 per 

month when none of L~e w~t":!1: W&S used. The water is of excellent 

quality ami sui tab 1.: fol,' Doth miLLi.ng an;; do:r.e sac F4r?Oses. 

Aftt:J:' the mill closed clown in June of 1942 this ag!"eement 

was allowed to e~.:pi!'e ,-no the pipe line was remeved a~d Gince th~m 

1'1-.18 wen is ~~e!"ely a shaft !"J t :r.: 5' inside the timb~rs, its 

de?tn is O::l!? lB'. with y.rater standing teEs H!an 2' ceep und sand filling 

in wllerever an attempt is ma.d~ to rle~pen it. At ti~es th.e CO!lg:oess 

Corporation are said to have pumped a total of lCO,OOO gals. per 

day and ap~ently the water in the },:cnC:ottc Well .... /as never drained 

O:J.t ourb.g these operations. The well has a gocd pump house with 

concrt:te walls a..~ci floor in the bz.ser..:1ent and frn·me aI!d cO!'l'ugated iron 

st.n:.ctures above, size 20' x 12. 1 a~ a little pump now works there 
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rernaved. There i~ ~u oil tank and a s:nall water t.ari1~. also;;, ~welling 

cabin ior the pur.::p man • . Ti.le p1r-..:: line "\.7Lich fOl"me .. -ly l'an directly- to 

the rdlwc.y a~d then d')\~'ll tile ::ifht cf wz.y fer .-:ca!' ly 7 :!liles to l\1artinez 

·Well, oid not run by gravity alt:holi3h the lift oust have been !c~s than 

10C' • 

IIDeuce of Dia-"""IJonds" Ranch (formerly tlle Olzer R~nch) right beside 

the Hillside road. en thi5 !"a:ld~ th-ere is or.1)' a CF.ln.ll well u~ed for cattle 

and domestic purposes. Date C:::c;;ek il;)Y16 cout:' .. ,/c::t at tn~ ~vJ.-ell.G.otte 

Well then ti.ll'l1S west tu j·i.lrLctioo. with Cctt.;;nwocd (or li illow)Cl"cek 

l-,:iaria River so::nt: ?(j mH<;;,s below the jtmctio~ with Cott:::m'.o;.'ood. 

E·:-lces also O..-'I!1S the old "y'iClL~er l{ar.lch or~ Date Creek below 

the "Deuce of Diamonds" and he joins the O. X. Ranch of CedI Billingsley 

C:r-eek just 500' below which was iocatea ili~ old C ·,:.ngress V;eil on what 

was then known "'s the O'Neil R&nch. 

The Sax.t:l Fe !~. R. have a pl~mpitlg plant at a point dfo£iignated 

Il]-,:ile Post lie": -;:hicn is rcall? 0:.:~ CCUG~wooi Vtas'!l. He:-e lhey 

have driven. a well 4S0' decp eql1ip?ed with a pump of over ZOO gals. per 
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steel tauk is set s.<)me cl~star;,ce above t:;.~ rc:.ilv;:;.y t:"a.cl~ and it appears 

Y,Tell at ,li<Uc r'o::;t 11911 thus rrak:'::'f; it :.:.r.r..cccss~ry to connect the well 

pump (Hr~ctly into the pipe lilL'~. Tolal lenglll. o£ a p5.;n: Hne betvleen those 

wells would be aboilt 50,000 feet. 

By oot<,.ining water fro:n this well one would avoid tne expense 

of purchasin.g a E::'te arid p:.:.Lin& :':::1 ~ neW well d..nd p';lu.:.piug plaut. but widle 

the Santa ?e win sell t:'~ir e:l:cc£s water tiey ar~ l1'",t at a~: a.rGious to 

make 4ll agr~er..-.ent of tri::: :lata:::-e a.~ci til.e q:.lantit)' oE such water is some-

CCn;;l"eSS l'.lilI. 

Tn'! o!d C0nRl'es~ nji.ll site SC;€;1":1S to be by far the most logical 

p~ee to £eek an ample water supply for any la.=g~ ec~ or.-erG..tivLS ~t 

'Water than at any oi the otho!:, locations rr~ell:ionec sb.ce h~re the combined 

Hew of Dat.."\ al'l~ Ccttcnwocd Creeks would be a"3i1ab~_e. In each of these 

creek& the surf3.ce How appears to be nearly 100 eals. per minute in 

addition to which there is a mtxll larger underflow through the sand. 

At tl.e junction Cottollwcc>d Creek rlUl6 S 30° E ~cl Date Creek runs S 60° 

W which. is t.\e coc.r se thz..t it conti:lu.e s to follow until some two mile. 
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lower down it was formerly joined by a flow of zay 15 0 gals. per 

min. which com es fro m a sprinQ' a~d is now directed to form the 
. '"' 

lc.ke on the Billin5;s ley Ranca. tllat eupplie s irl"igation for quite &.11 

acreage. 

At the old Congress well site the basalt cliffs on both sidee 

l"lSe u? nearly 50 I and here a dam could be built to hold a large storage 

of water. The width of euch a dam would not be much over 150' at the 

top. A pipe line from this well or dam could best follow along the route 

of the ole pipe line route up along Date Creek to the railway right of 

way involving a lift of less than 100 I and from there the water would 

run by gravity to the Martinez Well, a total distance of just about 8 miles. 

(See Exhibit I). 

From observation of actual conditions and a study of the 

topography, I greatly doubt that either the l'v1endotte Well on Date Creek 

or the Santa Fe Vi ell on Cottonwood could stand continuous pumping of 

200.000 gallons per day whereas it seems reasonably certain that 

300.000 or more could positively be £ecured frau" the site of the old 

Congress Well although at a somewhat &reater cost for installation. 

In this co:oection it should be noted that for most of the 

dietance between the old Congress Well and t..'lte Santa Fe rigl.t of way 

(about 2..5 -miles) the pipe line would have to be laiC: over land 
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belcnging to Holme s WilO shoulc be willinr; to gr2.nt 2.U easement for 

tLis pllrlY.' se at a re a so:;:'l:::ble ii ;:;; u:-e ar:d c.. sir.-.ila 1'" easement would 

Lave to be obtaineo from the Railway Companr fer the 5.5 mile line along 
I 

their right of way which would be sin-.ilar to the arrangement that they 

had \"i ith the old Cor..grcsz Company and recently with the Congress 

Minil1S' Corporatio:l and would call for on.ly a norninal payment. 

As a result of personal conferences with Cecil Billingsley 

and his Attorney, J. H. 1-::oeur of Phoenix, it seems quite certain 

that Billbi_gsley will be agreeable to granting a 20 or 25 year lease 

on the 010 Congress 'd ell Site and the water rights which go with it. 

There is some legd doubt as to whether BillinGsley could dispose of 

all of the water which now flows at the \-vell site, but since it does not 

appear that any of the ranches located further down the creek are using 

this water for irrigation the flow that would be required by the other 

users would be comparatively small. 

A rental p~ice of $30, OJ per month (based on the 

Mendotte Agreement) seemed too low to Iv:ir. Moeur who however 

suggested that the operator or the Congress l\-Hne might acquire the 

patentc:d ranch lane (some 300 acres) now owned by Holes and 

his State grazing lease s over a much larger area in which event 
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Billin~sley would be very gkd to tracle his wat(:!r for grazin.; rights 

with such e,rtra rental pz.yment as tile grazing rights were worth. 

fince Holmes on his part app~ars to be rather an.-dous to 

e:ell his ranch hcldings, this plan may pTovic1e the. best solution bf the 

entire problem, always assuming that Holrnes will be reasonable. 

because one would Lus acquire the right to lay the pipe Hne from the 

old Congress ytell across the Holmes Ranch and would also obtain the 

use of the Mendotte 'I'lell which might prove very useful in the future. 

It thus appears reaeonably certain t:1at an ample water 

supply can be obtained at a moderate cost, except for the long pipe line 

and perhaps the purchase of r~ncr. land. Preferably this water should 

all be pumped from the old Congress \"~ell but i!" necessary an additional 

supply can be drawn from tlle Santa FeWell and also from the Mendotte 

Well from which the piFe line cou.ld be connected in!:o th~ lir:.e from the 

Santa Fe "Nell as it passed dovm along the Railway rigl-:.t of way. The 

amount of water which is available from these last tv/o sources would 

pretty surely eACeeG ZOO, oea gals. pe:- day ZJ.'"l.C it is quite certain that 

the Santa Fe would turn over their e:~cess suppl>' c::.t a very reasonable 

fizure and highly pro~able that Eolme 5 '"lould bHoy.' a ~irni!ar pro

cedure, or dispose of his entire ranch holdings with all their water 

rights on terms which might be found satisfac tory. 



Tb~ water ava ilable frc4: all t1:.rce Go~rces .... /ill amo~t 

to over 400, 000 gallons r.:l:~as thE' lc[:.l complication above mentioned 

would cut down the quantit-I that Billingsley could sell and this last 

point can be more thoroughly inve stigated whenever a definite policy is 

decided on regarding the entire Congress project. 

COKG LUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

In the tabulations which immediately follow this section 

o~ th~ re:F-ort, I havc trie d to rive an c.?,rorirnate estimate of the 

capital in-J'cstn"':crt W~ic~l would probably be required to acquire, 

de,-elo? equip and cper:1te the Co:r:gress Mine ::\nd the probable 

costs of operatbn and return~ from the treatment of various classes of 

gold bearing materials. 

All of my esti. at e-s are based on the assumption that gold 

will remain at a value of $35.00 per ounce and that costs of labor 

and commodities will return to approximately the pre-war levels. 

Such an assumption or any similar assumption is of 

course merely a speCUlation and to me personally it seems much 

more probable that prices will continue to be infbted for a number of 

years but in that event I also believe that the price of gold will be' 

advanced since there are many good reasons why the leading nation. 

of the world could not clford to have it. value debased to a point 



, 

.J 

where the accumulated stocks of that metal would lese a substantial 

proportio:l of their real or tra.~e value and where the future production 

of gold would becorr.e unprofitable. 

Therefore. while the actual figures given in my estimates 

may well prove to be much out of line I believe that costs and returns 

should maintain a similar ratio and that is the vitally important point 

of the project. 

~' 

Looking at the Congress proposition as one would view 

an ordinary mining project 1 have classed the tai.lings and dumps as 

"positive ore" agtregating 400,000 tons with an average value closely 

approaching $3. 00 per ton. 

If it were intended to coniine the future operations to 

the treatment of tbis material it would doubtless be the best policy 

to keep the present plant and equipment intact and, when resumption 

of active operatiqns become possible, to ma..i.;;e the necessary repair. 

and additions including a flotation plant for treating the dumps and to 

obtain a moderate additional wate. supply which might come from the 

Santa Fe Well or from the Menclotte Well now owned by Holmes. 

Assuming that the property ar:.d equipment could be 

aecured for about $110,000. this program would call for a total cash 

inve8tment of about $160,000 and operating at the rate of 300 
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tons per day the tailings and clu.mps shoulCi be trea.ted i:l abo~t four 

ye2.l"s yielding an operating profit in the order of $~OO, oeo including 

the profit v"hich can r~asonably be anticipated from treatment of 

custom ore and ore proc\.lced by leasers and tile salv,-ge value of the 

plant and equipment. Such operations might thus be expected to leave 

a net profit of Gay $200, 000 after deducting the capital investment 

or m :>re ]1l"cbably less than $180,000 after pa}"'Inent of income tax • 

...-c;onsidering the elements of risk which are involved in 

any mir..ing enterprise the expected profit from the treatment of the 

positive ere is insufficL~nt to make the ve::lttt!"e attractive, but in this 

case it serves to eliminate ncarl)· all of the risk excepting fr .. at which 

cepends u.pon the price of gold, .... since treatment of these dumps and 

tailings should insure the retl'l.rn of previol1s investments ev~n a all 

Iurthe!" investigatio"n and exploration should prove to be entirely 

disappointing. 

b . t.l,.e category of "probable ore" I place the mine fills 

and a certain amount of lew grade ore left t.y the former operators. 

The tcanage and gr<lc1e of both cf these classes of material has been 

fully discussed it:. the body of this report as far as these ca~ be 

ascertained at present and more definite inform.;. tion can only be 

secured by further investigation. 
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~~10ul-:1 t:1ese inves:1.ti~3.tions co::£irn-! the existing pro-

babilities th·~ 2.ceitio112.1 c;,uc....-:~ity of o::e W:!.£c!l could the~ 1~ classed 

as positive or l:irrhly prcb~ble should amount to from 800,000 to 

1, O'J O, ·) 0 0 tens with C'.:l a\"erC!.~e gr2.ce approach!!'. !;; :t6. 01 and since 

t!:e larger percentage of this materi2.l Vlould consist of the already 

brol;:en gcb the minin3 costs ,",vould be relatively low. Because of 

these :n'ccabilW.es and the possibilities mentioned below I advise the 

CO!!ti::-.l'.S:1C(: of negotiations for the purchase of the p::-operty and 

necessary \-vater rights. 

In orc1er to cO!'?J'ert probabilities into certai11ties I 

should ne~:t recommend ~ fui"t'ly thorough exn.~in~tio!l. of all of the now 
in 

acce ssiblc ?ortions of the workings;\vhich the gob or low grade ore 

can be 17!.eas~red ane saIi"_?~cd and, since this area is comparadvely small 

the expense of this procedu::-e should not exceed $9. uOO or $10,000, 

but at the same time ~ careful study of the geology and subsequent 

campa.i1ln of diamond cirilling might yield most important results and 

the cost of this latter work may' likely rl1:l to $35,000. 

Should this investigation nne explorr-..tion definitely prove 

or indicate pay values in a large tonnage of. gob or ore then: or 

while it is in r1"ogress, the Fresent mil~ and e~.:ipment could 

best be scrappt:d and plans drawn up for 6e construction of a new 
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mill of eiti.ler 5JJ or 1(:00 tons daily capacity. The treatment of 

the larger tonnage will have the advantage of decreasing the unit 

costs and period of oj?e:;.·atioa and thus substantiaLly incraasing the 

fhlal returns anu lll"o£its frcr.:. the vel1ture. 

In the light of information which I have obtained to date. 

r cIo not belie 'oIe that the tonnage of tailings a.."'lC dur::ps call deviate 

to any gl"eat extent from the estimate .whi!e the grade and percentage 

of recovery of values seems to have been pretty definitely established 

by past sampling and tests and especially by the records of recent 

Clilliug. 

The future worl-:ing costs I r..<ive tried to cons~~"vatively 

a?p.:::o~~imate. except as t~ey will ".TCJ.:::y in accordance with the relative 

value of g:::lld. 

The weight of existiuf; evidence. while it is by no means 

cone lusive../ strongly favors the pre Gumption that the mine fills and 

much low grade ore can be reclaimed a,'1d treated with a fair margin 

of profit while indications seem to point to an equally strong 

probability that compretc-nsive exploration will serve to develop new 

ore in the Congress Mine and also in the fullivan c.nd perhaps the 

MacDonald property. 

It is particularly these last cOllsiderations which 
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make the venture attractive for \;'hile the future possibilities of 

the mine are still too ne bulous to justify any figures, I think that 

there are reasons for believing that upwards of half a million tons of 

aclditional ore may be developed and even if the average value should 

be only $11. 00 or half as good as the ore that w~s mined in the past, 

a net profit of over $3.50 per ton should easily be earned from its 

exploitation. 

1£ the property ia to be acquired at all, it should 

preferably be done in the near future even though this will involve 

some risk in respect to the economic position of gold after the close 

of the war. However, the stake can be somewhat reduced through 

salvage of the equipment and supplies and large additional expenditures 

can and probably will h~ve to be deferred until the future outlook can 

be more clearly forecast. 

Attempting to fairly evaluate both favorable and un

favorable factors I have reached a firm conclusion that this presents 

an exceptionally favorable mining \"enture, and on that basis I strongly 

recommend that steps should be taken to acql.lire the property and to 

proceed as conditions permit with the program which I have outlined 

above. 

Ver}r truly yours, 

(signed) G. lvl. Colvocoresses 
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EXHIBIT J 

CONDENSED INVENTORY OF PRINCIPAL ITEMS OF CONCRESS 

STRUCTURED & EQUIPMENT 

Ten frame dwellings including 3 tent houses and one amall bunk 

house; also one houae of hollow tile and concrete for auperintendent. Nearly 

all house s are equipped with running water and aeveral of them with baths 

and toile ta. 

General Office building of brick 70' x 58' with galvanized iron 

roof, storage attic and vault and nearly complete office equ~pment. 

Mill building about 50' x Z5' with second-story equipped with 

Merrill Crane FUterPress. 

Accessory buildinga: 

Z change houses 

Z warehouses 

Scale house 

Crusher houee 

Melting room . 

Filter room 

Cyanide room 

Lime room 

Oil room 

. CooUng tower 
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Nearly all these buildings have wooden frames and corrugated 

iron sides and roof. Some steel pillars and trusses are in the larger buildings. 

Ore bins at foot of belt conveyor and at ball mill. 

Six belt conveyor structures, total length 4Z0', pulleys, idlers, gears, 

tighteners, etc. almost complete; but belts have been removed •. 

Electrical equipment: 

Motors, -- all 3 phase', 60 cycle. 

I 100 h. p. 

Z Z5 h. p. 

3 . ,. ZO he p. 

3 ' , 15 h. p. 

3 J i 10 h. p. 

Z 7.5 h. p. 

5 5 h.p. 

4 3 h.p~ 
, ': 

7 3 h.p. 

I 1 h.p. 

1 0.75 h. p. 

4 O. Z5 he p. 

Six transformers 'each 5 K. V. A. 

One electric weldina equipment 

One triaaer hois~ 

\ ... . . . , 
" t ' 

-z- '\ ~ , 
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Switch Board Panel 

Connection for Ball Mill conveyors and other equipment with 

switches, starters, etc. 

Mill Equipment 

1 Stearns Rogers Ball Mill 16' x 5' with gear and pinion. 

I Dorr Duplex Classifier ZO'8" x 6" 

Filter Press, Sperry" Co. Size 30 

Shriver "Co. Size 36 
with Republic Flow Meter. 

Merrill-Crane, Classification 'and precipitation equipment 

Allis-Chalmers Jaw Crusher 

Grizzly and Trommel Screen 

Bins, hoppers, chain blocks and hoists, water beater, grinder 

and platform scale. 

lZ large steel tanks, 4 redwood tanks for solution washing, etc. 

5 large redwood leaching tanks with capacity from ZO,OOO to 

50,000 gals. ; all equipped with sand and solution pumps. 

Telephone Line. - Mine to Congress Junction, about 3 miles and Mine to 

Martinez Well 1-1/2 miles with 69 cedar pole"s. 

Water Line - 4" iron pipe nearly 7000', Martinez well to Mill. Auxiliary 

water lines around camp. ' 
~ . 

.~ 

.' , .. 
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Power House At Equipment 

Building of wood and corrugated iron, about 40 x 40' 

1 Caterpillar Diesel engine, 8 cylinder. V type 

140 H. P. with 6Z. 5 K. V. A. with exciter and generator. 

1 Worthington Diesel engine, 6 cylinder 

300 - 350 H. P. with Z50 K. V. A. generator with exciter, fuel pump, 

switchboard, oil and water tanks,compressor unit and cooling tower. 

Pumping Plant at Martinez Well 

15 H. P. motor with belt drive and 6 x 8 Deane pump and for stand-by 

1 Scandia hot head 18 H. P.Engine. 

Power line from well to pump, pole transformers, priming tanks, etc. 

Trucks 

1 International 19Z 7 1.5 ton stake body in poor condition 

1 Dodge 1937 pick-up in 'very poor condition 

Also some sma1l equipment now under lease and option to other parties 

and some old equipment of value only as junk. 

Mr. Rae bas promised to give me a print of the miU buildings and tanks 

of which 1 will later forward copies. 
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Materiale in warehouse including mechanical and electrical 

fittings, spare parts and operating supplies are not yet inventoried but I have 

looked over the partially completed lists which are going to be very lengthy. 

Rae places their sale value at between $5,000 and $10,000. I think that the 

lower figure b conservative. 
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SCHEDULE OF ANTICIPATED CAPITAL INVESTMENT 

= ~:?e !L:: itures to be made promptly if 

a C<,!-uisition of p:::cperty is de cided upon: 

Fu~ .. c ha se mortgage & equity of R. F. C. 

Purchase mortgage f:<. equity of Congress Corp. 

Appro}:imate 
amot.:.nt 

$ 66,000 
2. 4: ,000 

$ 110,000 

Less cash in Co. Treasurr f..t sale of equip

ment including power plant not required for 

future operations 

Expenditl!res prior to resumption of operations: 

Caret2.king ex penses & carrying charges for 

period aesllmed to be 2 years 

Payment for option on water rights, etc. 

Sampling &: measuring mine fills & low grade 

ore in accessible workings of mine 

Geological survey of property & diamond 

drilling 

Expenditures required for resumption of operations 

On assumption that results of above outlined 

Inve stigation & explorations are favorable: 

New Mill eCiuipment, including C'ranide crush

ing and ilotation plant designed to treat 500 

40,000 

5,000 

1.000 

9.000 

35.000 

tons of ore per day. $ 250,000 

Pumping plant and pipe line 35. 000 

Surface equipment for reclaiming tailings 

and C:umps 20. 000 

Repairs ami additions to camp bldgs. & equip. 12.000 

Power line from Ariz. Power Co. line at 

Alvar2.~o Mine 8.000 

£apital E~:pense clter resumption of operations: 

Reconditioning & equipment of #3 &.nd #5 shafts 

for hoisting and #2 and #6 Shafts for escapeways 

and dewatering 

. General underground equipment 
Addit;;onal trans. facilities & surface ef:!uip. 
& pur. land for additional tailings dumps 

Increase mill to 1000 T daily cap. if justfiable 

$ 65, 000 

30.000 

20.000 
200. 000 

$70,000 

$50,000 

$325,000 

~315.000 



, 

NOTE RE C APITAL EXPENDITURES 

In :-espect to the proposed water supply I have assumeci that this could 

be secured on a rental basis, with or without a small cash payment. If any 

r::r.ch property is to be purchased an adc.iitiol".al item should be included, but 

in that e -/ent a !"esale of the ranch should add to the salvage value of the property 

and equipme:lt when operations are discontinued. 

e::ould the re sults of the drilling or other exploratory work call for 

the sinking of new shafts or other extensive developments a considerable 

additional investment will be required, but it is assumed that this will only 

be made as dictated by good mining practice and will be returned from opera

ting profits which cannot at present be visualized. 

Additional expenditures may also be found desirable for the purchase 

of the Sullivan, MacDonald or other mining property but again it is assumed 

that such purchases will only be made in the event that the extra profits appear 

to justify the expense. 

Because of the fact that gold mining activities are suspended for the 

duration of the war, it would .seem reascnable t.~at neither the R. F. C. nor the 

Congress Corporation should expect the paymer.t of more than a small portion 

of the purchase price of the property until operations at the mine could be 

resumed. 
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ESTIMA TE OF OPERATING COSTS &. RE TURNS 

ON BAE:rs(H;'l~-vxr:;aEOF DOLLAR 

Positive ore 

Mill tailings 

150,000 Tons 
<S $2. 70 gross 
value per ton 

Mine Dumps 

250,000 Tons 
<S $3. 00 gross 

Recov'd. Reclaim-
Value ing or 
Per Ton Mining -_ .----

1. 90 $0.20 

Milling Profit 
t;, Gen. & Per 
overhead Total Ton 
----- ---

$1.00* $ 1. 20 $0.70 

value per ten 2. 55 0.20 1. 35** 1.551.00 

Probable ore 

Mine Fills 

700,000 Tons 
@' $5.00 gross 
value per ton 4.25 

Pillc..TS e~ Low grade ore 

200,000 Tons 
@ $8.00 gross 
value per ton 6.80 

Possible ore 

200, GOO Tous 
@ $11. 00 gross 
value per ton 
(assumed from 10. 00 
indications) 

1. 90 1. 55 3.25 

3.65 1. 35 5.00 

5.00 1. 35 6.35 

Profit from treating custom are including Sullivan Mine 

Salvage value of plant at close of operations 

Total assumed, probable & indicated profit 

Less Capital Investme~t as per schedule 

Total expected profit including income tax 

1. 00 

1. 80 

3.65 

Total 
Profit 

$JOS,OOO 

250,000 

700,000 

360,000 

730,000 

100,000 

100,000 

$ 2, 345,000 

760,000 

$ 1,585,000 

Operations on above basis expected to continue over period of at least five to six 

years on basis of treating 1000 tons per day. 

*Grinding & cyaniding only; **Includes sorting. crushing, flotation & cyaniding; 

***General & overhead expense estimated at 30f per Ton. 
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NOTE RE OPERATIKG COSTS & RETURNS, ETC. 

I believe that my estimates of working costs are all very liberal 

an:: in practice can be substantially reduced especially if the operations 

are cOr'J.ducted on a 1000 ton daily basis. 

The estimated recovery of values may also be improved in treat

ir..g the gobs and low grace ore, but of course there is still no assurance 

that the value of these will be as good as 1 have assumed. 

The grade of the ore as actually mined if and when new ore is 

developed, will probably be determined as was the case in the former 

operations largely by the economic conditions which may prevail at that 

time. 
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? '.:JIXTS RE BILLlr\,G8LEY ~EAL ERCUGE T OUT IN CONFERENCE WITH 

My skeleton letter to Billingsley of4/Z8 sets forth our position and 

will constitute a stc.:.rting point for s:lbsequent negotiations. 

Billh'lgsley is still nlost desirous to secure the Holmes Ranch since 

he wants to build up a very substantial property to be operated by his three 

sons or at least two of them and he would like to take over the Holmes patented 

land and Federal and State leases except for the Deuce of Diamonds Ranch 

Euildi.ngs and about 100 acres in their immediate vicinity. He does not 

want to payout any large amount of cash and therefore inight prefer to 

either 

(a) make the purchase on a con t:...~act with 10% of purchase price payable 

per annum and paying 4 % interest on the unpaid b;::l.lance or 

(b) ta..l<:e a lO-year lease with option to pu.l'chase during that period and 

wu ile leasin g he would pay all taxes and Federal or State rentals and 

our use of the Date Creek water up to 40" to which we would be entitled 

might be considered as his rental payment for the Helmes Ranch. 

Billingsley is himself anxious to secure !!lome of the Date Creek water 

because while he is now irrigating- and cultivating about 80 acres he has 

additional land, perhaps from 100 to 200 acres further. down the Creek which 

be would like to put under irrigation and this would require probably 300 

to 600 acre feet per annum from Date Creek. If he gave us the use of 

720 acre feet (40 11 ) he could only count on the surplus, the amount of which 

is not known since the flow in Date Creek has never been measured. 

_ 1 _ 



-: ;-,c!'c:ore B:'llingsle y would !Lot vlClnt to l1."lake a cash sale or rental of this 

\:::. t ·~::- on a 50-year lease e~:ccpt fo!." a ver)r hi:;;;h fi~ure, certainly not less 

t!::.n ~-25, 000 plus the e~.:pensc of puttir..g in the dam and pipe line to his 

reservoir which oight be another $10.000. On t.he other hand, if we should 

'::J uy tlle Holmes Ra."1.ch for $50. 000 we might be able to resell the buildings 

:.r.cl 3. plot near them fer $10. 000 Clnd the balance of the ranch to Billingsley 

ior :;25,000 and thus the water rights would cost us $15. 000 plus the clam. 

e ~C. or a total of about $25, 000. 

Eillingsley would buy the Holrr~es live-stock at a fair appraised value but 

not at Holmes or Brooks valuations. 

~f~oeur thinks that Dr. Duke Gaskin may be in the market for the 

Holme s Ranch. 
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5/28/40 

GOLDEN EAG LE AI,rn C AROL-ANN GROUP 

Eight unpc,tented claims located close to the Alva=ado and 

surrounded by the Corret Group near the foot of Yarnell Hill. 

Show quartz veins on surface and in shallow pits, veins Z-41 

wide and samples give values in gold. 

Alvarado Vein and thus to constitute a promising prospect. 

Practically no development except for location al!d assessment 

work. 

Owned by W. S. Roberts, Genera! Delivery, Con2ress, Arizona 

and hi. associates, C. H. Brown who claims to have had mining 

experience and once worked for Loring. 

Would like to have me examine but have no money. 

Note: West of Yarnell Heights Ted Shute (?) of Humboldt has a group 

of claims on which there were good gold values. Optioned in '38 to some 

Seattle people who l!Iub.eq uently dropped it. 

'" G. M.e. ,. 



I..£SSEES 

le~se ou t~:,~ ele sta.:::.~ p rrd 11 si~e v.'l)e!"e :~e t:llr·l<s tL.at he cz..n make 

a clea.n-up (1/?6 ~C· ) 

Herskowitz. 



NOTES RE CONGRE~S 

:-ROM CONFERENCE V,'lTH V,~. M. SNOW - ON OC TOBER IS, 1943 

The shaft which he sampled and of which I found a map was not 

on the Congress property but was part of a small mine lying north-west 

from Yarnell. Therefore this map is of no interest. 

RE TAILINGS 

Snow says that during the last operations every effort was made 

to reclaim the higher grade material and that whenever possible they dug 

right down to the bed rock in the central portion and then in some cases 

pulled the lower grade stuff back over the hole also they stopped digging 

whenever the grade seemed to be falling off and therefore altho the 

average grade of the treated· tailings was $Z.90 he does not believe that the 

average of the 150,000 tons which remain will prove to be nearly 80 good 

and would expect them to carry Ie 88 than $1.50 so that he is doubtful if it 

would pay to reclaim them. 

This statement does not agree with Rockwood or Ramsden and I 

think that Snow is pessimistic but very likely the remaining portion of the 

cump might yield a recovered value of only about $1.50 per ton in which case 

the profit in treating them would be only about $0.30 per ton unles8 they could 

be reclaimed and treated at a lower cost than the $1.2.0, which was estimated 

on page 104 of my report. 

RE DUMPS 

Snow confirms the statement that the grade of #1 and IS Dump. 

had proved to be very good and thinks that the remaining rock wlll be quite a. 



good as estimated on page 48 of mr report. He also thinks that the 

small tonnage left ill f4, #6 and Queen of the Hills will be good but he does 

not speak well of #2 or #3 and thinks th.at in both cases thC)T will run very low 

unless a large amount of waste is sorted out with corresponding increase in 

t.he working costs. 

MINE FILLS 

He crawled thru as many of the old workings as possible and 

took some samples but not many and he helped <.:arlisle to sample and thinks 

that work was very reliable as far as it went. 

From all the data which he obtained it is his opinion that the gob 

will average at least $5.00 per ton in all of the accessible portions of the 

mine down to the 1500 I level. This confirms my estimate • . He has no basis 

for estimating the total tonnage, but Staunton's figure seemed reasonable. 

Snow says that he does not believe that Ramsden ever did any sampling in the 

mine as Ramsden was afraid to go underground except in a few places. 

LOW GRADE ORE 

Snow has but little information on this poii1.t but such samples as he 

took in the pillars were mostly disappointing except in the vicinity of HZ 

Shaft and #5 Shaft and in certain parts of the Queen of the Hills where he 

found ore running $10.00 and better. 

He says that the workings in the Queen of the Hills are really much 

more extensive than shown in the map as there was a placard at the collar 

of a winze which show. that this penetrated to a depth of 1750' with num.eroua 

level. and altho he could only get down about 500' he ia sure that a large 

tonnage of ore must have been mined here and probably the work was not 



recorded in the data given by Staunton. 

'While there was some or e left in sec tions of the pay shoot and the 

gob carried good value s much of the development work carried out in the 

Queen of the Hills was in a quartz vein which looked good to the eye but 

assayed very low and it was evident that the operators were disappointed 

with the results of much of their development although there still seem to 

be good possiblities in this section of the property. 

ME TALLURG Y OF ORE 

Snow carried on many experinlents on both dumps and gob material 

and his final conclusion was that these should be treated by flotation and 

the flotation concentrates roasted and cyal'l.ided. In this way he feels confi

dent that 90% of the gold values will he recovered and he believes that the 

valu.!s left in the flotation tailings will be too low to justify cyaniding them 

either with or without roasting as was suggested in my report. 

This statement doe s not seem to check with some of the data which 

1 found in the laboratory from which it appeared that no such high recovery 

could be expected without some retreatment of the flotation tailings. 

OUTSIDE MINES 

Snow does not believe that the grade of ore in the Sullivan Mine 

will prove to be as good as represented and thinks that much of it will carry 

less than $5.00 per ton. 

He knows of no other mines in the vicinity of Congress which would 

justify investigation except the Yarnell where he worked for several months 

alter leaving Congress. 
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He says that this mir..e has been worked out down to the main 

adit level, but belo\v that poiz:t he thinks that a vez:y laxge body of $4.00 

ore wiiI be found in the foot wall of the vein, both in the south shoot and in 

the main shoot. This ore body may prove to have a length of 1500' and a 

width of 100' which would mean a tonnage of over la, 000 for every foot of . 

depth and it could all be explored by diamond drills • . The mining and milling 

cost should not exceed $2.00 and during the last operation the 50 ton cyanide 

mill at the mine was treating up to 75 tons per day with a recovery of 94% 

of the gold values. No work has recently' bee!1 ~o~e near the Human Shaft 

and E'now knows about that section of the mine only from here say. 

He claims that working costs were very low even during this last 

small operation when he says that mining cost W£lS $1.10 per ton and milling 

about the same, but I am inclined to doubt these figures. Practically no 

development work has been done below the main adit level and the owners 

are in no position to do this as they are a small group of railway men from 

Winslow and the Company, --Winslow Gold Mining Co •• -

Mitchell, pre sident owes about $20,000 (write to Co. for information 

and permission to examine and note data in mine file). Snow thinks that a 

favorable deal could be made and that the prospects fully justify the expense of 

carrying on the exploration under an option agreement. 

GENERAL OPINION 

Sncw is not encouraging in respect to the values in the remaining 

mill tailings and dumps and he knows too little about the low grade ore left 

in the mine to express any worthwhile opinion. 
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He has obtained considerable data on the gob and his estimates 

confirm my own in that respect and he thinks th.2.t this gob is the Ir-ost 

favorable and attractive feature of the proposition and makes it well worth 

while. He believes that the metallurgy can be fully sohred and a 90% extraction 

of gold values made from the dumps and fills. 

His opillion in respect to the Yarnell l.{ine merits consideration and 

should be checked by further investigation. 

The Yarnell Mine is about 6 miles in air line distance from 

Congress and at an elevation of 5000' or 1540' higher than the Congress Mill. 

A ropeway mi&ht be built going down along the slope near the 

highway 8.-Tld the length would probably be about 7 miles. It should operate 

by gravity. 

Some water for Yarnell operations might be obtained from wells in 

Peoples Valley. 
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~:E MO RE CONGRESS 

October 29th, 1943 

Shadd a general consic.eration of aU of the data relative to the 

Congress l·.~ine appear to make the a.cquisition of that property attractive. 

I sugge st that subsequent procedure should be along the following line s. 

(1) Negotiate a deal for the property wi·h the R. F. C. 

I believe that it might be possible to take over the physical 

possession of the property under a one or two year option agreement 

during which period we would pay all of the carrying charges a!ld act as 

agent in selling off such equipment as could advantageously be disposed 

of. The proceeds from which would be credited against the purchase 

price of the property in the event that we decided to exercise the option and 

purchase the property. 

Such cash payment would doubtless be required, but the am.ount 

is very indefinite. If the R. F. C. !!hould hsist th<lt their equity in the 

CongreS.8 property should be purchased outright for the $85.000 due them 

then the sale of some of the present mill equipment should serve to sub-

stailtially reduce the outlay and the present time would be opportune for 

such a sale in most cases, although the cyanide plant equipment, if sold 

at all, would probably have to go for uee in a foreign country. 

(z) Negotiate with Holmes a.."1d his associate. for the equity 

of the Congress Mining Corporation in the property. 
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This equity we>uId have 1:0 c ash value w1-..c. tever unle 55 the 

c~:-poration is able a!!c willi~3 to i"eaeem tl:e prolX=l' ty· at a cost of over 

~.s5 , 000 and Lcre£ore the stockholders car.!:lot expect to l'cce~ve ru:1Y sub-

6t.c.ntial sum cf money. Eov/e,/er, it is ir:1pC!"lz.nt to secure the wOlter rights 

\;:hicl: belong to the ranches new ow'Ued by Holmes and an easement for a 

Fir- line across his pro~rty. Therefore it would seem best to combine 

the cleal fer the mir.ing property with an option on the Holmes and Billingsley 

water right9. This last might involve the obtaining of an option to 

purchase all or a portion of the Holmes Ranches in that vicirJ.ty where his 

real property can be tentatively estimated to have a value of $25,000 to 

$35,000 hut could almost surely be resold or leased on anvantageous terms. 

IN"VESTMENT 

A. Expenditu:.-es which will probably have tc be made during 

war period. 

The amount of thcr.L"l is very uncertah. but through the cooperation 

of Eagle-Pich.er Officials in NashingtoD it in believed that the figure 

invol ..... ed in securing options On the mine and water rights might be held 

clown to perhaps $10,000 or $15.000. 

In addition there will be the carrying charges. for say the next 

two years and sLlch expense as may be deemed advisable for further in

vestigation of the mine during that period. These charges inight aggregate 

$15,000 to $20.000 less some revenue which could be derived from 

ahipment of stU"tace ores which are desired as convertor flux by the copper 

.ruelter5 plus a commission which might he allo~E:d on .ales of equipment. 
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The total of A. expendituree may thus be figured at from $25, 000 

to $35,000, assuming that the incicated options can be secured. 

B. Payments required at end of war in order to secure title to 

mine and permanent water rights, --to be made only if economic cnnditions 

and outlook are then satisfactor}', 

Balance of purchase p!'ice of n:ine 

after c!"editing sales of equipment 

cash in Receivers' account and other 

reserves, say $ 60,000 

Geological in\pesti,?'ation and diamond 

drilling, from $ 10, 000 35,000 

Total B. $ 70, 000 ~~ 95, 000 

c. Capitd expenditure required after cloee of wa.r a!!d completion 

of exploration prop"am for reopening of mine and provic':!ng complete 

equipment including wa~r supply and power lines fer ope::-c:.tions;--to be 

made cnly in the event that economic conditione are then satisfactory. 

These will vary in accordance with the results of the exploration 

and development and if it is then deemed advisable to operate on the basis 

of 1000 tons per day the total expenditures will be in the order of $640.000 as 

n~ted on page 102 of my report of August 25th, 1943, but if the scale of operation. 

is on the basis of 500 tons per da;- this figure wilt be reduced to about $435,000. 

In addition a:l adequate wor'itbg capital should be made available. 
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The totals of A. B. a!ld C may therefore be from a maximum of 

$780, 000 to a minimum of $550, 000, plus the worI<-ing c~pital. 

Since the d:J.ta b respect to tee to:un.ge 3.::\d ·J'a I.ues of t:!le ~aterial 

whic~ \7ill b~ tree.!:ed is ~tiH ver~T bcomplete the follm-,:ng table is sub-

mittzd as representing t::e probable ea::'I'..b.gs. 

Operating Profits on Presum?tion th-'\t Pre-war conditions are re-established 

Tailings, 150,000 tOD! 

DUI:l?S 250,000 to:lS :>! which some 
might have to be left 

M:ine Fills-(more data required). 
700,000 tons 

Pillars anc:! lov;; grade ore 
(much ~ore cata required) 
200,000 tous 

Posdble Ore (n:uch more data 
re';.ui!"ed) 2,00, COO 

Custom Ore 

Sa.1v~g: Plant 

Maxi.mum 

$150,000 

300,000 

J, 000, 000 

500,000 

1, 50(\ 000 

200,nOO 

150,cno 

$ 3, SOO, 000 

M:ost 
l'.finimum Probable 

$50,000 $105,000 

100,000 250,000 

200,000 700,000 

100,000 360,000 

10n,OOO 730,000 

3t),OQO 100,000 

5~,OOO 100,000 

$630.000 $ Z. 345,000 

In round figures an investment of some $760,000 should permit the 

treatment of I, SOD, 000 tons of tailings, dumps, gob and ore plus some custom 

ore ~d re £ult in an operating return of $2, 345,000 during a 5-year period. 

This weald serve to repa}' the im:estment and leave a pront of $1,585,000 or 

say 1.00% on the investn1ent from which the income ta,~es would have to be . 

deducted. There are fair chz.nces that the net profit might be increased to 

aroWld $3, COO, 000 which ,"vould bt: over ~OOo/, on the invcsstment, again 



neglecting the income taxes. 

On the other hand there is a chance that the operatii:g profit might 

fall to a minimum of about$630, 000 but in that event t..~e tctal investment 

s hoL1ld not ha,'e exceeded $550,000 so that a small profit would still be 

realized. 

The one great factor of uncertainty still lies in the rela.tivE> econC'mic 

Fo~:tion of gold after the war and if that situation can justifiably be viewed 

in a favorable light the project seer::.s to he well worth while aIi.'; to offer a 

!~V:Jrable opportunity for a speculative investment. 

Following is a brief resume of the hlstory of tbe Congress Mine: 

Mine sold by discoverer, Den."lis May in 1887. 

Operated with some breaks until end of 1910. 

Froduc~d 692,332 tons o! ore \.vith average 0.64 oz. gold and 1.00 

oz. sHver (worth over $.23.00 per ten at present prices) an~ recovered 

~. 7. 6SC, ceo ir. bunion makL91Z reco7ered va!ue ·.Jf $11.31 per t~m which would 

?;:ofits are said to he:VE; been c:.bout ~3. 000, 00G. 

Sor.: .. e tailings arid cllmps treated at interval~ from 1910 to 1936 

at which time tailings}ile was estimated to contain 426,000 @ 0.067 oz. 

l,;cld and 0.4 oz. silver. ($2.60 per ton). r:;um~s Bu.bseql!ently estimated 

t~ contair.. 4JO, 000 tens with avc:-age value $3. 54 per ton at 



October 29th, 1944 

Stal-ted in Octe:ber, 19~...{ by Hernon, Geo1.ogist, Kuhn, Geolcgist, 

Stone, Geologist and l,:ahcney. Fractical M:ine Foreman. 

Samples tdcen from taUbgs pile with augur to bed-rock also 

1aree cut sar.1ple for tc ::tir_~ ~".:.rpose (sor.:-~e 15 to!'ls) sent to [":'2uarita 

;,:i11 ~~d gene:-:?! :lS= ? Y 0: t~is was 0.078 oz_ althougl ... g:-E..b sample from 

top of truck only ran 0.045 oz. Other samples not yet assayed. 

They have also taken some samples from the mine dumps and from 

fills and hanging wall diorite in the rnine especially the diorite dike on the 

hanging wall side of the Congress vein between the vein and the gouge 

which lies under the true hanging wall of granite. The width of this gouge 

varies from 3 or 4 feet but usually 6 to 8 feet up to a maximum of 25 

feet as noted on the 850 feet level from #2 Shaft. 

In sections where this dike is thin it is usually broken and poroua 

and there are many seams and stringers of quartz. These sections of 

the dike will surely break down to the true hanging wall whenever the fiUs 

are reclaimed and in many places it is already caved. Therefore it is 

of the utmost importance to determine the value of this material for if it 

will average $5.00 or even $4. 00 it will pay to mine along with the fills 

and will thus serve to greatly increase the tonnage of fills and dike that 

can be mined but if it should prove to be much lower in grade it would 

dilu~e the fiUs to a point where they might become non-commerciaL 
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The granite forming the true hanginz wall hao stood up well for the 

22.st 30 years and could be expected to stand while the fills and dike were 

ceir:g rec12.imed with the ~UppCl::.·t of a few pil12.rs and stulls. 

In sections where the diorite is very thick it usually shows few 

stringers of quartz end is 11.2.1"0 and Folid and prcb<>..bly cardee little or 

r.J gold valiles an.oJ sh(,·'_".'.G he left it: r,'.2.ce to se~'ve ac pillars. The relative 

Hernon has rechecked the flow of water in the Date Creek Box 

Canyon and made several measurements of the surface flow obtaining 

results of from 300 to 360 gallons per min~te and he now feels certain 

that the total flow is over 400 gallons. 
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ELEVATIONS 

Old Congress (Eillingsley) hill 

S<:.nta Fe (Cottonwood) " 

(cap 300,000 g. p. d) plus 

(cap. 100,000 g.) 

Mendott.:. (Holrr.ie s) II (r:> ~'\ 
'-'~1"". 

" ( " 

Divide at Summit of Martinez pipe lne. 

Tan.~ above collar of ~I I Shaft 

Collar n Shaft about 

Cellar #2 Shaft " 
Collar 1/3 Shaft " 

Floor of pre sent Mill 

[~OOO g. I 
~ . ,-. 0 Jr 0 r- ) 
- "". 6-

Ft. above 
~ea level 

3200 

3367 

3280 

3166 

3606 

3438 

3420 (a) 

3450 (a) 

3350 (a) 

3272 



7/15/43 

NOTE RE FREIGHT RATES 

A new rate from Concress and intermerliate points to Hayden 

has just been established. $1.75 plus 5f tax on $10.00 value ore, and 

ea. corres~!1din~ rate of $2.00 plus 6¢ tax might be obtained from 

Aeuila • 

Present rate plus 3% tax from 
Aguila 

$10.00 ore 

$10.00 to $15.00 ore 

$15.00 to $ZO. 00 ore 

To Hayden 

$1.75 

2.40 

2.70 

Congress to Clarkdale, $1.25 on $10.00 ore. 

To C lar kdale 

$1.40 
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RE ELECTRiC POi'l ER AT CONGRESS - 6/30/44 

Arizona Po ....... er Company has 44, 000 volt line to Alvar~do Mine. 

but from there we would have to pay for a line to Congress at cost (4 miles) 

of about $6000 which would be r~bated on power bills. 

They now have only about 1000 K. W. A. available but could stretch 

this to perhaps 1250 electric horsepower. 

We would have to buy the transformers and they could sell us the 

old set which was 'used at Humboldt and they would stand the transformer 

losses as the power would be metered on the low-tension side. 

The Central Arizona Light & Power Company has power {rom 

Parker Dam and a second line may later be constructed. 

The U. S. Reclamation Service has a line from Parker Dam to 

Baedad Mine and this might later be extended to Wickenburg and Congress 

and give us much cheaper power. 

U power is purchased from the Arizona Power Co. it will cost 

us from 11 to 13 mills per k. w~ hour judging by the actual cost to "the Iron 

King Mine which has a demand of 801 K. W. and assuming that one load factor 

would be about 85%. 

It will obviously be very important to secure the Reclamation 

Service power if possible and the matter should be taken up with J. C. Lincoln 

and the Government authoritie .. 

Information re Arizona Power Co •• ituation from "Mr". Bridae •• 

their Chief Engineer in Prescott. 

1,. 
I, 
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NOTES RE ELECTRIC POWER AT CONGRESS 

FROM CONFERENCE WITH DOUTRICK, 

CHIEF ENGINEER OF CENTRAL ARIZONA LIGHT & POV,TER CO}'{PANY 

The nearest l'l~ai.n transmission line is that of the Arizona Power 

Company which comes down from Prescott to Wickenburg passing over Yarnell 

Hill about 10 miles east of Congress. A spur line runs to the Alvarado mine 

and to Congress Junction only Z. miles from the Mine. Th~ main line mentioned 

above carries 44,000 volts and could carry an additional load of 1000 k. w. or 

mere, but I could not learn whether this is true of the spur line to Congress 

Junction. 

T~ Ariz:>na Pewer Co~pany has not yet directly connected up 

with any Colorado River power but still depends entirely on their hydro-electric 

plant at Fossil Creek anc their stearn plant on the Verde River. Unless and 

Wltil they obtain Colorado River power it is doubtful if their rates will be 

attractive ae I cannot learn that they have recently quoted rates that would work 

out at less than 1.4f per kilowatt hour except at Jerome. 

The nearest Colorado River power is at the Bagdad Copper 

Mine. --nearly 40 miles northwest of Congress. This is a 66,000 volt line 

from the Parker Dam and it is operated by the U. S. Reclamation Service, who 

might or might net consider extending it eastward aft.:r the war, at present 

it serves only the Bagdad Mine. 

The main line from Parker Dam carries 161, 000 volts a. far 

a. Phoenix where it connect. with the line of the Central Arizona Light and 

Power Company. From Phoenix to Tuc.on it carries 115, 000 volt.. The 

Government would not be likely to tap this line for any demand of Ie •• thaD 

8 or 10 thouaand kilowatt •• 



The hook-up line between the Central Arizona Light and Power 

Companyan1 the Arizona Power Company runs up the Blz.ck Ce.nyon Road with 

branches to Crown King and other points, but none nearer than 40 miles to 

Congress. At present the Central Arizona Light and Power Company are 

delivering a little juice to the Arizona Power Company for use at Jerome, 

but Arizona Power Company should have some surplus after the fuel oil situation 

eases up. 

G. M. C. 



POWER (ELECTRIC) FR0l-,·1: ARIZO!'!A PO V,'ER CO. 

From cO:1ference with Bridgewater in f-'rescott, February 1935. 

T h.e A. P. Co. 44,000 volt liue now runs to the Alvarado 
Mine, about 5 miles from the CO~1;;l"eSS and is cf sufficient capacity to 
carry an ~ciC:itiDnd lCOO K. YJ . 

The co::t of building this line to Congress would be about $1100 
per mile, say $:6000 including the installation of transformers which the 
A. P. Co. wO;jld furnish. 

If tee liu e were b;lilt by .. ·lay oi Martinez pu..-np house, then a 
2300 volt line could be carried back to the pump on the same poles. 

Congress Co. Vlould have to pay for the preliminary survey at 
cost of $200 (?) per mile and the cost of construe tine the line but this 
expense would be refunded by the Power Co. at the rate of 15 ~h of the monthly 
power bill, which according to Beauchamp's estir.oate will run to about 
$1600 per month (94200 K,Vri per month (. 1.7 per K. W.H. 1) and the 
rebate woulci be $Z~O per month, repaying t..~ initial investment of $6000 
in 25 months. On the basis of Eeaucllamp's estimate and th.e Power Co. 
schedule it appears to me that the power would actually cost us 1. 9¢ per 
KWH or about $1790 per month, but this fi gure rr,ight be re~uced by reaching 
a better power factor than estimated by Bridgewater. 

The Power Co. would deliver and meter the juice on the low 
(440 volt) side of the transformers. 

Think that we should figure as an alternative the purchase and 
installation of a 300 H. P. Diesel Engine as the difference in cost of power 
over n 5 year operation would be close to $40,000 and the cost of a new 
Diesel would not equal this amount. 

Cooper figures Diesel power in this district:2 1.25 per KW H 
which seems a bit high and I have used tentatively 1. Zf and allowed a saving 
of .7f. 

Kevised cost 1. 75f per hoar. 

Reid saya that they will probably want to use A. P. Co. power 2lld join with 
us in the cost of the line, etc. This will increase demand and total power 
and very &lighUy reduce the u:rlt eost. 

GMC 

i 

'I " 
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POWER FROM BOVLDER CANYON DA}..-: 

Latest U. S. Estimate figures Z/15/37 

lnitiC'J ch~rEe a~ -Transformers (Falling water charge) 

~. 3 mills per KWH 

Extra for lines and line cont •• etc. would bring cost in Salt 

River Valley and vicinity to about 7 mills with chance for some reduction 

later. 

G. M. C. 
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l!.:LECTRIC ;OI\"E? AT HUlLICID'l' 1034 

On ~8i8 of Present r.ate of Aritora ~o"eI' Co. 

J)8mand 
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The Arizona Power Co. 
Prescott, Arizona 
March 15, 19:35. 

/ 
... 

--

~. George ~olvocoressas 
1108 Luhrs 'fower 
Phoenix, Arizona 

Dear Sir: 

This ~i11 acknowledge receipt of your letter of March 11, 1935 

in regard to power for the ~ongress Mine. 

Unfortunately we d1d not keep a copy of the figures fur

nisted you, ~ut as we recall they were based on a 9~ load factor. 

It wou1~ not be possi ble for you to reach a consumption of 

~'t200 K~rn in a month .ith a demand of 150 liP. 

150 HP x .745 equals 111.9 KW 
Total hours in a 30 dey month e~uals 720 
111.~ KW x 720 equQls 80,568 ~~h per month. 
Assume ':J070 Load ,"actor lv:hich !!ould probably 

be about the very best you could achieve) 
your monthly consumption would be 

80,568 KWH x .010 eq,uals 72,ollIIT,'H 

On this basis your monthly bill would De as tollows: 

De.mand Charge 
112 KW ¢ ~2.50 for 50 KW and ~2.00 excess equals '24~.OO 

En er & Char 5e 

112 x 100 : 
112 x 100 = 
112 x 100 '. 

11,200 KWH Q 2t¢ 
11 ,200 • ~ 21' 
11,200 • Q U~ 
38 z~OO • a 11 
72,511 KwH 

'rotal G-rOS5 Yon thly Bill 

• 

{2BO.OO 
224.00 
140.00 
38\i.11 

Less ~a5h Discount 28.6' 

5% on ~lOO --~ on balance ~1,253.'7 

'i'otal Net lILonthly ~il1 ---------------/-

Unit ~ost per KWH ---1,253.47 • 1.73 ~ 
72,511 

If your demand was 200 liP your demand 1n D' would be 

ZOO x .746 e~uals 149.2 

W1th e monthly consumpt1on of ~~,EOO KWH your 1044 faotor 

would oe 
~4.200 y 100 ecuals 87.b~ 



, 

Page 2 ,Jeorge Colvocoress..:o 

Us1ng these loae figures your montl'~ly bill . would be computed 

as :ollol'l~: 

Ener6Y Charge 
149 x 106 = 14,~00 K~E 0 
l4~ x 100 • 14,900 W Q 

14~.x 100 = 14,900 ~ ~ 

49 ,000 • 
~4,200 

Gross ~onthly 81+1 
Cash discount 
Net Monthly Bill 

tS7Z.50 
2;;18.00 
186.25 
4\015.00 

Un1t Cost per KWH equals 1.7391 

\ 
I. 

~323.00 

1,351.75 

il,674.75 
36.4g 

~1,638.26 

The above costs are based on the assumptions given, ~d with 

ill operations only, you can probably achieve this load. factor. 

As you ere undoubtedly aware, the demands used ~re 15 minute 

integrated deman~ Generally speaking, an integrated demand is oetween 

65% and 75~ of the maA1mum peaks required. With other forms of motive 

power, you would have to provide a p~ime mover of surficient capacity 

t.o handle the~e peaks. '.i:his, or course, will increase the cost ot your 

ln vestmt:n t. 

I believe that you would f1nd the se=v1ce from our line to 

be more rell able tIJan that of E:1 single uni t Diesel plant. I hardly 

ttink that lt is necessary for me to po1nt out the many advantages of 

purchased power to you. 

If we can be of any further ass1 stance or g1 ve you e.ny 

ac.ditlona1 information, please call upon us. 

Yours very truly, 
.1'·ranci a 1.). Cra.ble (signed 1 

'.rrustee 

• 
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1,000 HP 

Load Der2lld l:eter Total Bill Lese Res. 

F~ctor K.mi Chnrrp- Qb.argrt EUl P1.scoWlt Rste 

0 1,400.00 1,400.00 1,400.00 

10 53,712 • 693.26 ~,098 .. 26 2,044.55 '.W'! 
20 107,1,24 • 1,396.51 2,796.51 2,689.09 2.503 

30 161,136 • 1,960.49 ),)60 • .49 ',226.21 2.002 

40 2l.4,at.8 • 2,.?90.18 3,790.18 3,655.90 1.702 

50 268,560 • 2,819.88 4,219.88 4,085.60 1.521 

60 322,272 • 3,088.44 4,483.44 4,354.16 1.351 

70 37;,984 •• 3,357.00 4,757.00 4,622.72 1.229 

80 429,696 • 3,625.56 5,025.56 r- 4,891.28 1.138 

90 483,408 • 3,894.12 ;,294.12 5,159.84 1.067 

100 SYl,l2O • 4,162.68 5,562.68 5,428.40 1.0ll 

• • 



t.ca.d 
Factor 
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Dcms.Dd 

P1H Cbgge 

1,097 .50 
40,284 • 
ro,568 " 

120,CS2 • 
161,136 • 
201,420 • 
24.1.,704 • 
281.988 • 
322,'Z72 " 
,362,556 • 
402,840 • 

\ 

£eter Total BUl Lese Res. 

Cljf-rpe Bill pise?U!rt. Rat, 

l,en.sO 1,200.00 

5~:3.69 Ip611.19 1,570.91 3.900 

1,047.:38 2,1.'34.88 2,054.31 2.550 

1,470.37 2,557.81 2~57.16 2.033 

1,79~."4 2,SS'J.14 2,779.43 1.72, 

2,114.91 3,202.41 3,101.70 1.540 

2,316.33 3,1.03.83 3,303.12 1.367 

2,517.75 3,~O5.25 3,504.54 1.243 ...k 
2,719.17 3,806.67 3,705.96 1.150 

2,920.59 4,fXJ3.09 3,907.38 1.078 

3,l2.2.01 4,209.51 4, l.OS. SO ' 1..020 

• 
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The Arizona Power Corporation A. C. C. No. 37 

SCHEDULE NO. P .... 

LARGE POWER RATE 
Availability: 

nul rate is avr.ilable to Customen using power for indu.trial and mining purpose. for load. in 
excess of three hundred (300) horsepower. Lighting load. not in exceas of five per cent (5'7,) of 
the total connected power load may be included under this rate. 

Character of Service: 
Alternating Current, lixty (60) cycle, three phase at line voltage. The neceuary .ubstation 

.tructures and equipment for transforming line yoltage to Customer', operating voltage .hall be 
owned. installed. operated. and maintained by the CUltorner. 

Contract Term and Billinr: 
Standard contracts are for period. al set for~h in contract. with monthly payments for service 

takeD. 

Rate Table: 
The Customer's monthly bill shall be the sum of the demand and energy charges. 

Demand Charre: 
Fint 223.8 kilowatt. or leu of billing demand . ....... ..... .... ..... ... .......................................... $525.00 
AllOver 223.8 blowatt. of billing Qemaocl ............. .............. ........... .... .............. @ $1.67 per kilowatt 

Enera Charce : 
Fint 180 houn use of billing demand .. .............. ........ ... .. ........ ............... @: I.x per kilowatt bour 
Next 180 houTl use of bil\iag demand......... .......... ........ ............ ........ ..... @ 0.& per kilowatt hour 
AllOver 360 hours Ute of billing clemaltd. .................. ........ .. ........ ... .... ........ @ O.5c per kilowatt hour 

Tax ClauN: 
The charse •• pecified under rate table .hal\ be increased by the applicable proportionate part 

of any additional taxes or governmental impositions which are llsel5ed after the effective date of 
this rate on the b .. i. of the groll revenues of the Company and/ or the price or revenue from the 
electric energy or aervice sold and/ or the volume of eneriY generated or purchased for sale and/or 
lold hereunder. 

Fuel AdjuabIMDtt 
When it become. neceuary to operate the T apeo Steam Plant, the energy charge. specified iD 

the rate table &h.ll be increased One-Half Cent (~c) per 100 KWH for each One Cent (1 c) inereaae 
in the COlt of fuel oil abo.e One Dollar and Forty Cents ($1.40) per barrel delivered at Tapee. 

Determination of Demand s 
The demand shan be determined by the Company by means of suitable meters and the billinl 

demand Ihan be taken as the average of the three (3) highest fifteen (15) minute demands occur
rin, durUas the month. Starting peaks. unavoidable accidents to equipment. or in operation •• or 
demands occurring within three (3) time. the period of interruption immediately after an inter· 
ruption to semce .hall be icnored iD determining the billing demand. 

Power Factor: 
If the average power factor as measured at the delivery point il Ie .. than Ei,hry Per Cent 

(80"!c·) lag~ng the demand for billing purposes shall be taken as Eichtr Per Cent (80o/c) of the 
muimum requirement in kilovolt amperea. 

Minim1il::l Garee: 
The ainimum IDOnUd, charse &haD be Fin Dollars and Thirty Fin' Cents ($5.35) per kilowatt 

of bUb .. demand, in DO event les. than Twelve Hundred Dollars ($1200) per month. provided that 
if ciuring any twelve (12) conlKUtive monthl the total of the actual payments by the Customer for 
tervice bereunder lhall equal or exceed the rum of the minimum monthly chargel above specified 
for Nch of thete month., the total bill for the next succeedinl month shall be an amount equal to 
the Rlla of the demand charse. and the energy charge. for the power actually uled. 

Payment Tenus 
Bill. are due upon presentation. If payment il made within ten (10) days after date of pres

entation. & dilCOWlt of One Mill ($001) on the first block of enerl)' will be allowed proYided Cu .. 
tomer i. not otherwile delinquent in payment of bills and that the net biD is not leu than the minimum 
apecified. 

Rule. aDd Reru1atioul . 
The seneral rule. and recul.tion. set forth in this tariff .haD govern where applicable the IU~ 

ply of service UDder this rate. • 

Appronci N .... a.r 5, 1.11 Effedin Non.1I« 1936, BiWq 
LV. Sear., Vice-P .... 
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- July 14th, 1944 

NOTE RE COKGRE~S 

ROSE: GOLD A!'~D RUSSlf_N GOLD CLAn.~ 

These two patented lode mining claims (Survey #172.6) lie north

wrest of the Annex (Gold Dyke) and southwest of the Alaska and Merit Claims. 

From my study of the surface showings it seems hig~ly probable 

that the Sullivan Vein has been faulted on the Merit Claim and thrown 

approximately 400 feet to the south so that its outcrop or apex continues to 

the \vest of that fault for some 300 feet on the Rose Gold and then for 800 

feet on the Russian Gold Claim. 

The old surface workings and such information as I have been 

able to obtain do not indicate that any shoot of pay-ore was developed along 

this 1100 feet of outcrop although I was told that the vein material taken 

from the surface pits nearly always carried low values in gold and there 

seems to be a fair chance that further exploration might result in finding 

bHter values or another shoot of ore similar to that which was opened up 

by the Sullivan Shaft. In the event tbat our option on the Sullivan Claims 

is to be exercised I feel that these two claims should also be acquired. 

Investigation of the County records in Prescott had disclosed the 

fact that both of these claims were sbld to the State of Arizona many year. 

ago for delioquent taxes and since the period of redemption hae long since 

expired a clear title to same can now be purchased from the Board of 

Supervieor. of Yavapai County who are authorized by law to accept any 

offer that may appear to them to be satisfactory. 



Conference with some of the Yavapai County Officials indicates 

that the Supervisors ,vould proba bly be willing to sell these claims for 

$100 apiece and therefore, -- if and when, - a favorable oecision is reached 

in respect to the purchase cf the Con£ress and Sullivan property, - I recommend 

that szoo. 00 shoL11d be offeree. for the Rose Gold and Russian Gold Claims, 

since I believe them to be well worth that sum in order to round out our 

holdings in the district. 

-z-



Herskowitz also says that the new f: S Shaft could be easily reopened 

to the 150 t level where the Niagara Vein has a width of Z I or more and will 

carry $12.00 to $14.00 per ton, and this represents quite a substantial tonnage. 

Says that tbere is also come good ore to be mined from the surface of the 

. Congree Vein near to the irl SWt. He says that Frank Stone of Prescott 

(machinist, etc.) knows of a place along the 600 or 700 I level from fl 

Shaft where there is an inclined raise 90 I high which tops a cross vein (per

haps the Spur Vein) that has a width of 18" to 2' and carries 4 oz. gold. 

(Sounds very fishy). ' 

As to the gob which might be gotten at and shipped without any 

large initial investment he says that some of this from the upper levels 

of Old tf5 was taken to the mill a few years ago and carried $8.00 per ton 

and more of this remains. Also theI'e is some good fill in the upper levels 

at #l Shaft. 

If these locations were equipped with hoists, etc., I think that 

this gob could be drawn and hoisted for less than $l. 00 per ton and if 

subsequent costs for haulage, freight and treatment were not more than 

$4. 00 one could break even with $6. 50 rock and open up quite a bit of the 

old mine, as well as sampling those sections of the gob. 



J. Andrew West of Prescott has interest in claims which 

adjo:n the Alvarado and wr .. ich ha\'e been tv.,ice examined by H. F. 

Mills of the Iron King who recommends that they shoulc be cieveloped 

by drilling. 

E. J. Bumsted has an interest with Ted Schultz of Humboldt in 

a little gold mine 3-1/2 miles from Yarnell and not far from the Monica 

but difficult of access. 

He has sampled quite thoroughly a...'I'ld claims that the average 

of 48 samples is about $18.00 gold with Quartz vein 3 feet or more in 

width and some very high assays. 

Hopes to get a Government loan to build a road then do 

more development. · 



Janm:ry 27, 1945 

NOTES RE CONGRESS EXAWJNA TION 

Sfu:'-~ples ta,:,en iu COD-gres.:; Vein away fro:::! the stopes are 

Stone thirJ~s that there is very little 0.45 oz. ore cle,'eloped in 

the Sullivan Mine and in many places only the fault gouge between the 

diorite and granite is mineioalized and that is too nal-row to be mined 

with. profi~. 

The conditions making for' ore deposition (cro£:s faults, etc.) 

are weal, at the SullivGn, and t~ere are many post mineral faults which 

cut up the vein ir!to small blocks. In the Sullivan there may be ~ome 

15,000 tons of fills and dump rock that will average about $7.00 or 

slightly more in recoverable value, and with costa of mining and milling 

of perhaps $4.00 per ton no profit could be anticipated h"om thep1rchase 

and operation of this property. 



CONGRESS NOTES 

RE Ownership of neighboring mining claims. 

Sullivan Group 

New Congress 

Los Senate 

Russian Gold 
and 

Rose Gold 

Planet Mier 
and 

Omaha 

Under Discussion 

ditto 

Owned by William Herskowitz of Congress. but 

at present under option to Robert Rae. 

Owned by State of Arizona. Look up County 

Records and Patent Survey iH 726. 

Patent Survey 35Z3 

Violet - Not owned by Hull. Patent Survey 2488 

Dakota 

Rose Quartz ilZ 

Golden Key Group -

Patent Survey 35Z9 

Said to have all been owned by the Hull Copper 

Co. and Hull Estate of Jerome. Some further 

information might be obtained from Howard Cornick 

in Tucson or the County Records. 

Said to be owned by Frindley to whom wrote on 3/9/44. 

Including P. A. Homas locations and comprising: 

Little Fraction (northeast of Golden thread) 
Los Senate liZ 
Rose Quartz and Rose Quartz '3 
Emma 
Rosa-Lee 
Valley 
Anna 
Key 

alao Amelie 
Surprise 
New Century 



Last Chance 

Bull Doz 

In some or all of these William Savage has an interest 

and some or all of them hC'.ve been sold or optioned to 

Clau de Findley. None appear to be patented. 

Patent Survey 30eS 

Patent Survey 3084 

Probably no value but can be looked up in County 

Records if necessary. 

Some claims to west of Old State owned by I. M. McKenzie of Phoenix. 

Hull Claims of Verity. 
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George M. Colvocoresses 
IV.llning and Metallur gical Engineer -1102 Luhrs Tower 

Fhoenix, Arizona August 30, 1948 

Messrs. Colburn, Byron Moyer, Richard Heilmann, and associates 

SUPPLElv:lENTARY REPORT ON CONGRESS 1HNE 

Gentlemen: 

Although my examinations of the Congress Mine in 1935, 1942, 

1943 and 1944 were made first for the purpose of determining the advisability of 

treating the tailings and dumps and next with the idea of conducting a large scale 

operation for the treatment of tailings, dumps, mine fills and low grade ore in 

placei-the results as embodied in my long report of August 1943, to which I later 

. made some additions, included much information which would be valuable in 

" iding a small operation treating only the hig-her grade ore. In this connection the 

following supplemental notes are submitted and in order to call particular attention 

to portions of my report which have a bearing on your present problem, I have 

-side lined certain paragraphs in pencil and also made a number of note s on the 

margin of the copy with which I shall furnish you. 

(1) The remaining tailings win probably not pay to work, but it 

will be advisable to investigate the sub-soil where some samples which we took 

in 1943 showed material carrying $18.00 per ton, but this may since have been 

removed. 

(2) As to the dumps while these will not average much over $3.00 

per ton, the:e a re some portions which might be v.orth sorting over and perhaps 

screening since it is of record that on one occasion 147 tons were sorted from 

a dump and assayed $18.55 per ton. Some of my samples from the dumps ran 

tter than $10.00 per ton butthese were averaged with lower grade material. 



(3) From all sampling it appears that the mine fills down to the 

15001 level will average at least $5.00. Here again there are sections which 

are much richer than the average, but we purposely cast out high grade samples. 

Some idee.. of the pl·obable value of each portion of the fill can generally be 

obtained by visual inspection after washing. as the pr~sence of quartz and sul

phides nearly al".r.rays indicates gold values except in the Queen of the Hills where 

there is a lot cf nearly barren quartz. Before actually preparing to mine any 

of this material, I suggest that some grab samples should be taken from the best 

looking sections as I obtained several samples which ran better than $8. 00 per 

ton particularly from the Congres vein near No. 2. shaft on the 92.5' level •. 

{4} The mine was unwatered in No. Z shaft to the 1950 i level in 1941 

and Ramsden told me that he found some very good ore on the 192.5' level in No. 

3 shaft and extending up to 1700 f. 

HIGH GRADE ORE 

The existence of bigh grade ore remaining in the old Congress 

workings has been made the subject of persistent rumors many of which I believe 

to be uruounaed or greatly exaggerated. However, as a matter of record, I think 

it proper to repeat some of the se for what they may be worth. 

Near to the surface. especially in the vicinity of the #1 Shaft there 

still remain small sections of "pillars and sills of high grade ore some of which 

has been gouged out by leasers during recent years and sbipped to the Hayden 

Smelter after the Congress Corporation shut down their mill. This :' ore was 

divvicult and expensive to mine and probably had an Gi.verage value in the order 

of $20.00 per ton but was band-sorted until the shipping product became much 

richer. Profits to the miners seem to have been small since the work was inter

mittent and had been practically discontinued during the latter part of 1944. 
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The tonnage of such ore now remaining in this section of the 

mine must be small and cannot be considered in any estimate although it is 

quite likely that after regular mining and milling operations are resumed, 

new leasers may furnish a few hu.'"1dred tons or more per annum. 

Frank Stone of Pre scott who once did some leasing on the mine 

claims to have claimed up 90 feet in an inclined raise from the 600 to 700 I 

level east of #2. Shaft and there to have found and sampled a cross-vein 

with a width of 18" to 2 I that carried up to 4.00 oz. of gold. This story was 

related by Herskowitz who apparently does not know just where this raise 

is located and in any event it is probably now inaccessible except aiter some 

preparatory work. 

Regarding the Queen of the Hills workings, Stanton could give little 

information since most of his work was done after he was no longer manager 

of the mine, but it is of record that leasers operated here with some profit 

during the 1930s and that the mine workings are much more ex tensive than 

shown on the map and at one poin.t a win~e had been sunk to a depth of 1750 1• 

Samples taken in some of the pillars ran better than $10.00 per ton and 

several reliable men stated that a substantial tonnage of similar grade ore 

remained in sections of the vein which they had examined prior to 1940. 

It is my opinion that a comparatively small amount of cleaning up 

would permit the examination of much of these workings which are now 

inaccessible and I suggest that special attention should be paid to the 

Queen of the Hills which seems to have been much less thoroughly prospected 

and developed than other portions of the property and which probably contains 

the faulted extension of the Congress Vein. 

LOWER GRADE ORE 

As to the lower grade ore remaining in various portions of the 

workinge, I can add nothing to the previous statements and those in my 



report except to mention that Snow confirmed the findings of Colburn, 

Price and Ramsden to the effect that many samples cut in the vein 

between the 01':l stores would run from $7.00 to over $ID.OO per ton and 

some of m~1' eam!?les carried over $9.00 altulJugh all high grade material 

was purposely avoided. 

StrJ1tOD. ant: others who were fa.miEar with the old mine mentioned 

the fact thEl.t there had oo~n left in the upper levels of the Niagara Vein ore 

which assayed 5ust a shaoe below the oM limit (\f 0.35 oz. per ton and 

which could be reached for sampling from the #5 shaft if a little cleaning up 

was done in the shafts and dr.iIts. While no aCCl!rate estimate of this ore was 

made, the tonnage was represented as being quite substantial and some 

portions of it should ca.rry better than 0.4 oz. per ton. 

!\-rETALLURGY 

In further reference to the treatment of the higher grade or.! to 

be produced from small scale operations (about 50 tons per day) it seems 

. that this n-,ight best be started through the use of flotation with shipment 

of concentrates to a smelter. These concentrates and even the flotation 

tailings could later be cya..-uded (with. or without roasting) if the extra 

recovery would make this worthwhile. 

I have a record of gravity concentrates shipped by the Congress 

Company to the Humboldt Smelter in 1906 which carried 7 oz. to 8 oz. 

in geld and 13 oz. in silver. and I believe that a high. recovery of vaiues 

could be obtained on most of the ore by modern flotation alone whereas the 

installation of cyanide equipment would involve much extra .expenae and the 

operation of a amall cyanide plant is comparatively co.t1y. 
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CONCLUSION 

To SU!'::1 up the situ3.tion ! call }rou.r attentic:l to the estimate of 

c:'e reserve!i g~·.-cn Ct ... page lO~ af r ... y lOllg report i:lud especially the 

pO$sitl~ ~re 3..."r.c~~:tb.;; to 200, OJG to~s v:ith ".n aven:.ge gross value of 

$ll~ 00 per to:!. l':cit~~r the qaa::ltity nor grade of this material can bE'! made 

the sl:bject of a.-t cngiucerb/1 cstiillaie baaed upar. ma::hematica! data but it 

is based !c..rSdy Oil conn:.rSo.ti0&15 ~m~ correspondence with competent 

engineers who WerE fa;T,il~QI ·,;;ith the c~c! wc.I'kings of th.e mine and it 

has been c!l.ecked to SOUle exteut by l1"lY own findir.gs and those of other 

enginee .. ·s who assisted me or Wt!l-e associat~J in oU.r inve&!igations. 

Of C,:)'-U"iie all cost estimates in the long report must now be 

substantially revised upwal.'l! aud without attempting to go into detail I have 

figured that the cost of developing, sorting and mining ore will be in the order 

of $6.25 per ton in place of $5.00 and millhtg. etc. will cost about $1. 75 

making a total operating c:..-pcnsc of $8.00 and leaving a profit of $2.00 per 

ton on this class o~ r ... 1aterial if 6.n average recovery of SlO. 00 can be obtained. 

T14e total eApec~d profit frota the operation. after deducting the 

repayment of capital ~hlch must be inveElted, may not seem to make the 

venture partict.;larly &.ttractive. but one must bear in mind the chance (and 

I think it is a ve~y goed one) Cif finding and mining con~iderable ore of a much 

higher g:-ade some of which Iraay well run to a value of $20.00 as produced in 

the old cpera.tions a.nd considering that all mining is at best a speculative 

venture, I {~el taat there is a strong probability that roe initial investment 

will be repaid and a reasouable expectation tlu;.t a very substantial profit 

may be ea.r~d either because of the develppment or higher grade ore or 

because of the anticipated increase in the price of gold. Moreover it should 



be noted that all of the samples listed in the report were purpo~,el)r taken vlith-

out s orting while such sortir.g, at a comparatively small expe~se. would have 

raised the gracie of be se tal~en fror:1 are in place and alsD from portions c£ 

In carrying on a small opeloatiOf"l yuil wi.ll oo:.:btless fbd it acvisable to 

api.:>iy b'Jtb. selective mir.ing .:x.d sorting and ma>T thus be able to bring the 

average vaLue of milL heads to r.erh41ps $1::'. (IU per ton wh~ch wculd be most 

de~ir2.bLe. 

The condidon of the wor:dngs which I visited and sampled some five 

yeal's ago has doubtless changed somewhat for the worse and befilre mining 

aLd milling is actually started, it will be eSEeutial tc have made accessible 

a sufficient number of faces or pay ore to pc;rmit the desired daily production. 

10 crder to be reasonably sure of proGucing 50 tons of pay are or gob 

I feel that first o[ all, and before .nc.king any large purchases of equipment, 

it wO'.lld be your best policy tn err,pl:y a corr.pctent young engineer with a small 

crew of miners who cculd work under the C!irecticn of Mr. Colburn. Clearing out 

the d~ifts or stopes where pay ore is known or believed to exist and re-sampling 

these ere shoets or sections of the gob with proper sortiuG followed by 

preparation for tbe actual extraction of the pay ore. 

By following this prograzr! you should be able to avoid the mistake 

of going to more than a trivial expense in p,reparing t.-:l develop and mine ore 

shocts which are not suffiCiently rich to pay the wor~g costs. 

CAPITAL EXPENDITTJRE 

1 have refigured the ca.pital el.:penditure which will probably be 

involved in this undertaking and assuming that you can purchase the present 

power plant for $12. 500,00 and obtain good eecond hand machiner'), for your 



princi!,:U items of eC!~ipr:1er..t, I think that the $80,000.00 'wpich you propose 

to ;;.Z'o,ride sh'Juld be sufficient provide':: you do n,t a~ter.:-Jr t to cyanide either 

t};e c:JnCp.ntr8t~5 ,.rr tdHr<3s from the flotation pl?~t. S:lOt!ld et~c!> cyanide 

tre,:tDeIlf: '!'row,: to be nec€'f.S;lTY :)1' 2.Cvis?.tle, I beU~',re that you should 

E:l.!:!'a:!ee to r...RVe ~.vailahle an additional S'1O. 000.00 or preferably $20, 000. 00 

whi.ch last figure wc:.tld raise your total cctl?ital investme,lt to S100, 000.00 

a:"d serve to I'l"ovicie a certain amount of working capitZll which is often of 

~!'CRt imrortan<:e. 

My <:Ollc1nflio!)s are ae;l.in mac-? on the assumpticn that there will not 

be any f1nther advat:'ces in tbe cost of !~bor or oth:cr commodities resulting 

ill SeT.iOU9 irHc-.tit::·n wi.th :.:l rl~~rec\Re in tbe va\up. cf ottr currency which would 

make preeet~t esti>:nates ent:h'ely wo:-thlr!ss as lor-gas the value of gold is 

fixed at $3~. 00 f'er ounce. 

Yours very truly, 

(signed) G. M. Colvocoresses. 

Gl.-1:C:lM 



Record from W.J.ning and Metallurgical Society of America. 1937. 

Brought up to date. 194Z. 

COLVOCCRESSES. Q. M. 110Z Luhrs Tower. Phoenix. Arizon3. 

Consulting, l>..Uning and Metallurgical Engineer 

1900. Graduate, Yale University; 1900-01. Day laborer in sme1ti , works and 
Asst. Chemist and Assayer. Assisted on mine e"amination, mi. ' sarn~1in~ 
and pros7)ectin~ and ex?loration tl'i?s in Canada and U. S., for Cord Cop?er 
Co. and Ontario Smelting Works; 1901, Sent to l\ew Caledonia as '. salt. Eu:?t. 
of !,Hnes for Nickel Cor";) •• Ltd.; 1902-05, Ass·t. SU'Jt. and later ' '..1:.>t. of 
Mines for Nickel CO:"'O.: Ltd. and Societe I,liniere C~lc 2':>nien:-~~; . '0':;-06. Office 
worl. in ?aris a..'"ld Lo;don 1'r ior to re tl.lrn to U.~. W 04::i) .J -, t.:; .-:~ .. ter of Can3.ciian 
Co'Ouer Co. 2y..arninati.:.n work in Cob:llt district and !'~:;~ r t):ll"ts o.~' ·;tari:'l; 
1906'-09. Zn,;i~er on staff of International Nickel -' =""i~e work L"~w York 
and examina.tion work in v3riOUS narts of t~e U • . ' • Go.!"'_ .: ... '1, .-\ustralia :..::lcl ~~ew 
Caledonb. also Cuba a!ld ?Ol"t~ P~ico. Const'" .. : .. ~ En'!!"' ':- '~ r for l.·:assey Cop?er 
Mine Co., Ontario. In c:'large of e~ploratio _~:j f2evel,') :, . ~~nt work for An~lo 
American Iron Co •• ; 1900-12. Gu:')crintenden. :., ~ ~ , lill~- .... t Silver :.:in~. O:ltario. 
In charGe of exploration and exar:lination work l " ~:> ,: ,strict, 1912-1914. C O:lsultin'3 
Engineer. Xew York: 1()l·;-21. General .": - "' :-:,el' (.; ~":. ;:)lio3.ted Arizona E r::.eltin~ 
Co •• Humboldt. Al"izona, 1921-22, -. '; 0 ' ~_ ~- · ~rt~ ... \"''''iver for Cons. Ariz')~a 
Sreelting Co.; 1922-30. General !"~ a ser Sout •. -~st it~ , ,I s Co.,Eur::1boldt, Arizona; 
1916 20 C ~. 0" C C . ~- ... ~ 10 '") " ' ~r. 1 . , - • ons • .:;.,nglneel' UIO 0 ,. ';.'!r o. 01 ~ ~ _; .... <)..,~, venera ;" .~;1". 

Swansea Lease. inc.; 1919-32, F sident and ;',i::: _ sel" ~ ies~el'n .\!etallu!"~ical 
Co. or Los An',Seles. Developin~ : d operating a .- ,~tallul"sic~l process; 1 9~b -3;) Chic: 
Metallurdcal i:n;:ineer for Cars(.."l Investment - ~ • of ::~n Francisco; 1917-3D 
Cons. En'-'ineer l'ficu Steel Cor~o:- t. n 01 Tor T..{O, 1923-36, General :'.lann-zer 
!\-leteor C~ater Z=-:plor . .... '"' .,-j · :.\lini~<~::~~:r::~~~:~'J-1'925, Covernor of e: e Adzona 
Cha:?ter of toe Amer',.. ~l l'linin j Conjressj n30-42 C on D. ~ ,i in. a:ld 1,:et311u r r: ic:l.l 
.Enzine~rt ?hoenL~, . "l"i~ona with . '':.?l~ym.snt of varic~3 clients at:d s '.l?ervi51on 
of o:::cl"::!tions of va ~ us bines am , 'lants producing mostly E;old, silver and 
cop?er. 

Similar information . ~d from "\,{ho's Wh~ in Sn3ineering" for 1931. 

NOTE: Mr. Jaquays, I am attaching hereto this page showing some of Mr. 
Colvocore sse s I tremendous background. 

Stella Freasier 
3/31/60 



DATA RE WATER SUPPLY 

AT COKGRESS 

Required for 500 ton ;:-..-_ill Clr.a a~cessorr equipmeut say 150.000 

gallons of water par day. 

For 1000 ton mill say 300,000 gdlons of water per day • say 

200 g. p. m. or less than 20 miners inches 

1 Miners inch = 11. 25 gallons (in Arizona) pei' minute 

• 1.50 Cu. Ft. " II 

1 cu. ft. water = 7.48 

gallons • 62. 4# • 2160 11 II per da.· 16,200 gallons 

1 gal. = 0.1337 cu. ft. 

• 8. 331 = 788499 It 
II II year. 

= 18 acre feet per yea:-

(I acre foot • 43560 cubic feet) 

The flow at the Dor.ald Scott measuring gauge which is located on 

Date Creek on Tp 10 N, Range 8 West about 10 miles below the Box Canyon 

has given most erratic &.nd probably quite worthless raadings as there 

appears to be a great loss of water between the Box Canyon and the 

gauge where Scott says that in one yea:', 1941, the}- recol"ded a flow of 

7700 acre feet (equivalent to 428 miners inches) which seems way too high 

while in 1943 he says that they only recorded a flow of 113 acre reet 

(e~uivalent to less than 7 miners inches) which is way too low. ' There doea 

not appear to be ar..y sizable tributaries flowing into Date Cre,ek between 

the Box Ca:lyon and the ga.uge but to get any l'eascnably accurate measure-

menta it would be necessary to install a new gauge at or near the Box where it 

is my beat estimate that the normal average flow in dry weather ia from 

2.0 to 30 miners inchea ,and allowing for fl!loda might amount to 500 to 700 

acre feet per annum. 



, 
!'-;OTE RS TRIP TO CONG_~ESS ~aNE AN~ RANCEES--NOVEMBER 30,1943 

(See Letter to Morton of December 1st). 

Saw Beach at Sullivan Mine, he claims to ha"/e an option 

C:l tlus p:!:'operty for $50,000 of which l:e has paid 2.bOL1t $15,000. 

Until the Government forced cold mines to cliscor..tinue operations he 

says tha t h~ W2..S p2.ying ~200 per month and the tax~s which amount to 

about $200 per annum and are paid up to dc::.te. Beach could assign his 

option and probably secure a larr,e reduction on the price if cash pa'r

ments were involved and he would much like to make a deal that would 

bring in regular monthly payments -to him. 

The property is owned by the estate of Mrs. Dan Sullivan 

which is being administered by Mrs. Katherine Hill of Phoenix and 

the attorneys are Marks and Marks of the Title and Trust Building. 

The Sullivan Wilne and well make about 3000 gallons of water par 

day (Z gallons per minute) and water has been kept down to 600 feet 

level to which pOint mine could be examined. 

The ore is not suitable for convertor flux since it carries too 

high a percentage of AIZ03• 

Herskowitz says that ranch land in that vicinity is worth about 

$3.00 per acre. 

The last terms offered by Hayden to Finciley (now living at 

Remuda Ranch near Wickenburg) for his part of #6 Dump gave him a 

treatment charge of $1. 00 per ton if value of ore was less than $4.80 

and $1. 50 for higher value and Hayden offered similar terms to Rae and 

Herskowitz if they would ship the #4 Congress Dump. Findley's last Z 

car load shipments have been too low grade to pay even on the above basis 

Snce they assayed only $3.50 and $Z. 80 per ton. The railway freight 

from Congre ss Junction to Hayden is $1. 75 per ton and cost of reclaiming 

clump ore, trucking to Junction and loading on cars should be from O. 75¢':; 

to $1.00 per tOD. 



Some recent samples from t4 Dump gave an a\' erage oi $3.22 

except for one s~n;:;,ll po::-tion which assayed $7. 80 ar.~ $9.20, but it would 

cost quite a bit to b:.;.ild a road to this part of the d~~p and Rae wanted 

Her skowitz to par a royaltr to :he Receiver of $1. 25 per ton w!>ich is 

way too high. 

My estimate of the average value of {4 Dump (5000) tons) was 

only $3.00 and Liddells estimate was $3. 50 so it is not likely that any 

of this material will be moved. 

Herskowitz would like to get a k>ng term lease (year or more) 

&t Congress so that he could ship some or.e from the mine. 

He claims that in the Queen of the Hills workings there is 

ore on which the last leasers were wo:;;oking and from which they made 

shipments that averaged $10.00 with individual lots running $7. 80 to 

$ i 1.20 and some sorted ore carrying $38.00 and on the west side of their 

stopes there are several thousand tons of ore in place that he is sure will 

average $10.00. 



RE SULLIVAN 1~II\"E 

The Sullivan MirJ.ng Company which at O::le time controlled 

these holdings is no longer in existence and the New Con['ress Gold Ivunes, 

Inc. no loncer holds an option ,on the Sullivan Property but does hold pro

missory title to the follmuing unpatented lode claims: 

Gold Coin 

Gold BuHiorL 

Gold Bar 

Gold Pan 

Gold Dike, with total area of about 103 acres. 

This is an Arizona Corporation which has an authorized 

capital of 50,000 shares of common stock of which about One half has been 

issued all owned or controlled by E. N. Beach, according to his statement. 

The claims held by this company were located to cover the presumed ex

tension of the Sullivan vein which so far has never been developed. In 

any case the surface rights might be useful for tailings disposal from the 

Congress Mill. 

The E state of Margaret H. Sullivan owns the followi:lg patented 

lode mining claims. 

Sunset Merit 

Jereey Alaska 

Most of the mining work and all the improvements are located 

on the Alaska Claim while the faulted cnutcrop of the Sullivan vein can be 

traced from this claim onto the Jersey and Merit with strike N 540 West 

and dip of about 400 to the north east in which the ore shoota rake to the northwest. 
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development \.~' ,)rlc has t"'-CCl1 don~ in the I'Ol·~!1 ulocl~ on the Alaf.ka Claim and 

The n~:t blcci~ going easti.as a ie:;:;.gth of ",-bout 30C' to the fault 

wilie;-, cuts through close to tl-.e 5t11~ivan Camp Buildi~gG and just west of tne 

Beaci-L Shaft a_nd just we st cf the next fault which throws the vein. 210 I further 

to th.;; south. ~~l.e ... -eill was c .. ;; at a ve:rtic~l depth ;,)f a::':J~t 28G' by drill hole 

F
I
,: ":. '-'-L-'e ... -·e "'hr.. C - -'" -6- _-,_,, ·1! /0 n_ '-e-l~'- v..-tr. :S(.L":"~ 

- ... ... .... ~ VAil;. C1 ~~J' ''''\'&' . w"J"~. i:' 4. • .,~. - t- ' 

From the Eeacb. SaaIt is a cr.:.seCll.t on the level cut the vein in the 

next blcck to the east a.."1d £:'00 there the c~tcrop is nearly dl cot'erec by 

wash but was b~lieved to have been fOllUC en the other side of th~ flat near!y 

one mile from the workings. but values were low. The presumed olltcrop of 

tl:..e eastern_ extension of this vein is covered by the fo110 ...... 71r:.g cldrns: 

Albert Gold Bullion 

Gold Bar 

Gold Pan. 

D. I)Till Hc.le 1.2 should have cut this vein at a vertical depth of 

about 350 feet a:ld here the assay was 1r~''';-{j C~ 3' 

D. Drill Hole H should have cut it at a vertical d~pth of about 

650 feet and here the assuy was ('}, :{_('" ~ w....c:/\,o J' 

No other work was done in these sections of the vein. 

The mill had a capacity of. 2.0-25 tone; pe~ day witb. the 4 

Ni&&en Stamps. 
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The taili!lg T'He is s hallow be'.t could easily be reclaimed. It is 

separated into sar..~s .. :rtd slime s, a FttJe b.q~er C!.ua:-.tity cf fr..e former 

w'tich avera2'e O. 10 C~. ($3.50) w!1ile the sli:nes run fr~m o. 16 to O. ZO, 

S:? y ~6. co ave:-a :se. Total !:onr ... a:;e of reclaimable ~ifugs is about 6000. 

The <'re dU.!"1P is also ~baHow e>nd proba.bly contains 5000 tons with 

ave:r<!gc grade arOt'l1c 0.3 <'z. or safe- to estim:::lte (£ $8.00, which is also the 

average value of the mine fills. 

The mill ~uHding i~ in goad shape an~ other buildings are fair but 

The practice was to put the ore thru the jaw' crusher and then 

crllsn to ZO mesh in the Nissen Stamps after which it went over tables where 

600/) of the valucs were recove!"ed in conCf'!ntrates and then an additional 

ZOe:.; of the !!cad value~ were recovered by cya:lidin~ the tailin~s, so that total 

recovery waG aO'k. 

Comparatively recent laboratory tests have shown that a 96% 

recovery could be made by cyanide after grinding to 60 mesh. 

A studio f the assay map prepared by the Mareden Co. Engineers 

is b-, n.o means el!couraging and seems to indicate that all previous sampling . 

was badly done or that samples were cut across a very narrow width. Aside 

from a few higher grade pockets this Marsden Assay Map shows low grade 

ore which does not appear to average as much as .3 oz. over an average 

width of 3 feet. Four WOOl' san:.ples from the fills averaged. 255 = $8.9Z 



, 

p2r ton v.rhich checks. B'?;:"cr_'e E"stimate of en ave!'a~e of $8. CO, cut it looks 

2.e if el"e !,,!!Tcidr.S- ore in Ti!"r.e ''''onId be or '10 ~;etter g:'- 2 :' e <l:lC tl:.e high 

grnde ore which was mine-c ::.n<:.l milled seems to h::-.ve co~e f:oom o:ne high 

r.r~dc shoot wl-jch was pret~· \~.'el~ mined nat h:fore th~:~ t::l.lit. 

p.~ i~£?ecti.C'r.. of th~ cquij?:ne!l.t as Ust.:!d be low indicated e-.at tbe 

12. P. P. G~r: ::n3'in~ l:~s he. ·,m p".rtly Ci~m.:mt!cd, ~ls-:> the Bucket Ebvat':'l", 

fFit~h2.st~n, P 8.cht4c::-. Trml<:s and ?i.r.c TCl.nks have been mClvec or <'.re in use

less condition. 

None of the equipment except the hoist (which will require some 

200 feet of additional 5/8 c~.ble) wOI.,.ld be of anr value for future operation. 

The same value of the eC1u~.pment t!nd suct bdJ.<:!incs ana 

st~uct'~~e9 as could not be utili<'Jec1 would not be Eke ly to exceed $1500 

while the value of the equipment and stt ilctu::-e s which coult3 be utilitized 

might be estirrulted at about $3500, making a total of $5000. 

The ?rofit to be derived from tre-:lti::lg the 5')1)0 tons or re

c!ait'r.able dum? rock woald pzoobably exceecl $1. 01) p~r ton ~nd about $Z.OO 

per ton for the tailir..gs. of ,'~hich n~t more than 6oor'l tons cC'uld be 

reclaimed. 

Value of the property to a p'.u-chaser may be reca.pitulated as 

follows: 
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FOR CONGRESS FILE 

1\~!V~O HE E·ULLn" AK Mn::s, FOR MEr-TIN::; 1/22/1944. 

This is described en paGe 81 - 84 of my report of August 25th 

fror:l which it appears that it comprise$ 9 patented clcin'!s (perhaps 180 acres) 

unpatented claims ( acres) which are reported to be in good stancing. 

Prcractioll (1910 to 1912) ,\T!'as 10, ?,06 to~s :"!·"C:'3G"i=7.;:r O. 763 

oz. gold. 

Ore reserves according to MacCarthy's report and assay map made 

by the .~1arsden Co. include 25, COO tons of r.:line nus above 850' leV'el averaging 

0.25 oz. gold and 25,000 tOD:' of de,reloped ore in place abne the 60e' lev.el 

with average ,'alae 0.4 to O. 5 gold. Addition.a! po~siHe ore is indicated 

down to the 1500' level which may amount to as much as 600,000 tons with 

aver~c;z-? value fromO. 5 to O. 7 oz. -oer ton. 
~ . 

Ou tee dump there are about tons of roel: which should 

averaf!e about per ton. 

Some 800/.:1 of the gold\l3.1ues in the ore can b.~ recovered by 

amalgamation bt;t the ere is not suitable for com'erter £lu~ since it carrie. 

The mine world~g5 are kept unwate!"ed clown to the 600' level 

and are accessible to that depth. The mine IDMCS abou~ 3,000 g&llons of 

water per day. 
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The property is owned by the 

Company, an Arizona Corporation with an authorized c ?pital of 

The Dan Sullivan E state of which Urs. K~tl"'...l"}'U Hill is 

administratrix, with Marks a~d Marks as Attorneys owns 

shares of thi~ cOr!".pa. ... )~ IS stocks anc E. N. Beach has z. certain intereot and held 

an option which has now e>"'Pirecl to purchase the entire property on terms for 

$50,000. 

A mortgage on the real and ~ onal property is held by Charles 

RabIe of Prescott. Present principal is about $4000 and interest at 8% amounts 

to $320.00 per annum while property taxes ar'! about $200 so that the total 

fixed charges inclUding corporation taxes, etc. should be less than $600 per 

annum. 

The surface improvements and equipment including the old stamp 

mHl are of little value and pTopably f1hculd be sold. 

Sug2ested terms 

-vle might c.ffer to purchi.se th~ mortgage aud perhaps pay up 

any emall outstanding debts so that the Sullivan Co. would be in a position 

to execute an option for say two or three years to sell the entire real 

property with permanent improvemeilte for a specified sum, say $25,000. 

The Sullivan Co. would meantime be iu a position to dispose of 

the machinery a~d eC!uipment for their own ~CCOtmt as those would have 

practically no value for future oper.tione, and could be released from the 

mortgage. During opHon perioo we would pay all property taxes and 

waive all interest on the mortgage. No wa.tchman would be required .0 
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that this should represent the limit of the fixed charres (about $200.00 per 

annun) for no assessment work on the unp.::.. tented daims is likely to be required 

duZ'in~ the duration or the war. 

1£ the option should not be exercised 'We would forfeit all payments 

made and interest accrued on the oortgage while holding the option and 

extend the term of the mortra[e for 3 years while reducing the interest rate on 

same to 50/0 . If the option should be exercised all payments made up to that 

time including the principal payment for the mortgage and accrued intere st 

would be z:redited as part payment of the purchase price. 
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NOTES RE SULLIVAN MINE & hTEW CONGRESS 
1-22-44 

Codererrce with Bernc..rd l·4arke. Mrs. Hill and Beach. 

1iG.!' s c:.ret H. Sullivan estate owns patented and unpatenteci claims &.5 per list. 

PATEN TED CLAIMS 

SWlset. Jersey, Merit aoci Alaska lode mining claims, about 80 

Acre s . United States Patent being of record in Book 119 of Deeds. pa~es 449 

to ~54, RecCl!'ds of Yavapai County, Arizona.. 

UNPATENTED CLAIMS 

The following unpat£'nt~d mining clair:-~s situate in the Martinez 

,. ining Distric~ ~ounty of Yavapai, State of Arizona: 

Book ~~e 
Arizona Placer lu6 472 

Jer sey Placer 106 473 

Southside Placer 115 419 

Northside Placer 121 419 

Charlie Lode 128 261 

Will " 128 262 

Bob If 128 Z62 

Verde It 132 190 

Albert " 132 189 

DalJ. " 132 S54 

Jerry " 182 (132) 555 

Clear title to aU property could be delivered thru sale by Estate 

with approval of Court. 
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The New Cc~gress l\~i~:'~g Con:pa:;.y. a!:l Al'i~ona Corporation with 

authorized capital of 50,000 shares of common e;tcc!<. of which abo~t half have 

bee&l issued and all owned or ccr.trQlled by E. N'. B~ach O\7nS tile following 

un~atented lode clai!!'ls. 

Gold Coin 

Gold B'JIlion 

Gold Pan 

Gold Dike 

Gold Ba!' (Totalling 103 acres (?) 

Rable mortgage now amounts to about $5000 including principal 

and accrued i~terest. 

Dump at Sullivan abollt 7000 tons of rick with average value 0.2 oz. 

or ($7.00) 

Tailings about 10,000 tons which might average 0.2 oz. although 

ass&.¥ of sands only ran 0.1 ($3.50) oz. and of sUmes O. 16 oz. 

Beach thinks it essential to retain mining and pumping equipment 

in ord~r to keep the water out of the workings above the 600' level which. 

other~.'i&e would cave and he wants to stay on ilie job and be paid about $200 

per mo::::th. Mill ectuipr:J.ent. etc. could be s?,Jd. 

Try to visit mine on Z7th or 28th to check value of equipment and 

to see Billingsley who might Inake deal {or water. 
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1/27/55 

CO~{GRESS INV;':S.TIGATION 

nearl! to L.e ZUrfClCE!. 

P-_t t:!::.e f 4: Shaft t~ v:3.ter is J:..ept ciovy-u below the 600' level and 

rises about 15 to 2-] £~et {or lfiore i~ wet weather} in the incline shaft every 

tl->..ree weeks un:iI Bea~h pumps it do'n·n. 

The n or original Dennis May Shaft is sunk in the outcrop of 

the vein and the diorite dike wh.ich is in the hanging wall of the vein b(";:tween 

the true walls of granite. The dip is about200 to the north and the strike of the 

vein is N. soo Vrest South 80
0 

East. Both dike and vein are well exposed 

at the collar of the shaft which is small but open and ventilate s tr...e mine 

workings. The widt~ of the vein h · 3 to 4 ieet ~""1d the cike varies but 

general! is :!l.Jt much wider. The best values in the veill. jump around but are 

generally along the foot wall. 

The #4 or Main Shaft is nearly 400 I e.ast of the #1 Shaft and is 

also small and sunk at the SaIne incline but here the outcrop is covered by 

wash and just east or the shaft the vein is thrown 300 feet to the south by 

one of the 40r more ncrth-sou.th faults that cut thrc.ugh this formation 

as ~hown approximately on my copy of the claim map. The most westerly 

of these faults is on the Merit Claim about. 500' west 01 be lil SnaIt and 

although the outcrop of the vein can bE: traced westward up the hills on the 

Rcs~ Gold and nussi~n Gold Claims the ore is very low grade and has not 

been developed. The next fault cuts the vein close to the /i4 Shaft and 

again throws it 300 feet to the south so th.Gt nearly all the undergrouDd 



Crushir:.3 2.7'!O cya:'l ic1e p!a::.ts of ~bOll.t 25 to:!:: d3.i!y cz-pacity, 

h:stalled in 1909-10 anti used for the tr~atrnent or appr·o::ir.mely 1O, 60C 

tons of ~:r'e. 

Tbp ~~u:n""r.' p",~ "'o,rT e:~"'l'd; ... ry 0'1 th..,. p-o ...... •• .... • C~·lS1·~tl=: or f.1...e - • . _ _ . ~ • . • ~ •• _ • . I., ... .l. • i:) .... _ ..... - . . .. ~ • -_ • L..I~-"') \.14 _ ' .,: .L L..~ 

f" Howing: 

} - 40 H. P. Fairba-:::.ks-Morse Gas EnGine (in 1\1'i11) 

I-lSH.P. " II G~soline Hoist (at i!4 Sh.aft) 

12 H. P. " " Gae Eng:n~ (on Crt!sher) 

I - Blake Jew Crt! sher 

1 - t,l'!vator (incline) Belt between Crusher f.nd Mill 

I - ZO-ton Ore bin for st.,r~ge before c!'ushi!lg 

! - 60-tcn Ore Bin :n tull fo!' storage after crushing 

4 - 1500 lb. Niss~Yi Stamps 

3 - Vtilfler Ccncentrating Tabl~s 

I - :Bucket Elevator 

1 - S?itzr:.as~en Cl~ssifier 

2 - Pachuca Agitating Tanks 

I - 6 H. P. Fairbanks-Mcr~, ~ Gasoline Engine and Centriiugal Pump 

4 - 20-ton Decantin~ Ta~ks 

3 - Gold Solution Tanks 

3 - Sets of Zinc Gold Precipitation Tan..~s 

4 - 30 Ton Filter Tanks 

1500' - 2" and 2-1/2" Air Line in the Mine 

850' - Skip 'iack, also track on all levels in the Sullivan workings. 



1 
I 
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In addition to thp. mill and c1"ushE'r builc!bzs, the following 

?'re on ~!~p. ~r('\perty: 

1 - 4-room Offic~ Building 

2 - c,-1"I?OT1l Dwe 1lings 

1 - /l, ·c:snv Office 

1 - 3-rooM Gcld-~ecov~ry BuHding 

1 - 2-car G?.!'a~e with 12., 500 gallon ealvaniz~d h"on Fuel Oil 

Sto!"age Tank 

1 - .Blackstr..ith Shop 

1 - Hoi sthcmse 

Property c·r 1Aargaret fullivz..n Estate: 

Equi.?ment a&ld Structures to be 'used or sc.Li $5, 000 

Prolit from treatment of dump ore (:,uCO) te;ns <S ~l. 00 5,000 

It 11 old tailings 60"00 II . •• $2.00 12,000 

.. 11 mine fills, say 15000 " .1 $2.. SO 30,000 

" " developed ore, say 10000" " $2. 00 20,000 

" " prospective ore ? 

Value of land to Congress operation 

Total value vI cullivan Estate Holdings 

Property of New Cong_:!ss Mining Co. 

Unpatented claims with no developed ore but 

may contain ea.st'woard exte:nsion of ~ullivan 

(Alaska) vein, suriace rights would De useful 

for tailings disposal. Total value, aay 

$70,000 

5,000 



, 

I 

J 

Pro?erty of New Congress Mining Co. (continued) 

The tot2..l pro:it 0::- re tuz-n from the Eu!livav. M:'v.e 

whicr. miCht eventudl,)' be obtained from operations in 

conjunction ,,"Ii th the C0nCTe S5 Mine can be e stim~ted 

at about $75, 000 wl:ich Y/ould repre sent a present value 

of perh2.ps $30,000 to $40, 000. Su~gest that a cash offer 

of $2.0, 000 might be in order or 2-year option (f: $35,000 

with monthly payment of ~.200 during option period with pay

ments to apply on the purchase price. 
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Morton and Potter do not thi~k that the value of the Congress 

l\Cill equipment and perso::::J.al property is over ~Z5, 000 (I think that they are 

too lOw) and it would have no value to us in future operations (except the 

buildings) and should be disposed of as rapici.ly as possible. 

The two samples of Congress fills which I took to Tucson were 

averaged with the idea of making the value between $4.00 and $5.00 

(one was higher and one was lower) and the sample which was tested 

assayed O. US : $4.02 (assay calculated from product was O. 126 I: $4.41.) 

This was ground to 65 mesh and treated by straight cyanide 

with recovery of 80.6% and in another test it was treated by the Chapman 

(charcoal) process with recovery of 84% while tests on finer ground 

material ran as high as 92.% and Morton is satisfied that in practice a 

recovery of 90% could be made by grinding thru 100 mesh. 

One pound of cyanide per ton of ore was recovered. 

In ~ 1000 ton mill the cost should be substantially less than 

the $1.35 which I figured say $1.15 and recovery of 90% of $5.00 would 

be $4. 10 so that profit in fills might be about 



NO TE RE CONGRESS 

Distances: 

Phoenix to Congress Junction 

Congress Junction to Mine 

Congress Junction to Holmes Ranch 

Congress Junction to Billingsley Ranch 

Holmes Ranch to Congress Mine 

Miles 

70.00 

3.0 

10.00 

14.5 

13.0 



10/20/44 

RE DUl'.1PS 

Hernon S?ys that they have £ou!ld records which show 

that part of the tS Dump when treated alene ran 0.101 oz. ru:d that 

part of the {!l Dump ran 1.017 oz. this last run repre senting some 

5000 tons. Tailings ran 0.067 on the average over a considerable 

period of time. 



10/29/44 

EAGL!:-PICEER REORGANIZATION 

Mr. J. M. Bowlby. the President will also be Ma.naging 

Director and have charge of matters of finance and general po1ic~l. 

There are three Vice-Presidents:--

D. C. !v~cKallor who will have general supervision of all 

operations and particularly their work in the Joplin District. 

Hamilton A. Gray will continue in charge of purchasing 

and sales, transportation and public relations. 

Elmer Isern will take charge of all details of mining and 

metallurgy including the work at Congress. He has been Chief Metallurgist 

for the Company for many years but has no extensive experience with 

mining or geological problems many of which may be referred to Fowler. 

The entire policy of the Eagle-Picher Company in 

reference to expansion into new fields and acquisition of properties like 

Congress and Harquahala will probably soon come up for discussion and 

the new management will then decide whether to follow the liberal and 

aggressive policy which Potter had initiated. or to pull in their horns and 

confine their activities to their present operations. 

The Congress deal haa so far been highly thought of by 

the higher officials of the Company, but may be dropped if the latter 

program i. adopted. 
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At the Tucson office Morton is retiring from the position 

of General }.{aIl2.ger and \"d.11 be replaced by Gorcon Luff who E-eems to 

be an able and experienced man but I personally greatly regret the change. 

Morton told me that his health had recently obliged him to take things 

ea~y as he is suffering from high blood pressure and that he would continue 

to be connected with the Company in a consulting capacity but I fear that 

the true cause c·f his retire!r.ent may be Que to that of Potter. although I 

thin!<: that he has ah"rays been very !'Ughl}r regar,hd by UcI::allor also. 

Ed Crabtree has been advanced to the position of General 

Metallurgist for the Company and may later have to devote much of his time 

to the Tri-State work and gradually shift his headquarters to Joplin. 

The younger Duff is Mine Superintendent at Sahuarita (San 

Xavier Mine) and will replace Crabtree as their Mill Superintendent. 
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